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ABSTRACT
This thesis examines 22 rainstorms containing nearly
4000 minutes of drop size data from a continuously measuring
Joss disdrometer located in eastern Massachusetts. Storm
statistics of the rainfall rate R and the radar reflectivity
factor Z are computed, compared, and discussed. Various
relationships between Z and R are derived for portions of
storms, whole storms, and collections of storms. Several
environmental factors, including precipitation type, season,
and total storm rainfall were used to stratify the storms
and to determine specialized Z-R relationships. These
specialized relationships are evaluated for meteorological
sense, statistical significance, and operational usefulness.
The most useful statistically significant stratification
for New England rainfall was judged to be a three-way
stratification which uses for the majority of rainstorms
(those containing at least some showers, but no thunder)
a general Z-R relationship:
Z a 225R 1 .44 ;
and uses two specialized Z-R relationships for the atypical
minority, that is, for obvious thunderstorms:
Z = 450R1. 4 4
and for completely noncellular, continuous rain:
Z = 110R1 " 4 4
The effects of using specialized Z-R relationships vs. a
single all-storms formula are numerically evaluated and
the advisability of such specialization is questioned in
general.
The internal structure of rainstorms is considered.
LogZ-logR data points are shown to be distributed nearly
normally around their regression line. The Z-R relationship
is shovm to vary less within a storm than between storms.
When the Z-R relationship varies within a storm, it varies
gradually, especially in the longer rainstorms; this effect
is found to be extremely significant statistically. In
showery storms there is a statistically significant tendency
for the drop size distribution to produce relatively higher
Z values immediately before a pealk in rainfall rate than
immediately after the rainfall peak. These two modes of
variation of the Z-R relationship are considered more useful
for extending understanding of precipitation processes than
improving the effective utilization of weather radar.
Several important results of the original statistical
analysis are tested on an independent data sample of 14
Massachusetts rainstorms comprising more than 3700 minutes
of disdrometer data. The analysis of the independent data
supports most of the original results.
Thesis Supervisor: Pauline M. Austin
Title: Senior Research Associate
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I. Introduction
1.1 The Problem
The rainfall intensity is measured with adequate accu-
racy by raingauges, but raingauges have a major limitation:
they measure the rainfall only at the single point where the
gauge is located. Radar, however, can detect rain over wide
areas, often more than 10,000 mi 2 , every few seconds. A
major limitation to measuring rain intensity with radar is
that the intensity of rain echoes on radar is not a simple
function of the rainfall rate R, but depends rather on the
radar reflectivity factor Z. This Z is well correlated with
R, but not perfectly correlated.
If one is to fully utilize radar detection of precipi-
tation areas, one must be able to convert the radar data (Z)
into rainfall rates (R). Both Z and R are functions of the
raindrop size distribution, but as the drop size distribution
changes, the Z-R relationship changes. This means that there
is no Z-R relationship applicable under all conditions, and
those Z-R relationships useful for radar meteorology must be
derived empirically. This also means that meteorologists can
infer something of the drop size distribution under specific
conditions from the Z-R relationship derived for those condi-
tions. From knowledge of when different drop size distribu-
tions occur, additional insight into the physical precipita-
_r_____l__lllillly^LI1*__ ___LIII1I_
tion processes can be gained. For these two purposes---
better utilization of weather radar and further insight into
precipitation processes---meteorologists have put much effort
during the last quarter-century into deriving and evaluating
empirical Z-R relationships. So numerous are the Z-R rela-
tionships which have been derived that the question of
overspecialization has arisen.
1,2 The Historical Perspective
Since the end of World War II, many meteorologists have
investigated the relationships between Z and R. The rainfall
rate R, usually measured in mm/hr, is the product (integrated
over all drop sizes) of the volume of liquid water falling,
divided by the volume of air containing the drops, multi-
plied by the fall velocity of the drops. The fall velocity
of a raindrop is itself approximately proportional to D7 ,
where D is the drop diameter, thus R varies approximately
R -, 1 r D3.5
volume *
where the summation is over all raindrop diameters. The radar
reflectivity factor, usually measured in mm6 /m3 , is defined
1 D6
volume
From these two definitions, it seems likely that
Z (97 R1 7
WEXLER (1947) was one of the earliest investigators to
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plot values of Z and R on a log-log scale, plotting in effect
logZ-logR points. From such a plot, one can readily fit a
straight line to the data points, although some scatter still
remains. The equation for this straight line can be computed
through linear regression. Wexler did so, obtaining the
relationship Z 3 20R1 4 4 . The format of the Z-R relation-
ship as Z = ARb where A and b are empirical constants, has
been used consistently ever since.
Some of the investigations made during the twenty-five
years following Wexler's paper are summarized on the following
pages. Under each lettered section is enumerated only those
methods or results pertinent to the problems considered in
this thesis. The sections are headed by the reference from
which the methods and results are abstracted, except in the
cases of sections D and G where the reference refers to where
a list of the results of many investigators can be found.
The format of the following pages is intended to facilitate
the tracing of three trends:
(1) The grovwing sophistication of data acquisition
instruments, from filter paper through the
photoelectric spectrometer and raindrop cameras,
to the Joss disdrometer;
(2) The thrust of the search for Z-R relationships:
(a) towards a more general formula, then
(b) towards more specialized formuls, then
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(c) evaluating specialized formulae and questioning
the desirability of too much specialization;
(3) The statistics or statistical methods used:
(a) linear regression of logZ and logR
(b) use of probable error
(c) use of standard error of estimate of R
(d) use of correlation coefficients
(e) sequential numbering of data points
(f) use of standard error of estimate of logR
(g) comparison of performance of several
Z-R relationships
(h) use of tests for significance
(i) questions raised concerning the distribution
of logZ-logR data points about their regression
line
(j) use of standard error of estimate of logZ
(k) use of multiple linear regression
A. MARSHALL, LANGILLE, and PALMER (1947)
1. They used filter papers to measure drop sizes
during Canadian rain.
2. They derived Z-R relationships in two forms:
Z = ARb (Z e 190R 1 " 7 2 ) and R - CZd (R = 0.048Z0"58)
the only use I have seen of the R . CZd form.
3. They were the only investigators noted to use the
probable error in judging the accuracy of Z-R relationships.
B. MARSHALL and PALMIER (1948)
They derived for Canadian rain Z = 220R1 " 6 0 , a
formula much used during the next decade.
C. WEXLER (1948)
1. He compared several Z-R relationships using the
standard error of estimate of R.
2. He was the first to compute correlation coefficients
between logR and logZ (rrz).
3. His standard errors ranged 17% to 40%; his correla-
tion coefficients ranged 0.92 to 0.96.
D. Late 1940's to early 1950's
(See BATTAN (1959), page 56.)
Many investigators reported Z-R relationships in the
form ZT ARb with most of the constants in the ranges
100<A<400 and 1.4<b<1.6.
E. BLANCHARD (1953)
He reported for Hawaiian rain Z = 31R 1 .71 , quite
different from previous Z-R relationships, thus sparking
searches for geographical variability in the Z-R relation-
ships.
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F. MARSHALL and GORDON (1957)
They revised the Marshall-Palmer formula to Z = 200R1 " 6
known as the Marshall-Gordon formula, and now widely used.
G. Late 1950's to early 1960's
(See STOUT and MUELLER (1968), pages 467-468.)
Investigators began searching for Z-R relationships
specialized for specific geographic areas, specific
precipitation types, synoptic situations, etc. Dividing
all storms into such categories is called stratification.
H. IMAI (1960)
1. He used an automatic raindrop recorder consisting
of a continuous roll of filter paper.
2. He studied individual rainstorms and snowstorms in
Japan: an early instance of studying storms as units.
3. He found that the Marshall-Gordon formula Z = 200R1'
6
held fairly well in continuous rain.
4. He found large regression line coefficients (e.g.,
Z = 700R1 6) in showers.
5. He found high values of both the coefficient and
the exponent (e.g., Z = 600R2 " 0 ) in snow.
I, HARDY and DINGLE (1960)
I. They used a continuously sampling photoelectric
raindrop-size spectrometer to obtain their data.
2. They found in one M-ichigan cold frontal shower,
that the data averaged over 1-minute samples gave
Z = 195R1.43 , but the same data averaged over 4-minute
samples gave Z = 188R. 1 4 8. They did not comment on the
statistical significance of the difference in the two Z-R
relationships based on the 1-minute vs. 4-minute samples.
3. The used the standard error of estimate of R,
finding a value of 15%.
J. HARDY and DINGLE (1962)
1. They examined theoretically the variations of the
Z-R relationships vrwith height.
2. They examined three Arizona thundershowers
individually, finding for Z = ARb ranges of 233_A<430
and 1.29_b_<1.39.
3. They numbered the logZ-logR points sequentially
while plotting them.
K. STOUT and MUELLER (1968)
1. They used a raindrop camera to collect data,
sampling 10 seconds out of every minute of rain.
2. They collected at least a year's data from seven
geographical locations.
3. They stratified the data by precipitation type,
synoptic type, and by a stability index, among others,
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obtaining Z-R relationships under each condition for each
geographical location.
4. Theirs was the first use I have seen of the standard
error of estimate of logR, symbolized Srz. Typical values
of Srz, ranged 0.14 to 0.20.
5. They computed correlation coefficients (rrz) between
logR and logZ, obtaining typical values of 0.91 to 0.98.
6. They based their evaluation of the significance of
different Z-R relationships on the reduction of the standard
error Srz by stratification.
7. They compared their Z-R relationships with that of
Marshall and Palmer.
8. They concluded that geographical location and
environmental factors significantly alter the Z-R relation-
ship.
L. CATANEO and STOUT (1968)
1. They used the methods of STOUT and MUELLER (1968)
in other climatic regimes, notably to examine upslope rain
and tropical storm rain.
2. They used the Chi-Squared Test, Student's t Test,
and F Test to determine statistical significance of their
Z-R relationships. However, they did not publish details
of their tests, but wrote only that they found:
"numerous statistically significant differences among...
tthe) regression slopes. Approximately 80% of the
T-values for the 450 regression line comparisons
exceeded the 0.05 probability level of significance."
3. They assumed but did not prove that the logZ-logR
data points are distributed normally about the regression
line.
M. AUSTIN and GEOTIS (1971)
1. They used both filter paper and the continuously
measuring Joss disdrometer to gather New England raindrop
size data.
2. They derived the Austin-Geotis formula for New
England rain, Z w 250R1 5.
3. They used not only the standard error of estimate
of logR, but also the standard error of estimate of logZ.
4. They questioned the advisability of too much
stratification of the data to obtain specialized Z-R
relationships yielding perhaps insignificant reductions
in variance.
5. They noted an effect of logZ-logR points to remain
on one side of the regression line for long periods of time.
6. They noted an effect of the points to have relatively
higher logZ values before shower peaks than after shower peaks.
N. CATANEO and VERCELLINO (1972)
1. They used multiple linear regression techniques
to combine several environmental factors (lifting condensa-
YLII_1III^_LI1_~Y3__YU_~ _*a~
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tion level, precipitable water below the 500mb level, and
freezing level) at once in prescribing a Z-R relationship.
'2. They compared the performance of several Z-R
relationships in predicting rainfall amounts.
1.3 The Puroose of this Thesis
The purpose of this thesis is to significantly advance
the study of raindrop size distributions through analysis of
extensive data from advanced instrumentation, through expanded
statistical methods used to analyze the data, and through a
skeptical attitude towards overspecialization of Z-R relation-
ships. This thesis not only investigates many methods of
specializing Z-R relationships, but questions the extent to
which these specialized relationships are significantly
different statistically, meteorologically, and operationally.
Advanced instrumentation. The data for this study were
collected with the Joss disdrometer, which continuously and
automatically measures and records raindrop size distributions
The data are extensive and detailed enough to permit studies
of ensembles of storms, of individual storms, and of internal
differences within storms, and still have an equal amount of
data remaining for use as independent data for testing the
findings of this study.
Expanded statistical methods. The basic procedure of
the research portion of this study was this: to analyze the
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data statistically quite independently of any meteorological
considerations until the final stages of the study. In this
way, any relationships which appeared would stand out from
mathematical considerations rather than from meteorological
preconceptions; but statistical significance is not the
ultimate goal: each significant relationship is also there-
after evaluated from meteorological and operational stand-
points.
Operating with this basic research procedure, this
thesis examines statistics which may be categorized by the
use previous investigators have made of them. First, there
are the regression coefficients and statistics like standard
errors of estimate which have been used for decades in the
study of Z-R relationships. Second, there are statistics,
like standard deviations and covariances, which are often
used in other fields, but not often encountered in the
literature of Z-R relationships. Third, there are statistics
(dealing with the distances of logZ-logR points from their
regression lines) which do not appear to have been applied
before to the study of Z-R relationships.
A final aspect of the statistical method of this thesis
is the use of the storm as the basic unit of study. Most of
the investigators listed in Section 1.2 studied ensembles of
storms only. This thesis does give statistics of ensembles
of storms, but the basic unit*remains the individual storm
throughout the study, even when variations within a storm
are considered.
Problems arising from overspecialization. Using the
storm as the basic unit of study permitted a new attack on
the problem of overspecialization of Z-R relationships.
The logZ-logR data of this study generated a new data set:
a series of storm-by-storm and occasionally shower-by-shower
Z-R relationships. With these relationships, the storms
could be stratified (by precipitation type, by season, etc.)
and the resulting specialized Z-R relationships tested both
for statistical significance and operational usefulness.
The question is considered: "How far should one specialize
the Z-R relationship by stratification?" and some answers
are offered.
Serendipity. The justification for this thesis lies
in the search for and skeptical evaluation of specialized
Z-R relationships, as well as the discovery and description
of other interesting properties of the logZ-logR data points
through the expanded statistical methods. The numerical
results themselves are also useful, Z-R relationships are
derived and presented for New England rainfall under differ-
ent conditions. Finally, the New-England-rainstorm values
of the statistics considered by this thesis (means, standard
deviations, etc.) are compiled for reference.
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2. The Data Base
2.1 The Joss Disdrometer and its Exposure
The data used in this thesis were obtained by the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Weather Radar
Research Project using a Joss disdrometer (JOSS and WALDVOGEL
(1970)). The disdrometer measures the number and masses of
raindrops almost continuously by converting the momentum of
the falling drop, impacting upon a styrofoam head, into elec-
tric pulses. These pulses are converted into drop sizes,
using an initially assumed mass vs. fall velocity function
which is then actually calibrated in the field before use.
During operation, the drops are measured by the transducer
unit of the disdrometer, and the processor unit keeps a
running total of the number of drops in each of 18 size
categories, covering the range of diameters from approxi-
mately 0.5 mm to greater than 5.3 mm, in the instrument used
for this study. The totals may be printed out on manual
command, or when one of three criteria is met:
(1) the total number of drops in one size category
equals 999, or
(2) the sampling duration reaches 999 seconds, or
(3) a print-out is ordered by a tipping-bucket raingauge.
In the third case, the instrument ensemble can be set to print
out the totals at every tip (approximately 0.1 mm of rain) of
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the tipping bucket (an alternative used during light rain),
at every other tip, or at every fifth tip (used during heavy
rain). The disdrometer itself switches on at the first tip
of the tipping bucket, and switches off 2000-3000 seconds
after the last tip.
The sampling surface of the Joss disdrometer is 50 cm2
A typical sampling duration is 100 seconds, which samples
about 3 m3 in showery rain or about 2 m3 in continuous rain.
During heavy rainfall, 10 seconds is a typical sampling dura-
tion, sampling about 0.2-0.3 m3. During light rain when a
full 999-second sample is used, about 15-30 m3 are sampled
depending on the character of the rain.
The number of drops counted in one sample averages 1000
drops in light continuous rain to 2500 drops in moderate sho-
wery rain, Typical extremes in number of drops counted per
sample range from about 500 to 5000.
The accuracy of the instrument is estimated by JOSS and
WALDVOGEL (1970) to be ±5% of drop diameter. CRANE (1972)
estimates the sampling error in the Joss disdrometer data
to be about 7% of the rainfall rate at 1 mm/hr and about
18% of the rainfall rate at 102 mm/hr. STOUT and MUELLER
(1968) estimate that sampling errors due to a 1-m3 sample
size contribute less than 12% to the variance or scatter of
data points about a regression line.
The Joss disdrometer was exposed in two different
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locations during the collection of data used in this thesis.
During the summer and fall of 1969, the disdrometer was loca-
ted on the roof of a building at MIT in Cambridge. Since
September 1970, the disdrometer has been located at the Air
Force Cambridge Research Laboratory's Weather Radar Branch,
located about five miles west of Sudbury, Massachusetts. In
both cases, the instrument was exposed as shown in Fig. 2.1,
2.2 Pre-Processing of the Data
The data obtained directly from the Joss disdrometer
processor unit were analyzed by the personnel of the MIT
Weather Radar Research Project. The computer output from
this initial analysis included, among other results,
sampling durations, raindrop counts, total rainfalls,
rainfall rates (R) in mm/hr, and radar reflectivity factors
(Z) in mm 6 /m 3 . These values of R, Z, and the associated
dates and times were the raw data of this thesis.
The first step in the pre-processing of the raw data
specifically for this thesis was to convert all the Z-R
points into logZ-logR points, using common logarithms. All
further computations used the values logR and logZ. For
example, 1 is a logarithmic mean:
7= antilog(logR).
The second step in pre-processing the data was to deter-
mine which ensembles of data points to call "storms". During
the periods under study (summer 1969 and fall 1970) there
PROTECTIVE WALL:
brick at MIT;
fiberglass at
Sudbury
I
I
I
STYROFOAM SENSING
HEAD
4
5 FEETI -k
FIGURE 2.1. Exposure of the Joss disdrometer.
The protective walls reduce acoustical noise which
otherwise registers on the disdrometer as spuriously
high counts of very small drops. The sponge rubber
prevents splashing of those drops which miss the
sensing head.
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were occasional short periods of rain which lasted just long
enough for the disdrometer to print out totals two or three
times before the rain stopped. The statistical significance
of a regression line computed for only two or three points is
questionable. Therefore, I required a minimum of 7 consecu-
tive data points before calling the ensemble a storm. Seven
appeared to be a good number because the largest ensemble of
points not meeting this criterion contained only three points,
whereas there were four ensembles of 7, 8, or 9 points each.
The second criterion in determining a storm involves a
time definition, although no time limits were prescribed for
the duration of a storm. However, on some occasions there
occurred brief intervals during which the rain let up. An
arbitrary 60-minute time limit was prescribed for these breaks
in data within a storm. If the rain stopped for less than 60
minutes, the fact was noted, but the data before and after the
break were regarded as one storm. If the rain paused for more
than 60 minutes, the points were regarded as two storms, divi-
ded by the break in data. The 60-minute limit seemed appro-
priate because there was a moderate gap in the sizes of breaks
in data: the three longest within-storm breaks were all 50
minutes, whereas the three shortest between-storms hiatuses
were 80 minutes, 188 minutes, and 306 minutes.
In brief, a storm is defined to be any collection of at
least 7 data points (with no upper limit) which includes no
breaks in data longer than 60 minutes, but whose time duration
27
is not otherwise limited.
2.3 Descriptive Summary of the Rainstorms
Twenty-two storms were selected for this study. The
selection was made without any meteorological discrimination
at all. Quite simply, use was made of all the available data
from the summer of 1969 (14 storms) and the fall of 1970
(8 storms) which met the criteria listed above for being
called storms. Although considerable statistical analyis
preceded any careful meteorological analysis during the
actual research period for this thesis, it may be desirable
that, in presenting the results of the study, something of
the surface synoptic situations, surface weather observa-
tions, and the radar patterns associated with each individual
storm be known before considering the statistics. For this
purpose, a detailed discussion of each storm, along with
appropriate charts, has been included in Appendix I.
Various aspects of the storm data need to be mentioned
here. Table 2.1, pages 28-29, lists such pertinent informa-
tion as the date and time of each storm, its duration in
minutes, its total rainfall, the number of data points in
the storm, the lengths of breaks in data (if any), and the
storm names. For this study, the storms have been named
with alphabet letters: Storms A-N are summer of 1969 storms,
sampled at MIT (Table 2.1a) and Storms O-V are fall of 1970
storms sampled near Sudbury, Massachusetts (Table 2.1b).
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TABLE 2.1a. Description of the rainstorms:
summer of 1969 storms, sampled at Massachusetts Institute
Technology.
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TABLE 2.1b. Description of the rainstorms:
fall of 1970 storms, sampled near Sudbury, Massachusetts.
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Some meteorological attributes of the storms are listed
in Table 2.2, pages 34-35. These meteorological aspects pro-
vide five different ways of stratifying the storm data. The
five meteorological variables are enumerated and explained
below.
Season-location. This variable is the basis of dividing
Table 2.2a (summer storms sampled at MIT) from Table 2.2b
(fall storms sampled at Sudbury). Storm 0 is one of the
Sudbury storms sampled during the fall of 1970. Storm 0
could be called a summer storm, however, for three reasons:
its high freezing level height; its occurrence on 15 Septem-
ber when astronomically summer ends around 21 September; and
the fact that summerlike weather often lingers through Septem-
ber in continental climates, For most purposes, Storm 0 is
grouped with the other Sudbury storms as a fall storm, but one
should keep in mind the claim of Storm 0 to being a summer
storm.
PreciDitation subtype. The precipitation subtype varia-
ble requires discussion first since the precipitation type
is merely the result of grouping some subtypes together.
In deciding what sort of precipitation was occurring
during each storm, consideration was given to the shape of
the rainfall rate vs. time curves (Appendix I, Fig. 1.2, for
example), the synoptic situation, the surface weather obser-
vations from Boston's Logan Airport, and MIT radar data. All
these points are discussed storm by storm in Appendix I.
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Continuous precipitation describes precipitation shoving
no showers on the rainfall rate vs. time charts, shoving no
cells on radar, and occurring at a time when no rain showers
were reported by any nearby weather observing sites.
If precipitation appears predominantly continuous, but a
single shower appears either on the rainfall rate vs. time
charts, or on the MIT radar, or in Boston's weather observa-
tion, then the storm is classified "isolated", that is,
continuous but with an isolated shower.
If the precipitation is predominantly continuous, but
has more showers than can be dismissed as isolated, the storm
is classified "mixed"' continuous and showery.
In a storm where there is little or no evidence of con-
tinuous rain, where radar shows almost exclusively cellular
echoes, and other sources indicate mainly showers, the storm
is classified as showery.
Where thunder is actually heard by the Boston weather
observer, the storm is called thundery.
Precipitation type. Thundery and showery storms are
lumped together under the heading "showery". Continuous,
isolated, and mixed storms are grouped together as those
which are predominantly "nonshowery".
During the classification of storms into subtypes, there
was only one ambiguous case, Storm S, which could be called
showery or mixed. There was barely enough continuous rain
during Storm S to classify it as mixed. The deciding factor
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in calling Storm S mixed came when considering precipitation
type. If Storm S were showery, there would be 12 showery
storms and 10 nonshowery. However, from a statistical point
of view, it was desirable to define variables which divide the
22 storms into equal halves. This point will be demonstrated
in Section 3.4. Classifying the borderline case Storm S as
mixed led to 11 showery storms and 11 nonshowery, therefore
it was so classified.
Wind direction. The vrwind direction predominating during
the storm was derived primarily from Boston weather observa-
tions, with the synoptic charts serving as a back-up source
of information. Here, in order to divide the storms into
equal halves of 11 with onshore winds and 11 with offshore,
the wind directions 0050 -145 were defined onshore, with the
other directions (1460-3600-O04o) being called offshore. The
only storms that might have been classified differently (if
a stratification of 13 and 9 storms had not been statistically
undesirable) were Storms B and C where the winds were more
along the shore than onshore.
Height of the freezing level. Fifteen storms, A through
0, all had much higher freezing levels than the seven storms
of November 1970. Thus, the terms "high" and "low" in Table
2.2a refer respectively to the higher eight and lower seven
summer freezing levels, but the words used in Table 2.2b refer
to a trichotomy of the November storms into those with low,
medium, or high November freezing levels. The freezing level
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of Storm 0 was higher than any of the November storms, so
the freezing level height of Storm 0 was compared with those
of the summer storms.
The freezing level heights in Table 2.2 were derived by
linear interpolation and some hand analysis using the freezing
level heights and winds at standard radiosonde times from the
upper air observations of Albany and Kennedy International
Airport in New York; Portland, Maine; and Nantucket, Massa-
chusetts. The freezing levels were interpolated for the time
of the storm and the location of the disdrometer (Sudbury or
Cambridge). From the spatial and temporal variations in the
upper air data used, the following confidence intervals of
the interpolated freezing levels were estimated: Storms B
through I, accurate within 500 feet; Storms A, J, K, and N,
accurate within 1500 feet; the remaining ten storms, accurate
within 1000 feet.
Synontic situation. A stratification by synoptic situa-
tion following the method of STOUT and MUELLER (1968) was
considered but rejected because the 22 storms represent too
wide a variety of synoptic types. There were eleven possible
categories in which to divide these storms (see Table 2.3,
page 36), of which no category contained more than five storms
and many contained only 1 storm. Thus, synoptic situation
stratification was not attempted in this thesis.
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TABLE 2.2a. Meteorological attributes of the rainstorms:
summer of 1969 storns sampled at Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. See text for definitions of the terms
used in this table.
o
4-)4 H
O4-o -a,
showery
showery
nonshowery
nonshowery
showery
showery
showery
showery
showery
nonshowery
showery
showery
showery
showery
o
4->
ed
H (D
P4 P,
a W
showery
thundery
isolated
mixed
showery
showery
showery
thundery
thundery
isolated
showery
showery
showery
showery
0
.H
0 W
0 0
0 a 0 1 9
o P 0 :> 0
050-120 onshore
360-040 onshore
360-020 onshore
290-330 offshore
150-190 offshore
180 offshore
300 offshore
200-220 offshore
180-200 offshore
,210 offshore
200-220 offshore
230 offshore
170-180 offshore
270-280 offshore
0 W
) a) 0 F-4
140 high44H 0 0- 0P
150 high00
bO ) (xi
13 0 7 high140 high
12418 low
112 low
131 whigh
150 high
138 high
139 high
135 high
126 low
137 high
140 high
124 low
126 low
135 high
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TABLE 2.2b, Meteorological attributes of the rainstorms:
fall of 1970 storms sampled near Sudbury, Massachusetts.
See text for definitions of the terms used in this table,
0F oo o .,-0 0 Y4
4-1-P 0CC
Cd a)
- ri )q rI-i U ) k-
E! 4 P4 P, Ord Q P 0
r4 P 0q 0 a) 0
0 Od0 P 04- 'UI .dtd 0
0 4 e.,0 ) 9 rd CO oo40 k k nosow4 k Tn4 0 onshore -
0 a P444 I4 44 ;r- -H C5 0 :>
0 nonshowery continuous 060-080 onshore
P nonshowery isolated
Q nonshowery mixed
360-040 onshore
060 onshore
R nonshowery continuous 080-220 onshore
S nonshowery mixed
T nonshowery mixed
U nonshowery isolated
V nonshowery isolated
070
070
onshore
onshore
360-050 onshore
360-080 onshore
a)
r-i08 eH
0 b6 m4ed6obO P4-1M
090 high0
122 low"**
086 medium
086 medium
095 high
086 medium
090 high
040 low
065 low
**This is a low freezing level for summer (see text).
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TABLE 2.3. Synoptic situation categories of the storms.
A prime after a storm name (e.g., R') shows a secondary
category into which that storm may be classified.
Synoptic category
Air mass........................
"Nor'easter"(Atlantic cyclone)..
Other Atlantic cyclones.........
Cyclone center over New England.
Stationary front................
Pre-cold frontal................
Cold frontal passage............
Pre-warm frontal...............
Post-warm frontal..............
Occluded frontal...............
Trough at surface...............
Storms
, T-
..... CP,Q,U,R'
..... D
..... J,K,O
..... G,H,L
S....G N
..... A'
.... B,V
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3. Classical Statistical Analysis
The analysis in this section may be called classical
because such analysis is common to many statistical studies
from game theory to biology; moreover, the analysis of this
section is much like previous work in the study of Z-R
relationships, so it may be called classical from that
standpoint.
Two dozen statistics are introduced and the reasons
for examining each are discussed. The statistical formulae
and full definitions are relegated to Appendix II; in this
section only working definitions are used.
The numerical values of the statistics for each storm
are tabulated and discussed briefly.
The means and standard deviations of all 24 storm
statistics averaged over the entire ensemble of 22 storms
are listed. The usefulness and noise level of each
statistic are considered.
The storms are then stratified by various meteordbgical
or instrumental variables (mentioned in Section 2.3, but re-
viewed here) as well as by some basic single-variable sta-
tistics (e.g., .loR, max(logZ), etc.). Eighteen statistics
for each of about a dozen stratifications are then tested
by the Binomial Test, Student's t Test, or Chi-Squared Test
as applicable to determine which relationships are statisti-
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cally significant. For example, one question asked is:
do showery storms have correlation coefficients which are
significantly higher or lower (or insignificantly different)
than the correlation coefficients of continuous rainstorms?
Each statistically significant relationship is discussed and
categorized as being the result of inherent mathematics or
some meteorological effect.
If stratification is to be useful, it should yield
specialized Z-R relationships which reduce the scatter of
points about the regression line when said specialized
relationships are used in place of more general Z-R relation-
ships. The performance of several Z-R relationships derived
in this thesis, as well as the Z = 200R1 6 of MARSHALL and
GORDON (1957) and the Z = 250R1 5 of AUSTIN and GEOTIS
(1971) are compared. The advisability of using specialized
Z-R relationships is discussed.
3.1 Categories of Statistics
Table 3.1, on pages 40-41, lists all the 8 variables
and 24 statistics considered in Section 3. The meteorological
variables have been discussed in Section 2.3. These five
were selected because it was anticipated that the strati-
fication shown in Table 3.1 might reveal some effects of
the environment upon the storm statistics.
The accidental or instrumental variables all have meteor-
ological elements, but they also have nonmeteorological
11-------,,,.,.",.",.."."","k",",
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elements. The storm duration and total rainfall are related
to the intensity and extent of the rainstorm (meteorological
elements), but are also related to how close the center of
the rainstorm comes to the disdrometer site (accidental
element). The sample size or number of data points (symbol-
ized n) is affected by the total rainfall and duration of
the storm, as well as by the peculiarities of the instrument
being used, whether it be a disdrometer, a raindrop camera,
or whatever. In the Joss disdrometer used by MIT, the rate
of sampling affects the sample size n. With the MIT disdro-
keter, n would be closely correlated to the total rainfall
if the instrument always completed a sample after the same
number of tips of the tipping-bucket raingauge.
The single-variable statistics of Table 3.1 are those
involving logZ or logR alone; these may be observed or
computed without assuming a Z-R relationship. Max(logZ)
can be estimated from radar, and max(logR) can be computed
with relative ease from raingauge data. These two statis-
tics also have fairly simple physical interpretations.
Both max(logR) and max(logZ) will be far smaller for drizzle
than for thundershowers.
Min(logR) and min(logZ) are included for reference
6nly. It is of statistical interest to know the lowest
values used in computing regression lines for two reasons:
(1) when only one or two very low values of logZ or logR
are observed, these few points tend to affect the position of
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TABLE 3.1. The variables and statistics examined in Section 3.
The subscripts of r and z refer to logR and logZ, not R and Z.
For detailed definitions and derivations, see Appendix II.
1. Meteorological variables
Season-location
Precipitation type
Precipitation subtype
Wind direction
Freezing level height
(with stratification)
summer (MIT) vs. fall (Sudbury)
showery vs. nonshowery
thundery, showery, mixed,
isolated, and continuous
onshore vs. offshore
Summer: low or high
Fall: low, medium, or high
2. Instrumental or accidental variables (with ranges)
Sample size (n) 7 points to 139 points
Storm duration 14 min to 654 min
Total rainfall 0.6 mm to 21.7 mm
3. Single-variable statistics (with working definitions)
min(logR), min(logZ) the minimum value for each storm
max(logR), max(logZ) the maximum value for each storm
range(logR), the range for each storm, defined
range(logZ) range() = max() - min()
iTgR, logZ the storm mean values
R, Z the logarithmic means of
R and Z for each storm
S S the standard deviations of logR
r' z and logZ for each storm
(Table continued on next page)
TABLE 3.1. (continued)
The variables and statistics examined in Section 3.
4. Bivariate statistics (vwith definitions)
COVrz covariance(logR,logZ) for the storm
r the storm correlation coefficient of
rz logR and logZ
5. Regression line statistics (with definitions)
(Note: logZ Ar + brlogR is called the R-independent
regression line, and logZ a Az + bzlogR is called the
Z-independent regression line, the subscripts referring
to which variable---logR or logZ---was independent in
the derivation of the line.)
Ar, Az  regression line intercepts
br , bz regression line slopes
Sr' 9z regression line angles where
br = tangr and bz = tan@z
A -A for a single storm the difference in
r A the intercepts of the R-independent and
the Z-independent regression lines
Qz-zr for one storm, the difference in
the angles of the R-independent
and Z-independent regression lines
Szr standard error of estimate of logZ
Zr about the R-independent regression line
S standard error of estimate of logR
rz about the Z-independent regression line
Srr' S rEM SrMG' Sr3, etc. various standard errors of
estimate of logR about a
variety of other regression
lines, all discussed in
Section 3.5.
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of the regression line with more weight than is meteorologi-
cally desirable (cf. Figs. 1.41, 1.50, and 1.56);
(2) when only a few very low logZ-logR values are obser-
ved, these values, through the statistics range(logR) and
range(logZ) may offer a distorted picture of the meaningful
range of values observed throughout the bulk of the storm.
Meteorologically, however, these minima are not very
meaningful. It is almost a quirk of the instrument what the
lowest recorded rainfall rate will be, especially if the
instrument switches on and off upon certain preset rainfall
rate criteria. Ideally, the lowest rainfall rate for any
storm is really zero, but log(O) is undefined. Since the
minima do affect the regression lines and the ranges, the
minima of logZ and logR for each storm are listed in Table
3.2; however, since the meteorological importance of the
minima is questionable, and since ranges are included in
the analysis anyway, the minima are not examined in Section
3.4 for relationships to other statistics.
The ranges of logR and logZ are defined as the maximum
minus the minimum, so that any relationship shown by the
ranges but not by the maxima may be due to the minima, More
likely, any relationships shown by the ranges will be asso-
ciated with the intrinsic connection between ranges and
standard deviations, by the definition of standard deviation
as a function of the deviation of logZ values (for example)
from their mean value. Therefore, there is little meteoro-
ni;-Ym*r*r~Mrba*sOLI I-~-- --- ^--a' "be~,~-,r~--~~~-. 
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logical information contained in the ranges beyond that also
contained in the maxima.
The means lo and logZ are important both meteorologi-
cally and statistically. A meteorologist can make an edu-
cated guess of the type of rainstorm by knowing only logR
or logZ; by knowing them both, he can guess.the rain type
even better. Statistically, these values are of prime impor-
tance since linear regression lines are constrained to pass
through the point (logZ,logR).
The logarithmic means 7 and Z contain no information
not contained in the means of the logarithms since, for
example, R = antilog(TR); but since the values of R and
Z are more familiar to many people than logR and logZ, the
values of 1 and Z are tabulated for reference in Table 3.3.
However, in view of the exact relationship between 7 and
logR, Z and log, 7 and Z are not examined in Section 3.4.
The standard deviations Sr and Sz are of statistical
importance since the standard errors of estimate, the cor-
relation coefficient, and many statistical tests depend
upon Sr and Sz . In addition, the regression line equations
depend upon the standard deviations. Meteorologically, the
standard deviations are measures of the variability of
rainfall rate or radar reflectivity factor within a storm.
The covariance, covrz, is a measure of how logR and
logZ vary together in the same storm. The covariance is a
very important number in determining the correlation coef-
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ficient and the slope of the Z-R regression line.
The correlation coefficient rrz is a non-dimensional,
normalized measure of how well logZ is related to logR,
The correlation coefficient has been used in many diverse
fields including the study of Z-R relationships.
The regression line statistics are the very basis of
Z-R relationship studies, it seems, because they are the
empirical constants in the commonest form of the Z-R
relationship: Z = IR b . In logarithms, this can be
rewritten:
logZ = logA + b logR.
For this study, logA becomes Ar or Az, and b becomes br or
b 
. 
(Note that Ar and AZ are logarithms themselves; see
Appendix II for details including derivations.) The sub-
scripts refer to which variable----logR or logZ----was the
independent variable in derivation of the regression line.
Most investigators regard Z (or logZ) as the independent
variable, observed by radar, from which a prediction of R
(or logR) is made. Thus, the Z-independent regression line
logZ n Az + b logR is most often computed since it minimizes
the variance of logR about the regression line. The regres-
sion lines plotted on the Z-R diagrams of Appendix I are all
Z-independent lines. On the other hand, the R-independent
regression line logZ = Ar + brlogR minimizes the variance
of logZ about the regression line and is more useful in
predicting logZ, given logR, Both pairs of regression
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constants are computed and compared in this thesis.
An unorthodox regression line statistic is 9@ (or @r) ,
where 9z = arctan(bz), the angle the regression line makes
with the logR axis (see Fig. II.1, Appendix II). Since the
regression line slopes are an exact function of the regres-
sion line angles, 9@ and Gr are not examined in Section 3.4.
A principal use of 9z and @r is in defining 92 -r a statistic
evaluating the angle between the Z-independent and R-indepen-
dent regression lines of the same storm. In storms with a
large @z-@r, the accuracy of the Z-R relationship is much
affected by which regression line one uses, but in storms
with small 9@z- r the lines are close together so it makes
little difference which line is used for the Z-R relationship.
The statistic A -A Z has an interpretation similar to
that of @z-r . A -A is the distance along the logZ axis
separating the intercepts of the R-independent and Z-inde-
pendent regression lines of the same storm. In general,
storms with small Gz r will also have small A r-A . Also,
the two statistics will be of the same sign (both positive)
as long as log7 is positive. Where logR is negative, Ar-A z
will be negative, but 92z r remains positive.
Standard errors of estimate are statistics classical
in the study of Z-R relationships. The standard error of
of logR about the Z-independent regression line is symbolized
Srz; this is the statistic used by STOUT and I4ELLER (1968)
and others. The complement statistic is Szr (see Appendix
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II). Both of these measure the scatter of points about
regression lines, and similar standard errors can be computed
for any regression line. In Section 3.5, for example, SrMG
symbolizes the standard error of estimate of logR around the
Marshall-Gordon regression line Z = 200R 1"6 . Until Section
3.5, however, only the conventional definitions of Srz and
Szr will be used. It should be noted in passing that Szr
is often abbreviated S.E. in the literature, but care must
be taken when encountering S.E. to determine which variable
is being estimated around which regression line.
There has been considerable redundancy of information
in the choice of the 24 statistics just discussed. For exam-
ple, all ten of the regression line statistics are functions
of TE, lo, Sr, S and covrz alone; furthermore, due to
the Z-R relationship, logZ is related to logI, Ar to Az, etc.
In Section 3.4 the desirability of such redundancy is
demonstrated,
3.2 Statistics of the Storms
Tables 3.2 through 3.5 at the end of this section present
all 24 of the statistics (just discussed) for each of the 22
storms. Table 3.2 gives those single-variable statistics
which are of interest in recording what numbers went into the
derivation of the regression lines. LogR and logZ data were
the raw data; therefore, the extrema, means, and ranges of
the raw data are given in Table 3,2. Uniform accuracy of
l-----i---' i
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three digits after the decimal place is used throughout
Table 3.2. In reading these numbers, two points should be
kept in mind: first, that what appears to be four-figure
accuracy is really only three-figure accuracy since the
first digit is the characteristic of the logarithm; second,
that although three digits may not always be instrumentally
justified (e.g., log(.005 mm/hr) = -2.301, demonstrating how
one-figure accuracy can "become" three-figure accuracy), for
statistical purposes and computer data processing, the data
input should be in uniform format; three digits after the
decimal place was chosen as that uniform format; and Table
3.2 reproduces those numbers (minima and maxima) actually
used in computations. When there are 100 or more points in
a storm, then three-figure accuracy of the logarithmic means
may be justified, but in storms with many fewer points, even
that is doubtful.
Table 3.3 on pages 50-51 lists the output of the data
processing, rounded off to three digits from four or more
digits. It is felt that the information in Table 3.3 is
certainly better than two-figures, even if the third figure
is questionable. One can notice merely by scanning Table
3.3 that the correlation coefficient appears remarkably
consistent, quite close to .950 in every case. WEXLER (1947)
commented upon this high correlation of logR and logZ.
Table 3.4 on pages 52-53 lists the basic regression
line statistics for the storms. It may be noted that in
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each storm bzbr, thus 9z @r , and in Table 3.5 @z-@r is
always positive. However, Ar is not always greater than
Az . In Storms C and R which have logR<O (K < 1 mm/hr),
A <A . There is great variability in both the A's and b's
r z
of Table 3.4. The Ar's and Az's range from less than 2 to
more than 3. The br's and bz's run from less than 1 to
nearly 2. This variability will be measured in the ensemble
standard deviations of Section 3.3.
Table 3.5 on page 54 lists further regression line
statistics. Note that Storm N has very low values for
both A -A z and @ -9r whereas Storms A, F, and H all
have high values of both statistics. The columns headed
Srz are interesting since these are possibly the first
values of the standard error of estimate Srz computed for
a single storm around a regression line derived for that
storm-alone. It is not surprising, then, that these
values of Srz are generally lower than those quoted in
the literature. The values of S zr are almost uniformly
greater than those of Srz , merely attesting to the greater
variability of logZ, given logR, than the variability of
logR, given logZ; or, geometrically, reflecting the fact
that the regression line is closer to the logZ axis than
the logR axis. In the one case where the regression line
is closer to the logR axis, Storm H, then Szr<Srz (9r of
Storm H n .705 40 0o)
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TABLE 3.2a. Single-variable statistics of the storms:
summer of 1969 storms, with storm names in the margins.
The statistics are the minima, maxima, ranges, and means
of logZ and logR.
min max range
(OpEZ) =T4 (logZ) (10ogZ)
min max range
(0R) =5 _(10gsR) (lo-R)
A 3.204/3.888/4.575
B 2.456/3.451/4.493
C 0.818/2.121/3.045
D 1.924/2.924/3.680
E 1 .436/3.854/5.009
F 3.013/3.620/3.947
G 3.714/4.325/5.086
H 3.564/4.879/5.617
I 2.650/2.292/5.608
J 2.364/3.393/4.589
K 2.677/4.192/5.332
L 1.718/3.635/5.117
M 1.093/2.997/3.946
N 1.188/4.165/5.367
1.371
2.037
2,227
1.756
3.573
0.934
1 .372
2.053
2.958
2.225
2.655
3.399
2.853
0.651/1 .056/1 .549
0.049/0.634/1.137
-1 .018/-.225/0o.444
-.265/0.375/1 .037
-. 928/1 .074/2.021
0.288/0.770/1.076
O,993/1.281/1.724
0.164/1.791/2.396
-.026/1.308/2.199
-.125/0.728/1.594
0.021/ .356/2.236
-. 678/0.730/1.620
-.793/0.500/1.090
4.179 -.824/1,288/2.037
0.898
1,088
1.462
1 .302
2.949
0.788
0.731
2.232
2.225
1.719
2.215
2.298
1 .883
--L"I"~'~I(' I~~U*i~~~-~Y 4 "-3Y9*rr*-* ~(
2.861 N
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TABLE 3.2b. Single-variable statistics of the storms:
fall of 1970 storms, with storm names in the margins.
The statistics are the minima, maxima, ranges, and means
of logZ and logR
min max range
(logZ) lo Z (logZ) (logZ).
min max range
(logR) loR (looR) (logr)
o 2.220/2.923/3.283
P 1.907/3.156/4.326
Q -. 701/3.282/4.474
R 0.236/1.508/2.467
S -.745/2.427/3.803
T 1.346/2.484/3.033
U 0.644/2.608/3.439
V 0.152/2.371 /3.330
1.063
2.419
0.090/0.728/0.996
-. 321/0.413/1 .017
5.175 -2.301/0.601/1.250
2.231 -1.444/-.476/0.104
4.548 -2.301/0.310/1.373
1.687
-. 785/0.302/0.806
2.795 -1.143/0.129/0.633
3.178 -1. 538/0.052/0.817
0.906
1.338
3.551 Q
1.548
3.674
1.591
1.776 U
2.355 V
TABLE 3.3a. Six assorted statistics of the storms of the
fall of 1970: logarithmic means, standard deviations,
covariances, and correlation coefficients. Storm names in
the margins.
6
Z(m-) R(IM-)
"3 hrm
0 837 5.35
S
r
.275
P 1430 2.59 .383
Q 1910 3.99 .758
R 32 0.334 .644
S 267 2.04 .842
covrz
rs
rrz
.200 .054 .973
.272 .101 .972
.482 .352 .964
.471 .300 .990
.701 .581 .985
T 305 2.00 .420 .398 .158 .946
U 406 1.35 .474 .334 .151 .954
V 235 1.13 .629
~XI-W~L"4~~~ld^~.~;r~;~
.461 .276 .954
TABLE 3.3b. Six assorted statistics of the storms of the
summer of 1969, with storm names in the margins. The
statistics are logarithmic means, standard deviations,
covariances, and correlation coefficients.
6
-mmZ(-)
m3 r COVrz rrz
A 7720
B 2820
C 132
D 840
E 7140
F 4170
G 21100
H 75700
I 19600
J 2470
K 15600
L 4310
M 993
11.4
4.30
.397
.532
.297
.338
0.595 .616 .397
2.37
11.9
5.88
19.1
61.7
20.3
5.34
22,7
5.38
3.16
.420
.955
.267
.543
.425
.736
.512
.741
.107
.173
.240
.284 .111
.742
.205
.298
.456
.546
.392
.618
.695
.049
.908 A
.959 B
.982
.932 D
.980
.904
.154 .956 G
.177
.392
.198
.452
.822 .574 .453
.723
.469 .315
1.287 .897 1.151
.915
.976
.986
.986 K
.959
.928 M
.996 NN 14600 19.4
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TABLE 3.4a. Basic regression line statistics of the storms
of the summer of 1969; intercepts, slopes, and angles
of the storm regression
margins. 9r and 9 are
A
r
2.608
2.496
2.464
2.408
2.498
2.712
2.094
3.354
2.571
2.458
2.591
2.632
2.283
2.325
br
1.213
1.508
1.523
1.379
1 .263
1.180
1.742
0.851
1.316
1.286
1.181
1.374
1 .429
1.430
Gr
.881
.985
.990
.943
.901
.868
1.050
.705
.921
.910
.868
.942
.960
.960
lines, with storm naraes along the
in radians.
A Z
2.336
2.413
2.477
2.330
2.443
2.508
1 .882
3.059
2.484
2.430
2.546
2.544
2.167
2.311
bz
1.470
1 .639
1.579
1.586
1.313
1.444
1 .907
1 .017
1 .382
1 .325
1.214
1.494
1 .660
1.440
.973
1.023
1 .006
1.008
.920
.965
1.088
.794
.944
.924
.882
.981
1.029
.964
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TABLE 3.4b. Basic regression line statistics of the storms
of the fall of 1970: intercepts, slopes, and angles (in
radians) of the storm regression lines, vrwith the storm names
along the margins.
Ar br @r Az b z z
0 1.947 1.340 .930 1.891 1.417 .956 0
P 2.590 1.369 .940 2.556 1.450 .967 P
Q 2.372 1.516 .988 2.303 1.631 1.021 Q
R 2.154 1.356 .935 2.167 1.383 .945 R
S 2.061 1.183 .869 2.049 1.220 .884 S
T 2.182 1.000 .785 2.147 1.118 .841 T
U 2.434 1.352 .934 2.417 1.487 .979 U
V 2.303 1.301 .915 2.297 1.430 .960 V
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TABLE 3.5. Additional regression line statistics of the
storms: differences in intercepts, differences in regres-
sion line angles (in radians), and standard errors of
estimate. Storm names along margins and down the center
of the table.
storm
A-A @z-@ Sr names A -A z- Sr Sr z zr Srz Szr names Ar z zr Srz Szr
A .272 .0922 .124 .166 A L .088 .0393 .163 .233 L
B .083 .0378 .096 .151 B M .115 .0684 .175 .270 M
C -.013 .0164 .075 .116 C N .014 .0035 .077 .110 N
D .078 .0649 .103 .152 D 0 .056 .0263 .046 .064 0
E .055 .0191 .146 .188 E P .034 .0271 .064 .091 P
F .203 .0973 .087 .114 F Q .069 .0331 .128 .201 Q
G .212 .0382 .088 .160 G R -. 013 .0095 .066 .091 R
H .296 .0884 .184 .171 H S .012 .0154 .123 .148 S
I .087 .0235 .120 .161 I T .036 .0556 .129 .137 T
J .028 .0141 .067 .087 J U .017 .0446 .101 .143 U
V .007 .0451 .139 .189 V
M~. - L- -1 ..L-LI--LU.r--- ~WXW~
.122 KK .045 .0136 .102
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3.3 The Ensemble Statistics
There may be too much detail in the listings of sta-
tistics in Tables 3.2 through 3.5 to be absorbed easily.
For many purposes, more useful numbers are the ensemble
means and standard deviations of the statistics. The
ensemble mean rrz, for example, is the result of adding
up the 22 storm rrz's and dividing by 22.
Table 3.6 on pages 57-58 lists the ensemble means
and standard deviations of 25 different statistics. Not
all of these statistics have any usefulness beyond the scope
of this thesis. Because there are so many statistics, an
effort is made to identify the use made of each.
Many of the 25 statistics are useful when computed for
a single storm. A storm statistic is considered to be
useful if it tells something about the storm which is
operationally, statistically, or meteorologically signifi-
cant and which information cannot be obtained directly from
other statistics. The twelve statistics meeting these
criteria are noted as "USEFUL" in the column of Table 3.6
headed "storm". Note that the column headed storm does
not refer to ensemble statistics but to storm statistics.
Ensemble statistics have various uses in and beyond
this thesis. Those five statistics marked "USEFUL" in
the column headed "ensemble" in Table 3.6 meet the same
criteria for usefulness as storm statistics. However,
only those statistics dealing with the Z-R relationship
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or the scatter of points about the regression line are
really useful in their ensemble means.
Single-variable ensemble statistics do not tell any-
thing directly about the relationship between Z and R,
thus single-variable statistics are not labelled "USEFUL" ,
but most are called "descriptive" or "reference".
"Descriptive" ensemble statistics are important in
describing the data sample. Whereas "USEFUL" statistics
comprise the results of a Z-R relationship study, the
"descriptive" statistics define the data sample for which
the results are valid. When comparing the results of two
different Z-R relationship studies, then, one should not
only compare the "USEFUL" statistics, but the "descriptive"
statistics as well to determine the similarity or dissimi-
larity of the samples.
"Reference" ensemble statistics are single-variable
statistics of no practical use in this study but which are
included for the sake of information. and f both contain
information that is of interest to most people who feel
more comfortable with the numbers themselves than with
their logarithms, but this thesis uses i and logZ which
include the same information. The maxima and minima of
logZ and logR may be of interest in a storm, but the ensem-
ble means of these extrema are not very informative.
"Redundant" statistics are almost useless for their
information content. Redundant statistics are those which
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TABLE 3.6. Ensemble statistics, including usefulness and
noise level. The numbers are: the ensemble mean of the
statistic over all 22 storms; ensemble standard deviation;
the noise level (defined as the ensemble mean divided by
the ensemble standard deviation). The last two columns
give the usefulness of each statistic as an ensemble
statistic and as a storm statistic.
Statistic
rrz
9r
A
z
A
r
max(logZ)
logZ
Szr
Srz
Sz
Sr
Ensemble
Me an
0.959
0.957
0.917
2.353
2.433
1 .437
1 .322
4.253
3.295
O.148
0.109
0.609
0.447
Ensemble
Std.Dev.
0.0266
0.0644
0.0707
0.247
o,283
0.192
0.181
0.898
0.818
0.0482
0.0366
0.235
0.174
Noise
Level
36.1
14.9
13.0
9.54
8.60
7.49
7.29
4.73
4.03
3.08
2.98
2.59
2.57
Discussion in text.
USEFULNESS
Ensemble Storm
USEFUL
redundant
redundant
USEFUL
redundant
USEFUL
redundant
reference
descriptive
redundant
USEFUL
descriptive
descriptive
USEFUL
USEFUL
USEFUL
USEFUL
USEFUL
USEFUL
USEFUL
USEFUL
(Table continued on next page)
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TABLE 3.6. (continued)
Ensemble statistics, including usefulness and noise level.
Ensemble
Statistic Mean
range(logZ) 2.577
range(logR) 1.881
max(logR) 1.325
Qz-Gr 0.0397
min(logZ) 1.676
iogR 0.669
COVrz 0.302
n 38.45
A -A 0.0808r z
min(logR) -0.556
S4.67
Z 1970
Ensemble
Std.Dev,
1.083
0.825
0.596
0.0269
1.238
0.542
0.249
37.25
0.859
0.841
Noise
Level
2.38
2.28
2.22
1 .47
1 .35
1 .23
1.21
1.03
0.94
-0.66
USEFULNESS
Ensemble Storm
redundant ------
redundant ------
reference USEFUL
USEFUL USEFUL
reference
descriptive USEFUL
redundant
descriptive USEFUL
redundant ---
reference
reference refere
reference refere
nce
nce
Note: an ensemble mean is designated by a bar, e.g., 2, rr
An ensemble standard deviation is designated S(), e.g., S(Ar).
I-"----U"L -""L-"Lli~L;~Y9~l~r~~~*QUI~*:
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are mutually interdependent with some more useful statistics.
They are included so that when statistics are examined for
significant relationships in Section 3.4, relationships
which may barely miss being significant for the more useful
statistics may be detected and examined more closely when
it is noticed that a similar relationship involving a
redundant statistic is statistically significant.
Table 3.6 also lists the noise levels of the ensemble
statistics. The noise level is merely the ratio of the
mean to the standard deviation, a comparison that is often
made by eye when one scans the table. Large numbers mean
low noise levels. The correlation coefficient rrz, as
already noted earlier, has a very low noise level: it is
a very consistent number from storm to storm. From the
data in Table 3.6, one could quote 0.96 as a good value
of the correlation coefficient for almost any storm. On
the other hand, the sample size n is a very noisy number.
The ensemble mean of 38 is a little misleading: storms
used in this thesis had sample sizes ranging from 7 points
to 139.
3.4 Statistical Relationships
A major purpose of this thesis is to reevaluate
previously discovered relationships among the storm
statistics and to search for new significant relationships.
For this reason, a large number of statistics have been
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chosen, tabulated, and their usefulness discussed in
Sections 3.1-3.3. In the statistical analysis of this
section, twelve statistics, mostly bivariate or regression
statistics, are compared with the five meteorological
variables, the three instrumental or accidental variables,
and six of the most basic statistics (compare Table 3.1,
page 40, with Table 3.7, page 63). The only statistics
from Table 3.1 not involved in this analysis are (1) the
minima, which are of very questionable significance;
(2) the logarithmic means R and Z; and (3) the regression
line angles 9z and Gr* To have included these last four
would have exactly duplicated the information contained
in their respective tangents or logarithms.
The redundancy referred to earlier involves the inclu-
sion of statistics which are highly correlated, but do not
exactly duplicate each other. For example, logR and 7
duplicate each other, but Ar and br are redundant statistics
for Az and b z.  It is recognized that all the statistics
measure certain physical processes which could be represented
by far fewer statistics. As noted in Section 3.1, all ten
of the regression statistics are really functions of five
other, more basic statistics. The first statistical test
used in this section is a rather insensitive test that could
miss some important relationships if redundancy were totally
eliminated.
The selection of which twelve statistics to compare
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against all the others was somewhat arbitrary. In general,
the most easily observed quantities (the meteorological
and instrumental variables and the simpler single-variable
statistics) served as "independent variables" with which
to compare the statistics that require more extensive com-
putations to derive (the bivariate and regression statistics,
and the standard deviations Sr and Sz). Only Sr and Sz
stand out among the "dependent variables" as statistics
which might have been logically grouped with the "indepen-
dent variables." However, Sr and S z were placed in the same
group as Srz and Szr to provide redundancy for the standard
errors; furthermore, Sr and Sz were placed in the opposite
group from range(logR) and range(logZ) to serve as a control
test of the statistical methods since the standard deviations
were known a priori to be closely related to the ranges.
The tests used. The first statistical test used is the
Binomial Test. To prepare the statistics and variables for
the Binomial Test, it is necessary to subdivide the 22 storms
into two groups on the basis of some statistic or variable,
because the Binomial Test can only be applied to dichotomous
quantities, that is, quantities which can be represented by
one of two symbols such as "O0" and "1". Additionally, there
must be an assumed probability for each quantity being "O"
or "1", usually the empirical probability. The simplest
probabilities for the Binomial Test are
Prob(O) = Prob(1) = 3.
-----~_~ ~--.r~-.rar^*II~~
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One can insure that the empirical probability of "C' or "1"
is each one-half by insuring that each stratification pro-
duces exactly one-half O's and one-half 1's. This is the
reason behind making sure that there are 11 showery storms
and 11 nonshowery; and 11 storms with onshore winds and 11
Ywith offshore winds. In variables or statistics with numer-
ical values, a median value is chosen that will exactly
bisect the storms, e.g., there are 11 storms with rrz<.960
and 11 storms with rrz>.960. Table 3.7 lists the statistics
and variables examined in this section, as well as their
respective dichotomies. The first eleven are compared with
the next twelve statistics.
Also compared with some of the twelve statistics in
part B of Table 3.7, but not included in the table, are
three meteorological variables. Precipitation subtype and
freezing level height each have five categories and by
definition are not dichotomous. Season-location is dicho-
tomous, but unequally: there are 14 summer storms and 8
fall storms. These three variables are investigated later
in this section.
Each dichotomization reduces the three-figure accuracy
of a statistic or the detailed description of a variable
category into merely a "O" or "1". The column headed
"Predominant precipitation type" in Table 2.2a, page 34,
becomes a string of O's and 1's with the first digit repre-
senting Storm A, the second digit Storm B, etc., the string
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TABLE 3.7. Dichotomized statistics and variables.
A. "independent" statistics and variables
"O" stands for "1" stands for
precipitation type
wind direction
n (sample size)
storm duration
nonshowery
onshore
<22 points
<120 min
showery
offshore
>22 points
:120 min
total rainfall <7.5 mm
max(logR) <1.20
max(logZ) <4.40
range(logR) <1.75
range(logZ) <2.30
IogR <0.65
15EEZ <3.30
B. "dependent" statistics
Name
S
r
COVrz
A
r
br
A -Az
r z
O-value
<0.40
<0.23
<2.45
<1.35
<0.050
Szr <0.150r
1 -value
>0.40
- n -)Z
>1 .35
0. 050
>0.150
Name
Sz
rrz
A
b
z
G -@r
z r
S
rZ
O-value
<0.60
<0.96
<2.35
<1.43
<0.035
1 -value
>0.60
>0.96
>2.35
>1.43
>0.035
<0.1025 !0.1025
Name
,7.5 mm
>1.20
>4.40
1.75
>2.30
0.65
>3.30
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beginning: 1100111..... Similarly, the column headed rrz
in Table 3.3b begins vrwith (for Storms A through E):
.908, .959, .982, .932, .980..... and becomes 00101.....
These strings of O's and 1's are then tested vrwith the Binomial
Test by counting the number of matches and mismatches between
pairs of strings. The details, including terminology and
all the numerical results, are given in Appendix III.
The Binomial Test is rather crude, but it is a quick
and easy way to sort out from 132 possible relationships
those 19 pairs of statistics that might be significantly
related. These 19 pairs, plus an additional 7 pairs, were
all examined by the more sensitive Student's t Test. The
additional 7 pairs were included because they are all rela-
tionships involving the regression coefficients and exponents,
relationships which are of especial interest and therefore
warranted further consideration even though the Binomial Test
did not indicate significance, The details and terminology
of the Student's t Test are also given in Appendix III.
Table 3.8 on the following page lists the 26 relationships,
the results of the Student's t Test, and the results of the
Binomial Test.
Table 3.8 shows that out of the original 132 relation-
ships only 12 are significant at the 5% confidence level,
and 3 more are marginal, being significant at the 10%
confidence level.
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TABLE 3.8a. The results of the Binomial Test and the
Student's t Test in comparisons of dichotomized statistics
and variables, for those relationships found significant
in the Binomial Test. The min(M,N) is the number of matches
or mismatches, whichever is smaller, with its associated
Binomial Test probability.
"independent"
statistic
range(logR)
range(logR)
range(logR)
range(logZ)
range(logZ)
range(logZ)
logZ
precipi-
tation
type
I'
total
rainfall
range(logR)
max(logR)
max(logZ)
Student's t Test:
"dependent' min(M,N) and confidence
statistic crobability t-value level
S
r
2 .06%
4I 1.06%
covrz
SZ
covrz
S
r
SZ
A
r
br
A
z
A
r
Ar-A z
AZ
Srz
S
r
A
r
8.76%
3.816
2.605
3.428
3.271
3.187
3.205
3.198
<1%
<2%
<1%
<1%
<1%
<1%
<1%
0.667 not sig.
1.545
0.852
1.920
2.183
3.500
1.982
3.053
3.634
2.891
1.916
not sig.
not sig.
<10%
<5%
<1%
<10%
<1%
<1%
<1%
<10%
at 50%
at 10%
at 20%
1.374 not sig. at 10%max(logZ) Szr
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TABLE 3.8b. The results of the Binomial Test and the
Student's t Test in comparisons of dichotomized variables
and statistics, for those relationships not found to be
significant in the Binomial Test. The min(!,N) is the
number of matches or mismatches, whichever is smaller,
with the associated Binomial Probability. The confidence
level in the last column is the lowest level from among
10%, 20%, and 50% at which the relationship failed to be
significant.
"independent"
statistic
Student's t Test:
"dependent" min(M,N) and not significant
statistic probability t-value at level
logR
IEEg
precipitation
type
I
39%
I
10 100%I t
0.923 >20%
0.835 o20%
0.464 >50%
1.394 >10%
0.140 >50%
0.367 >50%
0.349 >50%
Results due to the inherent mathematics. Six of the
the results listed as significant in Table 3.8 deal with
relations among the ranges of logR or logZ vs. the standard
deviations Sr and Sz and the covariance covrz. Since the
covariances and variances (standard deviations squared) are
normalized sums of deviations from a mean, e.g.,
S2r (logRi - 10)o2
1
then the wider the range, the greater the deviations from
____*__l~djl_____ _yI__16C.~LY~-_~~~LYIL
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the mean, and the greater the standard deviations and covar-
iances. It would therefore have been surprising had these
relationships not appeared.
The standard error of estimate is just a specialized
standard deviation, thus it is not surprising that range(logR)
is correlated with Srz significantly at the 1% confidence
level. What is surprising is that none of the other three
similar relationships (range(logR) vs. Szr; range(logZ)
vs. Szr and range(logZ) vs. Srz) quite passed the Binomial
Test: each had 8 mismatches. However, considering the
insensitivity of the Binomial Test, these could have been
near misses.
Another relationship of a mathematical nature is that
between max(logR) and Sr
. 
Given that min(logR) is almost
meteorological nonsense (since it should be log(O), which is
mathematical nonsense), then most of the useful information
in range(logR) is also contained in max(logR), whence
the relation of max(logR) vs. Sr*
Furthermore, since Ar is computed as
Ar lo Z - br o 
,
with a similar formula for AZ, the relationships of logZ
vs. Ar and A are also due to the inherent mathematics.
The relationship of max(logZ) vs. Az is also considered
to be mathematical, a reflection of the logZ vs. Az relation-
ship just discussed. In support of this, it may be noted
that logZ is highly correlated with max(logZ): only 2 mis-
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matches (Binomial Probability = .06% from Table III.1.)
Thus, all but four of the statistically significant results
are inherent in the mathematics.
Relationships with meteorological implications. Of the
four remaining significant relationships, three deal with the
meteorological variable precipitation type.
The correlation between precipitation type and Szr is
significant at the 10% confidence level: a borderline case
for significance. In showery storms, the standard error of
estimate of logZ about the R-independent regression line
(Szr) is generally higher (mean Szr a .168) than in nonsho-
wery storms (mean Szr v .129). This is interesting, but only
useful when one wants to predict the radar reflectivity fac-
tor from the rainfall rate. This presents a good case for
redundancy. Discovery of this relationship leads to an
examination of the rejected relationship of precipitation
type vs. Srz (Srz is a "useful" statistic). The relationship
with Srz had 10 mismatches on the Binomial Test, indicating
little likelihood of significance. But closer examination
reveals that Srz displays a similar behavior to that of Szr
a higher mean Srz (.124) in showery than in nonshowery (.095)
storms. Using the method of Estimated Student's t Test
(Appendix III), one discovers that the t-value will fall
between the 10% and 20% confidence levels. While not an
impressive significance, one can state tentatively:
There is a tendency, too slight to be statistically
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significant with a sample of 22 storms, for showery storms
to have more scatter (larger Srz or Szr standard errors)
around the regression lines than nonshowery storms.
The remaining two precipitation type relationships in-
volve the statistics A r-Az (significant at the 1% level)
and Ar (significant at 5% level). These are both redundant
statistics, leading one to consider the relationship of
precipitation type vs. Az, a useful statistic. This latter
relationship had a t-value between the 10% and 20% levels,
and must be judged on the basis of the Student's t Test to
be of questionable significance. However, considering all
three relationships together, what is implied is a real
relationship between precipitation type and regression line
intercepts, a relationship recognized for more than a decade
(see, for example, IMAI (1960)). By a random quirk, the
effect appears strongest in the redundant statistic A r-Az
On the other hand, it is surprising that, contrary
to previous investigations (e.g., HARDY and DINGLE (1962),
STOUT and MUELLER (1968)), there is no significant correl-
ation between the regression line slope (br or bz ) and
precipitation type or, for that matter, any of the other
statistics and variables examined. Thus, for the data
sample examined, a general bz of 1.44 (rounded off b z of
1.437) should be used for all Z-R relationships.
With Az's which are not significantly different and bz's
that vary unsystematically, one hesitates to prescribe any
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specialized Z-R relationships based on a dichotomous strati-
fication by precipitation type; but, for the record:
for nonshowery storms ... Z = 190R1 4 4
for showery storms ...... Z = 267R1 " 4 4
The final meteorological relationship is the most
intriguing. The half of the storms with the most total
rainfall (8 mm - 22 nummn) have a mean Az of 2.492 (antilogAz
310); whereas those 11 storms with the least total rainfall
(0.6 mm - 7 mm) have a mean Az of 2.213 (antilog Az = 163).
The difference in the mean Az's is significant at the 1% level
by a comfortable margin. This implies that if one expects
that a storm will yield more than the average total rainfall
(whether due to a half-hour heavy shower or a 12-hour light
rain makes no difference), then one should use Z = 310R " 4 4 ;
but if one expects less than average total rainfall, one
should use Z v 163R " 4 4 . The total rainfall is a function
of the mean rainfall rate and the storm duration and (to a
lesser extent) the precipitation type. Yet total rainfall
is very poorly correlated with log and precipitation type.
Total rainfall is better correlated with storm duration,
but storm duration in turn is not only poorly correlated
with Az, but correlated in the opposite sense from total
rainfall. Shorter storms have a mean Az of 2.448 and longer
storms have a mean AZ of 2.393. Thus, the relationship of
total rainfall to AZ cannot be easily explained.
The season-location variable. Season-location dichoto-
mizes the 22 storms, but not equally. The empirical probabi-
lity Prob(summer storm) = 14/22 and does not equal one-half,
consequently, the simpler Binomial Test cannot be used to
sort through the possible relationships for the few likely
to be significant when tested under the Student's t Test.
However, for the summer-fall dichotomy, the Estimated Stu-
dent's t Test can serve the same purpose as did the Binomial
Test among the equally-dichotomized statistics. Table 3.9
lists the results showing that only two of the relationships
were significant at the 5% level of the Estimated Student's
t Test (see Appendix III) although three other relationships
(with rrz, @z- r, and Az) had t-values between the 5% and
10% confidence levels.
TABLE 3.9. Results of the Estimated Student's t Test for the
summer-fall dichotomized statistics.
practical not sig- practical not sig-
sta- maximum nificant sta- maximum nificant
tistic t-value at level tistic t-value at level
covrz 1.067 20% Qz-@r 1.765 5%
rrz 1.98 5% A r-A z  2.56 sig. at 2% level
Sr  0.96 20% Ar 2.46 sig. at 5% level
Sz  1.080 20% Az  1.862 5%
szr 1.384 10% br 0.365 50%
Srz 1,179 20% bz 0.818 20%
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The numbers are similar to the results for the rela-
tionships with the variable precipitation type, especially
the relationships with the statistics A -A A and A 
Since Az is the useful statistic (the other two are redundant)
the long-method Student's t Test was not performed on the
redundant relationships but on the Az vs. season-location
relationship. The true t-value was found to be 1.851 (very
close to the practical maximum t-value of Table 3.9), still
not quite significant at the 5% level, but comfortably sig-
nificant if one allows a 10% chance that the indicated rela-
tionship is only due to random chance. Using the antiloga-
rithms of Az, one can offer the following specialized Z-R
relationships:
summer storms at MIT ...... Z m 266R1, 4 4
fall storms at Sudbury .... Z 169R1. 4 4 .
The summer formula is almost identical to the Z-R relation-
ship derived for showery precipitation. This is not surpri-
sing, considering that all 11 showery storms were summer
storms. The fall relationship is close to that computed
for nonshowery storms. It is likely that the relationships
between season-location and Az are the result of the pre-
valent precipitation types during each season.
The precipitation subtype variable. Precipitation type
vs. Az may be so marginally significant because of the method
of grouping together subtypes to form types. Even if there
are real, significant differences among subtypes, these
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differences may be muffled by grouping the precipitation
subtypes together. Table 3.10, on the following page, helps
support this possibility by showing fairly different Az's
for each subtype.
The differences between the mean Az's for the various
subtypes were tested with the Student's t Test. The two
extreme cases, thundery and continuous, have very different
Az's, but only three degrees of freedom; still the means
differ significantly at the 10% level. Although it is not
clear why continuous storms with isolated showers should
have such a high mean A (2.435), the difference in mean Az's
between the isolated subtype and the mixed subtype is signif-
icant at the 1% level. In short, the five mean Az's differ
from each other significantly. Further indication that there
are five types of precipitation rather than two is this:
every subtype except thundery has a smaller S(Az ) (standard
deviation of Az within the subtype) than the ensemble S(Az),
0.247. On the basis of the statistical methods of comparing
means and standard deviations, five subtypes (or types) of
precipitation are determined to be significantly different.
The behavior of bz among the precipitation subtypes is
not only not significant, but erratic. One gets the impres-
sion that the five different b 's listed near the bottom of
Table 3.10 are the result of a random selection from a popu-
lation whose mean is 1.437. The only significantly different
pair are the bz's for thundershowers and showers respectively.
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TABLE 3.10. Precipitation subtype vs. Az and bz.
The letters refer to the storm name. The storm Az's
are given along with the mean Az's for each subtype,
but only the subtype mean bz's are given. The individual
storm bz's are listed in Table 3.4, pages 52-53.
Precipitation subtype ---- >
thundery
B 2.413
H 3.059
I 2.484
showery
A 2.336 K 2.546
E 2.443
F 2.508
G 1.882
L 2.544
M 2.167
N 2.311
mixed
D 2.330
Q 2.303
S 2.049
T 2.147
__ _ _ 1 41
isolated
C 2.477
J 2.430
P 2.556
U 2.417
V 2.297
continuous
R 2.167
0 1.891
for Az, the group
2.652
.289
means (top line) and
2.342
.217
standard deviations
(second line)
2,029
.138
trichotomized mean Az 's
2.652 2.338
dichotomized mean Az's
2.427 2.279
dichotomized bz means
1.453 1.421
group mean b 's
1.346 1 1.493 1.454 1
2.029
1.4001 .389
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Here meteorological common sense must prevail. One cannot
quote Z-R relationships, especially with bz's so similar,
which purport that thunderstorms have more in common with
continuous light rain than with other convective showers.
Therefore, in listing Z-R relationships specialized for
precipitation types, one can use different Az 's, but should
use the mean bz, 1.44.
Dividing storms into only two categories has been seen
to be too coarse a stratification: statistical significance
is lost. Dividing storms into five categories, although
statistically significant, raises questions about the meteo-
rological significance of the differences among the three
middle subtypes of Table 3.10. Therefore, a three-way stra-
tification is proposed which would group together the subtypes
isolated, mixed, and showery into one category called general.
The Z-R relationships derived for this precipitation-type
trichotomy of New England rainstorms are:
Z - 450R 4 4 for apparently thundery storms
Z = 220R 1*44 for the general or typical storms
Z m 110R1 " 4 4 for continuous, widespread rain,
containing no imbedded showers.
The freezing level variable. The final meteorological
variable to be considered in this section is the height of
the freezing level. In view of the complications involved
in using this variable, it was compared with only one sta-
tistic, A . CATANEO and VERCELLINO (1972) used a multiple
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regression formula which included an inverse relationship
between the height of the freezing level and Az. The storms
examined in this thesis show no such simple relationship.
For the summer storms, the mean Az is 2.424 and the mean
freezing level is 1301MSL (that is, 130 hundred feet above
mean sea level); whereas, for fall storms the mean Az is
2.228 and the mean freezing level is 78MSL, indicating a
direct relationship.
However, the connection between Az and the freezing
level may be more subtle. The freezing levels are generally
highest in the summer due simply to the annual variation in
insolation. To eliminate this purely seasonal effect, the
14 summer of 1969 storms plus Storm O (15 September 1970)
were grouped together as all having summertime freezing
level heights, leaving only the seven storms from November
1970 with autumn-like freezing level heights. Then each
group---the 15 summer-like storms and the 7 storms from
November 1970---was subdivided as shown in Table 3.11 on
page 77. The summerlike storms were dichotomized into
high and low freezing levels. The November storms appeared
to fall naturally into three categories since three storms
all had freezing levels of 86MSL.
The 15 summer-like storms were tested with the Chi-Squared
Test as shown in Fig. 3.1, The relationship was tested a-
gainst the null hypothesis of "no relationship". The Chi-
Squared score was 0.590, not significant at the 25% level.
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TABLE 3.11. Freezing level height vs. Az. The freezing
level heights are in IMSL, that is, hundreds of feet above
mean sea level. The letters refer to the storm name.
Abbreviations used in the table: Fzlvl = freezing level;
S(Fzlvl) standard deviation of the freezing level.
low
low
Fzlvls
111
112
118
122
124
126
126
summer
A
D 2.330
C 2.477
B 2.413
0 1.891
L 2.544
M 2.167
I 2.484
storms
high
Fzlvls
135
135
137
138
139
140
140
150
for summer-like Fzlvls:
mean - 130MSL; S(Fzlvl)
A
z
H 3.059
N 2.311
J 2.430
F 2.508
G 1.882
A 2.336
K 2.546
E 2.443
= 11 MSL
fall storms
Fzlvls Az
(low Fzlvls....)
040
065
U 2.417
V 2.297
(medium Fzlvls....)
086
086
086
P 2.556
Q 2.303
S 2.049
(high Fzlvls.....)
090
095
T 2.147
R 2.167
for fall Fzlvls:
mean = 78MSL
S(Fzlvl) = 18 MSL
null hy
Az <2.42
pothesis
Az >2.42
observed numbers
Az<2.42 IAz-2.42
freezing level < 133OSL 3.26 3.74 4 3
freezing level > 130iMSL 3.74 4.26 3 5
FIGURE 3.1. The Chi-Squared Test of summer freezing level
heights vs. regression line intercept Az.
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Furthermore, one should notice from Fig. 3.1 that what feeble
relationship there is between height of the freezing level
and A is still a direct relationship.
There are too few November storms to draw any statis-
tical conclusions about the relationship there. Overall,
the matter of a correlation between the height of the freez-
ing level and Az is still very much open to question.
Recap of results. The following relationships were in
this section found to be meteorologically meaningful and at
least slightly statistically significant:
(1) Showery storms tend to have larger standard errors
of estimate than nonshowery storms: significant at the 10%
level for Szr but only at the 20% level for Srz*
(2) Showery storms have very significantly (5% level)
higher Ar's and slightly higher (20% level) Az's than nonshow-
ery storms.
(3) Storms with more than average total rainfall have
very significantly (1% level) higher Az's than storms with
less than average total rainfall.
(4) Summer storms have significantly (10% level)
higher A z' than fall storms.
(5) The 22 storms may be stratified into as many as five
significantly different precipitation subtypes.
(6) Vith five categories of freezing level heights,
there were too few data to either support or refute the
hypothesis that freezing level is inversely related to Az.
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3.5 The Effects of Stratification
Previous investigators have derived numerous Z-R rela-
tionships, many of them specialized by geographic location,
precipitation type, synoptic situation, etc. This thesis
has produced a few Z-R relationships of its own, such as:
Z a 267R1. 4 4 in predominantly showery storms
Z O 310R1 "4 4 in storms with above-average rairal
Z w 169R1 " 4 4 in fall storms at Sudbury, Nass.
Z 110R1 "4 4 in continuous, noncellular rain,
to list less than half of them.
Most of the Z-R relationships above are statistically
significant at the 10% confidence level. The stratifications
which produce the specialized Z-R relationships are all
meteorologically meaningful. But one must also consider
operational significance. One should ask, how far should
the data be stratified to yield results that are still opera-
tionally useful?
Operational significance involves two factors: first,
how well the observer can classify a storm into the appro-
priate category in order to select the proper Z-R relation-
ship in advance; and second, how much error is added to the
estimate of the rainfall rate if the observer either uses a
general Z-R relationship or chooses the wrong specialized
one.
On the basis of the first factor alone, the classifica-
tion of the storm in advance, stratification by geographical
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location would seem appropriate and useful, provided that a
Z-R relationship can be experimentally determined for each
geographical area. On the other hand, stratification by
individual storm is not practical simply because the Z-R
relationship must be computed experimentally for each storm
after the fact. Stratification by precipitation types, by
synoptic situation, or by any other environmental factor
observable in advance would appear to be feasible from the
standpoint of classifying the storm in advance.
Considering these environmental stratifications, a good
question to ask is: how much difference will it make if a
storm is incorrectly classified or if no stratification is
used? To investigate this, the standard error of estimate
of logR (Sr) was computed for 9 different regression lines
in each of the 22 storms. These 9 lines, with their intend-
ed applicability, are:
(a) the Z-independent regression line computed for each
storm;
(b) the R-independent regression line of each storm;
(c) the showery mean line, to be applied only to the 11
showery storms: Z " 267R1 " 4 4  (A z  2.427);
(d) the nonshowery mean line, to be applied only to the
11 nonshowery storms: Z 191R 1 " 4 4 (A z  2.279);
(e)the thundery mean line, to be applied only to the 3
thunderstorms: Z = 450R 1 4 4  (A z = 2.652);
(f) the continuous mean line, to be applied only to the
2 continuous rainstorms: Z = 110R1144 .(Az - 2.029);
(g) the ensemble mean line, to be applied to all 22
storms: Z = 225R19 4 4 (A Z = 2.353); and because this line
is so similar to the non-thundery, non-continuous mean line
Z e 220R1 *4 4 (A Z  2.338), it was used in the three-way
stratification for those storms not using lines (e) and (f)
above;
(h) the Austin-Geotis line Z 250R1 5 , applicable to
New England rainfall (AUSTIN and GEOTIS (1971));
(i) the Marshall-Gordon line Z t 200R1 6 , derived for
Canadian rainfall (MARSHALL and GORDON (1957)), but widely
applied elsewhere.
Table 3.12 on the next page shows the standard errors
of estimate and the 95% confidence limits for the following
three methods of stratification:
(A) by storm: each storm measured with its own Z- or
R-independent regression line;
(B) by precipitation category: the storms dichotomized
using lines (c) and (d) above, or trichotomized using lines
(e), (f), and (g) abcve;
(C) no stratification: using lines (c) through (i)
above for all 22 storms, whether the regression line was
intended for such general use or not.
The standard errors of estimate around the individual
storms' regression lines are very small, but as noted above,
stratification by individual storms is highly impractical.
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TABLE 3.12. Scatter of data points aro'und various regression
lines. These lines are used in three ways: some as a line
specialized for each storm; some specialized for different
precipitation types (see text for details); or a general line
used for all storms. The scatter is measured in two ways:
the standard error of estimate of logR (symbolized S ), and
the 95% confidence limits for estimating --
rainfall rate R from an observed radar reflectivity factor Z.
Although the confidence limits generally contain only two
significant digits (e.g., 61-16'%), in three cases a third
digit is added merely to highlight the small differences.
Tyoe of line
Regression line Sr---
95% confidence limits
for estimating R (mm/hr)
from observed Z
A. Lines derived for each individual storm...
1. Z-independent
2. R-independent
S rz. 1091
S rr.1143
rr
61%-164%
60%- 167%
B. Lines specialized by precipitation type...
1. Three categories
2. Two categories
47. 9%-208.7%
47 5%-210. 6%
C. General lines: the same line used for all 22 storms...
1. Ensemble mean
2. Showery mean
3. Austin-Geotis
4. Marshall-Gordon
5. Nonshowery mean
6. Thundery mean
7. Continuous mean
SrEl-.1 6 58
SrSH. 17 16
SrAG= . 1 7 2 1
SrMG= . 1746
SrNS. 17 7 4
SrTH .2 6 1 1
SrC0 .2642
47.3%-211.4%
46%-217%
46%-217%
45%-220%
45%-223%
31%-325%
30%-330%
Sr3=. 1630
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Among the truly general lines (Table 3.12, C.1., C.3., and
C.4.) there is not much difference. The only really wide
confidence limits arise from using specialized Z-R rela-
tionships for all storms, e.g., C.6. and C.7. in Table 3.12.
Stratification of the storms into 2 categories improves
the ensemble mean line standard error by .0009, an almost neg-
ligible amount. A precipitation type trichotomy improves Sr3
over SrE by .0028, barely more than a negligible amount. In
fact, the improvement is only half as much as the improvement
of the ensemble mean line over the Austin-Geotis line.
One must consider both of the factors in operational
significance to decide what stratification is useful. Strati-
fication of New England rainstorms into two precipitation
types seems unjustified because:
(1) The difference in the mean Az's of showery vs.
nonshowery storms is only significant at the 20% level;
(2) It improves very little over the ensemble mean line
in estimating rainfall rates;
(3) The two categories can be difficult to differentiate:
on the radar scope, thundershowers are readily distinguished
from continuous rain, but the borderline cases of "showery"
and "mixed" are not so easy to distinguish on radar.
However, stratification of New England rainfall into
three precipitation categories seems justified because:
(1) The difference in the mean Az's of thundershowers
and continuous rainstorms is significant at the 10% level;
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(2) Using 450R1 4 4 for storms which are distinctly
thundershowers, using 11R 1 " 4 4 for storms which obviously
contain no cells, and using either 22OR 4 4 or 225R '944 for
all other typical storms produces a small improvement over
using the ensemble mean for every storm. The improvement is
to reduce the range of the 95% confidence limits from 164%
to 161%;
(3) The two extreme cases (thundery and continuous) are
easy to differentiate on a radar scope due to their different
shapes and intensity patterns.
Stratification of New England rainstorms by season seems
unjustified because it is only marginally statistically sig-
nificant, but more important, because it probably duplicates
the effect of a precipitation type stratification.
Stratification by total rainfall is highly significant
statistically, but mysterious meteorologically, and impract-
ical operationally. Predicting the total rainfall for a storm
is itself one of the ultimate goals of radar meteorology;
selection of a suitable Z-R relationship (by precipitation
type, geography, etc.) may well be easier today than predic-
ting the total rainfall of a storm.
In other geographical areas, the factors of statistical
significance, meteorological sense, and operational usefulness
should all be considered before advocating the use of specific
specialized Z-R relationships.
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4. Statistical Analysis of the Distance Function di
There are several aspects of the logZ-logR data points
which cannot be easily examined with the conventional statis-
tics used in Section 3. Many of these unexamined properties
of the logZ-logR points occur to one while plotting the points
on a Z-R diagram, such as Figs. 1.3, 1.6, etc. One such
property has already been assumed, though unproven: that
the logZ-logR points are distributed normally around their
regression line. To examine this hypothetical property,
a new function is defined: d(logZi,logR i), or di for short,
and the statistics of this new function are evaluated.
4.1 Derivation and Classical Analysis of d
To examine the distribution of points around a mean, a
measure must be defined for the distance of each point from
that mean. In the case under consideration, the mean around
which the points are scattered is the Z-independent regression
line. The distance between a point and the Z-independent
line can be measured in at least three ways: in the logZ
direction, in the logR direction, or in a direction perpen-
dicular to the line (see Fig. 4.1). The third distance is
the shortest distance from the line to the point. This
shortest distance d(logZi,logR i ) to the ith point is symbol-
ized di and defined
di a Azcos9z + logR sin9z - logZicos9 (z 491)
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The standard deviation of di is called d, while the standard
deviations of the distances in the logZ and logR directions
are the standard errors of estimate Szz and Srz respectively.
The relationship of these three standard deviations is illus-
trated on the next page in Fig. 4.1.
There are several reasons why di is used in preference
to the distances in other directions in the studies of this
and following sections, One reason is that when one speaks
of the distance from a point to a line, one usually means
the shortest distance. From a geometrical point of view, di
is not only the shortest distance, but the simplest. All
other distances depend on the orientation of the coordinate
axes (the logR distance, for example), whereas di is an
inherent property of the point and the line alone.
Fig. 4.1 illustrates the trigonometric relationship of
di to the distances in the logR and logZ directions, but
these relationships also follow from Eq. (4.1). Note that
if dr is defined to be the distance from a point to the
regression line in the logR direction (the "logR distance"
in Fig. 4.1), then drsing z w di . When one computes the
standard deviations of dr and di, sin@z is unaffected by
the processes of summing over n points then dividing by n
and of squaring then taking the square root; thus
Srzsin z l Sd  (4.2)
and similarly
Szzcos9z M Sd.
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, distance Z
logR i
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logZ --
FIGURE 4.1. Trigonometric relationship of d i to
other distances from .the regression line to a point;
relationship of Sd to the standard errors of estimate.
A
OI~
H;
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If points can be shown to be normally distributed about
the regression line using di , then they must also be normally
distributed about the regression line in the logZ and logR
directions. Some confusion about this point arises because
the hypothetical distribution seems to be a bivariate normal
when in fact it is only a one-dimensional normal distribution.
The illusion is caused by the apparent two-dimensionality of
the coordinate plane. The only dimension considered in di
is a distance from the line, whether that distance is measur-
ed perpendicularly as in di, or nonperpendicularly.
The second dimension is the direction along the regres-
sion line. There is a skewed distribution in this direction.
For instance, the ensemble minimum point (min(logZ),min(logR))
is 1.80 times farther from the ensemble mean point
(V8,logi?) than is the ensemble maximum point
(max(logZ),max(logR)). This ratio is often equalled in
individual storms and sometimes exceeded (2.36 for Storm
S, 2.03 for Storm T, etc.). This property that the mean
point along the regression line is closer to the highest
points along the regression line than it is to the lowest
points does not prove non-normalcy in this direction, but it
makes a Gaussian distribution of points along the regression
line seem rather unlikely. The distribution of points in
the direction along the regression line will not be considered
again in this thesis.
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A third advantage to using di is that its standard
deviation Sd, being a function of Srz , can be examined in
the manner of Section 3.4 to discover any significant
relationship between Sd and any other statistic, especially
relationships which might have been almost but not quite
significant for Srz. Thus, Sd serves as a redundant statis-
tic for Srz.
Finally, the individual di values prove to be useful
in later sections in investigating other properties of the
logZ-logR points.
The function di has two principal statistics, its mean
7 and its standard deviation Sd. The mean U can be dismissed
easily. Computing from Eq. (4.1) the mean of di by summing
di over all i and dividing by n amounts to the same thing as
substituting for di, logZi, and logRi in Eq. (4.1) their
storm means. From this point, recalling that sin@z/cosQz
tangz o bz, one finds that d a 0, by definition.
The standard deviation Sd does vary from storm to storm
as shown in Table 4.1 on the next page. The values in Table
4.1 were computed from Eq. (4.1), although the Sd's could
have been computed using Eq. (4.2) and using the Srz's
and z's of Section 3.2.
Sd was compared with the statistics and variables of
Section 3.4 exactly as Srz had been compared. Comparisons
using the Binomial Test as in Table 3.8 yielded min(M,N)
of 8 or 10 in every case but one: range(logR) vs. Sd,
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wherein min(M,N) = 6. This case was tested under the
Student's t Test and found significant at the 1% level.
However, this is only one more manifestation of the intrin-
sic relationship between ranges and standard deviations.
Sd was very poorly correlated vwith precipitation type and
uncorrelated with the season-location variable.
TABLE 4.1 The values of Sd for all 22 storms. The letters
are storm names and the
numbers are the standard deviations Sd .
summer storms fall storms
A .1028 F .0718 K .0789 0 .0378 S .0952
B .0817 G .0776 L .1351 P .0527 T .0962
C .0630 H .1312 M .1500 Q .1088 U .0835
D .0868 I .0969 N .0631 R .0536 V .1135
E .1163 J .0530
4.2 Gaussian Distribution of d
To determine if the logZ-logR points are distributed
normally about the regression line, one need only determine
whether the di values are distributed normally about their
mean. The Chi-Squared Test is used for this purpose. Use
of the Chi-Squared Test requires for a collection of di
values (i.e., for a storm) only a mean, a standard deviation,
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and a sufficient number of points to be divided into at least
three categories. The Sd for each storm has been given in
Table 4.1, and d = 0 for each storm, but the requirement of
sufficient points rules out the half of the storms with the
fewest points. In this section, eleven storms, each with
at least 25 data points, are tested with the Chi-Squared Test.
The details of the Chi-Squared Test, including the null
hypotheses and observed frequencies for each storm, are given
in Appendix IV, The results are listed in Table 4.2 on the
next page.
At first glance, the distribution of di does not look
very normal. It is important, however, to notice exactly
how the observed di distribution differs from normalcy.
First, observed di's tend to cluster into certain categories.
This clustering is irregular and random from storm to storm
and therefore does not detract from using the normal law as
the best approximation to the di distribution. Second,
about 1% of the di values are larger than the normal law
would indicate. This does detract from strict normalcy
and limits the accurate use of the normal distribution to
within 3 Sd of the regression line.
The less serious deviation from normalcy is the cluster-
ing of data points into some isolated category at the expense
of adjacent categories; sometimes this affects several cate-
gories in the same storm. (This is well illustrated by the
observed frequencies of Storms I, Q, and V.) Using larger
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TABLE 4.2. Results of the Chi-Squared Test for Gaussian
distribution of logZ-logR points. The confidence level
represents the probability that the di points of that storm
do belong to a Gaussian distribution with mean O0 and with
standard deviation equal to the observed S d . For each
storm, n a the number of data points; Cat. = the number of
categories for use in the Chi-Squared Test (d.f. a Cat. - 1);
and X2 is the Chi-Squared value.
Storm n Cat. S d
K 25 3 .0789
0 30 5 .0378
H 31 5 .1312
H** 31 5 .1000
S 38 5 .0952
s** 38 5 .0650
E 40 5 .1163
I 45 5 .0969
D 53 7 .0868
U 92 8 .0835
P 103 9 .0527
V 111
Q 139
Q** 139
11 .1135
13 .1088
7 .1088
x2
1.625
5.33
11.48
5.57
7.89
6.00
2.50
4.89
1.66
2.75
7.29
15.11
16.64
5.34
confidence
level
40%
25%
2%
20%
almost 10%
20%
30%
almost 95%
90%
50%
o10%
20%
60%
text on following pages.**Discussed in
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categories will partially overcome the problem. For example,
if the null hypothesis (see Appendix IV) has 10 in each of
six categories, but the observed frequency is alternate 5's
and 15's, thus:
HO: 10 10 10 10 10 10
H1 : 5 15 5 15 5 15,
then the Chi-Squared value is 15.0, that is, only a 1% chance
that the points are distributed normally. However, by re-
ducing the null hypothesis to three categories of 20 each,
the comparison then becomes:
HO: 20 20 20
H1: 20 20 20.
Now, the Chi-Squared value is 0.0, that is, a 100% chance
that the points are distributed normally! In practice,
Storm Q was reevaluated after combining adjacent 10-point
categories into 20-point categories, whereupon Storm Q
(line Q** in Table 4,2) becomes 60% likely to be normally
distributed.
The Chi-Squared Test assumes that the sample standard
deviation Sd is a very good estimate of the population stan-
dard deviation. In most cases, the assumption is justified,
but when a few points lie very far from the regression line
(cf. Storm H points "a" and "b" in Fig. 1.23 and Storm S
point "a" in Fig. 1.56), then Sd may be considerably larger
than the population standard deviation. In Table 4.2, on
the lines marked H** and S**, the Chi-Squared Tests for
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Storms H and S are reevaluated using new Sd's arbitrarily
reduced to approximately 70% of the computed sample Sd'.
Note that using the new, smaller Sd's brings Storm S a little
closer to normalcy and Storm H a lot closer. With this re-
computation, every storm is at least 10% likely to be normal.
The normal probability law may be used within about three
standard deviations (3Sd or 3Srz) of the regression line with
fair accuracy. Beyond 3Sd, however, the density of data
points is greater than predicted by the normal law. For
example, in a normal distribution, less than one point in 846
will lie further than 3.25 standard deviations from the mean.
Yet, out of the 846 data points of the 22 storms, there are
8 points beyond 3.25Sd from the regression line, including
one point each in Storms E and V which are beyond 4 Sd
(normal probability, <.01%). Aside from these rather unusual
points, however, the logZ-logR points are distributed very
nearly normally about each storm's Z-independent regression
line.
Using the recomputed values for Storms H, Q, and S, the
average probability of the storms each being Gaussian-distri-
buted becomes 36%. Since much of the deviation from normalcy
is due to irregular, random clustering, I feel that di is
distributed very nearly normally within 3Sd of the regression
line, and thus the logZ-logR points are also distributed
very nearly normally around their Z-independent regression
line.
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5. Details within Storms
Previous sections have dealt with storms as entities.
Even when individual data points were mentioned, it was only
to obtain statistics for the whole storm. In this section
large portions of storms, called substorms, are examined. Two
statistics (Az and b ) and the distance function di are inves-
tigated in detail within storms to determine whether the
concept of substorm is useful meteorologically or statistical-
ly.
5.1 Behavior of the Regression Statistics in Substorms
The definition of a storm given in Section 2.2 is rather
arbitrary, especially the criterion that decrees that a storm
may include as much as 60 consecutive minutes without rain,
but that if it stops raining for 61 minutes, there are two
storms. As an example, if Storms F, G, and H are drawn toge-
ther on one chart whose time scale is reduced to one-third of
the time scale used in the Appendix I charts of Rainfall Rate
vs. Time, then, except for some periods of light rain, there
is a superficial similarity between these three storms on 30
July 1969 (Fig. 5.1) and the three substorms of Storm E on
29 July 1969 (Fig. I.14). In spite of this apparent similar-
ity, there remains the obvious disparity of time scales be-
tween the three substorms of 29 July and the three storms of
30 July. One may ask about these rainstorms in late July
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FIGURE 5.1. Rainfall Rate R (mm/hr) vs. Time,
Storms F, G and H, 30 July 1969. The time scale
is one-third that used in Appendix I.
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1969, which makes the most useful division in terms of
Z-R relationships: 6 storms, 6 substorms, or 3 storms
and 3 substorms?
To examine the question generally, the seven storms
with the most data points (D,E,I,P,Q,U, and V) were each
subdivided into three----four, in the case of Storm Q----
substorms to yield a total of 22 substorms. Storms I and
Q were subdivided into nearly equal segments regardless of
meteorological considerations, but the other five storms
were divided into substorms at breaks in data or pronounced
lulls in the rainfall rate. The division points of the
substorms are shown in the follovwing figures, all in Appendix
I: Fig. I.11 (Storm D), Fig. 1.14 (E), Fig. 1.25 (I), Fig.
1.46 (P), Fig. I,49 (Q), Fig. I.60 (U), and Fig. 1.61 (V).
Table 5.1 on the next page gives the A. and bz computed
for each substorm as well as for Storms F, G, and H, to be
considered as candidates for substorms of a "superstorm" FGH.
At first glance, there seems to be as much variation in Az
and bz within storms as among storms. However, when the stan-
dard deviations S(Az) and S(bz) within the 22 substorms are
compared with the same standard deviations among the 22 'whole
storms, as at the bottom of Table 5.2 (page 99), then it is
clear that the variation of both regression statistics is less
within storms than among storms. The S(Az)'s and S(b )'s are
tested for significance using the F-Test. The F-Test, a test
of significance of differences of variances or standard devia-
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TABLE 5.1. Regression statistics in substorms.
El, I2, P3, Q4, etc., are substorm names; n = the number
of data points in each substorm.
n Az
13 2.176
25 2.405
15 2.271
12 2.504
09 2.527
19 2.429
14 2.508
08 1.882
31 3.059
15 2.629
15 2.287
15 2.343
b
z
1.956
1.506
1.605
1.327
1.261
1.263
1.444
1. 907
1.017
1.280
1.515
1.4 39
n A
P1 45 2.500
P2 40 2.521
P3 18 2.627
Q1 35 2.430
Q2 35 2.067
Q3 35 2.333
Q4 34 2.223
Ul 44 2.453
U2 30 2.313
U3 13 2,299
Vi 25 2.385
V2 39 2.284
V3 37 2.277
D1
D2
D3
El
E2
E3
F
G
H
II
12
13
b
z
1.409
1 626
1 .427
1. 508
2.093
I *.610
1 .477
1,428
1 .724
1 .396
1 *828
1.309
1.451
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TABLE 5.2. Whole-storm vs. substorm values of regression
statistics. Note that some means ad standard deviations
include Storm "FGHU;, and some do not; n = number of data
points in storm; dur. = storm duration in minutes; SS 1,
WSV . substorm mean and whole-storm value.
AZ
n dur. SSM
E 40 233
V 111 654
P 103 328
U 87* 470
D 53 440
Q 139 359
I 45 154
FGH 53 721
WSV SSM WSV
2.487 2.443 1.284 1.313
2.315 2.230 1.529 1.430
2.549 2.556 1.487 1.450
2.355 2.417 1.516 1.487
2.284 2.330 1.689 1.586
2.263 2.303 1.672 1.631
2.419 2.484 1.411 1.382
2.483 2.703 1.456 1.218
substorm values
S(Az) S(bZ)
.042 .031 E
.050 .219 V
.056 .0982 P
.069 .148 U
.093 .193 D
.135 .248 Q
.151 .0980 I
.481 .364 FGH
mean values
including FGH 2.394 2.433 1.506 1.437
mean values excluding storm FGH...........
S(A z)
all 22 storms................... .2467
22 substorms (excluding FGH).... .0680
Storms F, G, and H alone........ .4807
*87 points in the three substorms; 5 points of Storm U
were placed in no substorm.
.085 .191
.1917
.1319
.3637
bz
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tions, is used quite conventionally here (see for example,
PANOFSKY and BRIER (1968)). With 21 degrees of freedom in
each standard deviation, S(Az) was found significantly
smaller within storms than among storms, significant at the
0.1% level; S(bz) is smaller among substorms than among
whole storms, but the difference is not significant at the
10% confidence level. Thus, a storm as an entity has a very
significant internal consistency in terms of Az and some
(but not significant) internal consistency with respect to
b*
. 
No such internal consistency is displayed in "superstorm"
FGH. The values in Table 5.2 clearly show a much larger
variance in Az and bz among Storms F, G, and H (that is,
S(Az) = .4807 and S(bz) " .3637) than among the entire ensem-
ble of 22 whole storms, by a factor of about 2. In fact,
consulting Table 3.4 shows that among the 22 storms, Storm H
has the highest Az and lowest bz of them all, while Storm G
has the lowest Az and the highest bz of all.
In terms of the regression statistics alone, one is
justified in calling Storm E one storm and Storms F, G, and
H three storms, lending statistical support to the definition
of a storm as given in Section 2.2.
Table 5.2 contains further interesting information.
The columns headed WSV give the regression statistics derived
in Section 3.2 for whole storms. The columns labelled SSM
give the average Az and bz of the three (or four) substorms
of each storm. It can be seen that in six cases out of eight,
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the Az derived for the whole storm is.higher than the ave-
rage of the Az's derived for the substorms, while in seven
cases out of eight, the reverse is true of bz . The mean
values for the seven storms of Table 5.2 give Az - 2.433
when computed by storms and Az 2.394 when computed by
substorms. This difference of .04 in Az, and the similar
difference of .07 in bz, both hint that A and bz values,
no matter how derived, are probably significant to little
more than one digit past the decimal place with the second
digit in some doubt. These differences---.04 and ,07---
are differences in the regression coefficients of exactly
the same data, both analyzed with logZ as the independent
variable, but with slightly different weighting of the data
points.
Table 5.2 is arranged in order of increasing values of
S(Az ) for the substorms of each storm (the second column of
numbers from the right), and almost in order of increasing
S(bz ) , so that the storms at the top of Table 5.2 have more
of the internal consistency described above than do the
storms at the bottom of the table. Listed this way, one can
see no apparent relationship between the internal consistency
and storm duration (dur.), sample size (n), or season (V, P,
U, and Q are fall storms; the others are summer storms). Nor
does the magnitude of S(A ) appear to be correlated with
precipitation type (Storms E through I are all showery or
thundershowery).
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Figs. 5.2 and 5.3 on the next two pages show graphi-
cally the regression lines for the substorms. In the summer
storms in Fig. 5.2, Storms D, E, and I show noticeably more
internal consistency---that is, the lines are closer together
---than Storms F, G, and H. In the fall storms in Fig. 5.3,
there is less visible internal consistency.
Noticing that the substorms are numbered chronologically,
from Q1 through Q4, for example, then Storms Q, U, and V all
show a trend for the regression lines to migrate with time
towards the upper left hand corner of the graphs. This is
most apparent in looking at substorms QI and Q4, U1 and U3,
VI and V3. In each case, the middle substorms have regression
lines tilted so that it is difficult to determine which direc-
tion the middle substorms are migrating. This migration
towards the upper left implies that with the advance of time
during these storms, the drop size distribution becomes more
weighted towards small drops than large, thus reducing the
radar reflectivity factor associated with a given rainfall
rate. Notice that Storm P clearly displays the opposite
behavior.
To sum up, substorms have noticeably less variation in
b z than do storms, and very significantly less variation in
Az than do storms, giving some justification to the assump-
tion that storms should be studied as entities.
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Storm D Storm E
M3
0 l I I I
zD3 72- E 3-
0
logZ --- logZ --
Storms as
F, G, and H Storm I nz
GC
12- .z I
A
0 esw
I o t / I 1 -
1 I I
q. 5 z 3 5 
logZ -- > logZ -- >
FIGURE 5.2. Regression lines for summer substorms.
Note different logZ scales for each storm.
Z in mm6/m; R in mm/hr.
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2,
Storm P Storm Q Q,
Q42
A
0
9,.3 3 i ,
logZ --> lgZ-->
V3
v3V
It
V3
I 2 3 ,3
logZ -- > logZ -- >
FIGURE 5.3. Regression lines for fall substorms.
Note different logZ scales for each storm.
in; Rin mm/hr.Z in mm /m/; R in mm/hr.
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5.2 Persistency of di
The position of the ith data point in the logZ-logR
coordinate plance does not appear to be independent of the
points immediately preceding the ith point. In studying
the distribution of di points about their mean, it was noted
that the biggest deviations from normalcy were due to the
clustering of points into some standard-deviation categories
at the expense of adjacent categories. When one plots the
logZ-logR points by hand, one notices that whereas consec-
utive points may move large distances parallel to the regres-
sion line, the distance of the points from the regression
line seems to be a more conservative factor. This could
lead to the sort of clustering noted in the Chi-Squared
Tests of Section 4.2.
It seems sometimes as one plots the logZ-logR points
that consecutive points stay on the same side of the regres-
sion line for a much longer time than one would expect if
the points were independent of one another. For example,
during the period of 0745-0849 EST marked with a plus sign
in Fig. 1.63, 19 consecutive points of Storm V remained
above and to the left of the regression line. By definition,
d. was a positive number for all these points, whence the1
+ sign used to symbolize a group of points above the regres-
sion line. These 19 points contributed to the clustering
observed in the Chi-Square Test of Storm V. In Fig. 1.63,
a run of 15 points below the regression line, marked "-" in
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the figure around 0700 EST, added to the clustering in the
categories -.1520<di <-.0694 in the Chi-Squared Test.
Since runs of points on the same side of the regression
line affect how closely a.d. distribution approximates the1
normal distribution, and since they also effect the position
of substorm regression lines, it seems worthwhile to inves-
tigate these runs. Statistically, it is a question of the
independence of the data points. Since one may suspect that
the data points are not independent of one another, one may
ask, how persistent is the di value of logZ-logR points? The
question is framed in terms of di since most of the persist-
ence in the position of data points is in the component
perpendicular to the Z-R line. In other words, while the
rainfall rate or radar reflectivity factor may vary widely
and rapidly (movement of data points along the regression
line) the Z-R relation itself changes slowly and over a
smaller range than the changes in rainfall rate or radar
reflectivity factor.
To study persistency of d. values, one could use many1
di categories, but the computations would rapidly become
prohibitive. Therefore only two di categories were used:
positive di, corresponding to points above the regression
line ("positive" runs), and di <0, corresponding to points
below the regression line ("negativet runs). It was deter-
mined empirically that the probability of d iO among the
846 data points of the storms studied was .511, close enough
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to one-half that for the purposes of hypothesis testing,
one may define that:
Prob(d. O) - Prob(d. O) = i.1 1
Given this hypothetical probability, upper and lower limits
were computed (Appendix V) for the probability that in a
storm of n points, there is a run of r consecutive points,
either all above or all below the regression line, but there
is no run of length greater than r in the storm.
To use the probability computed in Appendix V, the di
points for each storm are examined individually and a number
r is recorded for each storm, where r is the number of points
in the longest run of points in that storm such that either
all the points of the run are above the regression line, or
all are below. In the four storms with .the most data points,
(Storms P, Q, U, and V), some additional runs of points
besides the longest are noted. All of these runs are listed,
together with their probability limits, in Table 5.3.
There are listed in Table 5.3 some very improbable runs
of points, improbable, that is, assuming the points are
independent. Obviously, the points are not completely inde-
pendent. Rather, the position of each point is influenced
by the positions of one or two or three points irmmediately
preceding it. That is, the position of consecutive points
is not random, but the result of a low-order Markov process.
No attempt is made in this thesis to determine exactly what
order of Markov process is involved since each data point
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represents a different sampling duration, a different number
of drops, and a different liquid water content; that is, a
"data point" is not a unit of measure that is very meaningful
meteorologically. However, both the data in Table 5.3 on
the next page, and the experience of plotting the points lead
to the conclusion that a first or second-order Markov process
is likely; the run of 33 points in Storm P suggests as high
as a third-order Markov process (if it were a third-orcer
Markov process, the probability of the run would be in the
vicinity of 1%).
Chance may play a roll in the shorter runs, but when one
is confronted with many runs of less than 1% probability in
a sample of only 22 storms, some physical, meteorological
explanation should be sought. One place to search for
possible meteorological interpretations of d. persistency
is among the charts of rainfall rate vs. time (Appendix I)
where each run is indicated.
Leafing through the Appendix I figures, one notices
that some positive runs are associated with particular
showers vwithin a storm (Storms B, E, L ca. 0400 EST, and S);
some positive runs are associated with the portion of a
shower after the peak rainfall rate (Storms A, G, L ca. 0020
EST, and Ii,); and some negative runs occur during generally
light rainfall rates (Storms D, I, J, P ca. 2200, Q ca. 0020,
U ca. 2100, and V ca. 0700). But counterexamples can be
posed for each generalization. In fact, in the long storms
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TABLE 5.3. Longest runs of consecutive positive or negative di
values in each storm and their probability of occurring by
chance. Also included are some long runs from storms of more
than 90 data points; the probabilities associated with these
second- and third-longest runs assumes they were the longest.
The colurn headings are: n = number of points in the storm;
r - number of points in the run; P1 r lower bound probability
and P2 - upper bound probability that the run could occur
by chance assuming the points to
n r Pl
N 07 03 50%
P2
75%
C 08 05 12.5% 15.6%
G 08 04 25%
R 09 03 50%
37.5%
100%
A 12 05 12.5% 28.1%
T 13 08 1.56% 2.73%
n 13 04 25%
B 13 04 25%
F 14 03 50%
68.8%
68.8%
100%
L 21 06 6.25% 26.6%
100%
100%
44% .1 099%
87.5%
s 38 08 1.57% 12.5%
E 40 15 .0122% .0824%
I 45 05 12.5% 10 0
be independent.
n r P1 P2
U 92 13 .0488% .989%
P 103 33 4.66x10-8
8.38x10o-
V 111 19 .000763%
.0179%
Q 139 15 .0122% .385%
additional lonE runs
U 92 08 1.56% 33.6%
U 92 11 .195% 4.05%
U 92 10 .391% 8.20%
P 103 15 .0122% .275%
P 103 15 .0122% .275%
111 15 .0122% .299%
V 111 10 .391% 10.1%
Q 139 13 .0488% 1.56%
Q 139 09 .781%, 25.8%
J 21 03 50%
K 25 04 25%
0 30 14 .02
H 31 05 12.5%
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TABLE 5.4. Some attributes of runs of points. There was
no radar coverage available for the.storms on the right half
of the page. The columns are: r length of run of points
(a negative r indicates a negative run); time = time EST
during which the run was occurring; dur. = duration of run
in hours; V = speed in !km/hr of movement of radar echo (left
half of page: only those storms for which there was radar
coverage); L = length or radar echo in km included in the
run. All of these runs are illustrated in the rainfall rate
vs. time diagrams
of this table.
r time
A 5 1541-1552
B 4 1439-1501
E 15 0855-0936
F -3 0846-0900
G 4 1350-1355
H 5 1958-2000
J -3 0518-0545
1M 4 0702-0723
N -3 1433-1435
Q -9 2340-2352
Q -15 0007-0036
Q -13 0351-0423
R 3 0651-0718
U -11 2035-2137
U 10 2200-2226
U -8 2226-2247
U 13 2247-2357
of ppendix I. See page
V L
35 6,4
dur.
0.18
0.35 unknovn
0.68 18 12
0.23 47 11
0,07 46 3.1
0.02 46 1.0
0.45 66 29
0,35 31 11
0.03 31 0,.78
0,18 23 4.2
0.48 23 11
0.52 23 12
0.46 unknown
1.03 45 46
0. 43 42 18
0.35 41 14
1.09 30 33
111 for discussion
r time
C 5 0328-0438
D 7 1027-1123
D -7 1322-1457
I -5 0248-0341
K 4 0434-0438
L -6 2339-0010
0 14 1052-1111
P 33 1952-2057
P -15 2144-2225
P -15 2259-0012
S 8 0322-0335
T -8 0951-1024
V -15 0618-0745
V 19 0745-0849
V 10 1120-1149
dur.
1.17
0.91
1 .59
0.88
0.07
0.52
0.33
1 .08
0.72
1 .23
0.21
0.54
1.45
1 .07
0.48
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(Storms D, P, Q, U, and V) there does.not seem to be any
system to the occurrence of positive or negative runs.
Another possibility is that the runs represent different
mesoscale precipitation areas which show up better on radar
than on the rainfall rate charts. To explore this possibili-
ty, the times and durations of each run were compared with
the speed and direction of movement of radar echoes (when
radar coverage was available) moving over the disdrometer
site. These calculations are tabulated in Table 5.4. By
multiplying the duration of the run by the apparent speed
of the radar echo over the run, one obtains a length repre-
senting the amount of radar echo that passed over the disdro-
meter during the run. These lengths are noticed to be gene-
rally 10-20 km, with some lower and higher values. The
lengths could represent the portion of a mesoscale precipi-
tation area passing over the disdrometer.
When the radar pictures were examined in greater detail,
no systematic results could be found to explain why positive
and negative runs occur when they do. Storm U was a very
long storm including four significant runs of points; an
indication of the lack of correlation between runs of points
and the radar echo pattern can be seen by looking at Storm
U, whose radar pattern is portrayed in Fig. 5.4, page 113.
This section has shown that runs of points staying on
the same side of the regression time for an unusually long
time do exist. These runs of points would be extremely
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unlikely if each data point were totally independent of all
other data points. In a few cases, runs of points correspon-
ded to individual showers within storms, but in most cases,
no systematic cause of the runs was discovered.
Whatever the cause of these runs of data points, they
do demonstrate that the position of each point is slightly
dependent on the position of previous points, i.e., that
there is measurable persistence in the di values associated
with the logZ-logR points. This shows in turn that the
Z-R relationship during a storm does not change completely
erratically and randomly, but rather, there are periods
during a storm when the Z-R relationship represented by the
regression line gradually shifts to a new position, remains
there for a while, then gradually shifts to a different
position.
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FIGURE 5.4. Radar precipitation echoes during Storm U,
13 November 1970. The heavy crosshatching represents
moderate rainfall rates (over 21 mm/hr); the light areas
are light rainfall rates (over 0.7 mm/hr); very light
rainfall does not appear on the radar. See text for
discussion of the four runs of points illustrated above,
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6. The Chevron Effect
In 1971, investigators of the iMIT W.eather Radar Research
Project, while plotting logZ-logR points, noticed that in
showery rain, points preceding a peak in rainfall intensity
tended to have a relatively higher average logZ value, whereas
those points following the peak had relatively lower logZ
values at the same rainfall rates. If consecutive points
are connected by arrows, the geometrical effect was to pro-
duce an inverted V or a chevron on the Z-R diagram. Fig. 6.1
on the next page illustrates the geometrical picture' it
reproduces in slightly altered form a figure from AUSTIN and
GEOTIS (1971), The storm, called Storm I in this thesis,
displays three and a half chevrons.
Once a plotter of logZ-logR points begins to look for
chevrons, they appear everywhere, although they are sometimes
backwards (beginning above the regression line, going to the
high end of the regression line, then ending below the line).
Chevrons contribute enormously to the variance in both
the d i direction and the direction along the regression line.
This statement is not made on the basis of any computations,
but on the observation that most points in a storm are inclu-
ded in the chevrons (including reverse or backwards chevrons)
and that in the typical chevron, the points may vary over
more than half of the storm's range(logR) and range(logZ).
Since the geometrical vertex of most chevrons is a peak
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0
iI I
3 5
logZ -- >
FIGURE 6.1. Illustration of the cevron effect.
This figure from AUSTIN and GEOTIS (1971) shows
chevrons noted in the storm of 2 August 1969.
Z in mm6 /m3; R in mm/hr.
* .
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in rainfall rate, besides being a local maximum in logZ,
chevrons were recognized very early as being associated vwith
showers in showery storms and with the irregular peaks in R
in continuous rain.
For all these reasons, it was thought desirable to
investigate the chevron effect statistically. The follow-
ing subsections seek to answer these questions:
Is the chevron effect statistically significant?
Do all storms have equal proportions of chevrons, or
do certain types of storms have more and others less?
Finally, what physical process might cause the chevron
effect?
6.1 The Chevron Effect Defined
To study the chevron effect statistically, it must
first be defined objectively and mathematically; then a
test must be devised to determine how prevalent chevrons are.
A chevron may be defined in terms of rainfall rates and
the d. values of points in the chevron. Rainfall rate is
used to define peaks and lulls which become respectively
chevron vertices and the divisions between chevrons. 'hat
emerges is a definition of a "'shower, which is specifically
designed to delineate chevrons before the points are plotted;
this ad hoc entity may be called a chevron shower. In the
following paragraphs, the definitions are illustrated by
references to points in Fig. 6.2, page 118.
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A chevron shower is defined to be the points (whether
in a showery or nonshowery storm) between two local logR
minima called lulls and including exactly one logR maximum
called the shower peak. The ith data point is said to be
a shower peak if its rainfall rate R (or logR) is such that
RiRi 2 and R.R. i and R Ri+ and R.>R i+2 (6.1)
In words, each shower peak must have a larger rainfall rate
R than the two points before it and the two points after it
(Fig. 6.2, points 8, 16, 24, and 27). There are two occasions
when Eq. (6.1) need not strictly hold: beginning or ending
showers and break-in-data showers. If a local R maximum is
so close to the beginning or ending of a storm that it does
not have two points before it and two points after it (e.g.,
Fig. 6.2, point 1), then as long as Eq. (6.1) holds otherwise,
the point is called a beginning or ending shower peak, as
applicable. For the purpose of studying chevrons, breaks
in data are treated like beginnings and endings of storms
in this way: the shower closest to the break in data may lack
one or two of its points needed to satisy Eq. (6.1), but if
(6.1) is otherwise satisfied, the point is called a break-
in-data shower point (see Fig. 6.2, point 20). The labels
beginning, ending, and break-in-data shower peaks have no
use beyond identifying exceptions to strict interpretation
of Eq. (6.1); these are all still shower peaks. Shower peaks
are defined with such care because shower peaks are by defi-
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A L!UI
-I 0
time --
FIGURE 6.2. Peak and lull definitions
illustrated on a rainfall rate R vs. time
diagram. See text for full discussion.
Numbers refer to consecutively numbered
data points. Note that:
8,16,24, and 27 are shower peaks
14 is not a shower peak because R16bR141 is a beginning shower peak
29 is not an ending shower peak because R2 7 R2 920 is a break-in-data shower peak
27 is the peak of a shower which has no points
6 10,19,26,28 are lulls between peaks
15 is not a lull
1,21,22,29 are lulls by definition
15 is the storm midpoint
16 is the storm peak
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nition the chevron vertices.
A shower lull may be any of the following:
(1) the point with the minimum R between two
consecutive shower peaks (Fig. 6.2, points 6, 10, 19, 26, 28);
(2) the first and last points of a storm (Fig. 6.2,
points 1 (also a shower peak) and 29);
(3) the two points adjoining a break in data
(Fig. 6.2, points 21 and 22).
A chevron shower is defined to consist of all the points
between two shower lulls, excluding both the shower lulls and
the shower peak, however. The lulls and peaks are excluded
during the transformation of the shower into a chevron. The
transformation consists of placing each point of the shower
(except the peak and lulls) into one of four categories.
First, each shower point is classified as "before the
shower peak" or "after the shower peak" simply by noting the
time or sequence number associsted with each point. Since
most lulls are "after" one peak and "before ' ! another, and
since shower peaks can be neither "after', nor "before" them-
selves, these points are eliminated from further consideraton.
This could in rare cases leave chevron with no points left to
consider (Fig. 6.2, point 27).
In addition, each point in the shower is classified
as lying "Above or "Below" a shower-line, where the shower-
line is a line running through the shower peak but parallel
to the Z-independent regression line for the storm. This
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definition is restated in terms of di for operational use.
th
Let d. be the distance of the j point in a shower from
the regression line, and similarly, let dpk be the di of
the shower peak. Then, the jth point is classified
Above if djd-pk
Below if dj <dpk (6.2)
not considered if dj~ dpk.
Each point, then, is doubly classified by the dichotomies
before-after and Above-Below, abbreviated b, a, A, and B re-
spectively. A point is categorized into one of four cate-
gories: Aa (Above the shower-line, after the shower peak),
Ab (Above the line, before the peak), Ba (Below and after),
and Bb (Below and before).
An ideal chevron would comprise a shower lull, several
Bb points, a shower peak (the vertex), several Aa points,
and another shower lull.
Fig. 6.3 illustrates a highly idealized model of how
chevrons combine to make a storm. Note that not only are
the logZ and logR in the figure twice the scales of the Z-R
diagrams of Appendix I, but the distance of points from the
regression line is exaggerated for illustrative purposes.
Point 1 is a lull by virtue of being the first point in the
storm; the next four points are Bb points; point 5 appears
to be the vertex of the chevron, but point 6 is defined to
be the vertex by virtue of being the shower peak; points 7-9
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FIGURE 6.3. A fictitious storm shoving an idealized
model of how chevrons fit into an overall storm.
A complete discussion is in the text.
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are Aa points; point 10 is an Ab point; point 11 is a lull
followed by three Bb points and a shower peak which is also
the geometrical vertex of the chevron (point 15), etc. Note
the drfit of points towards the upper left as time progresses.
This drift is not always present, but is often encountered.
The fictitious storm in Fig. 6.3 is designed to consist
of well-formed chevrons. Of its 28 points, 10 are Aa points,
10 are Bb points, 4 are shower lulls, 3 are shower peaks, and
one is an Ab point. For reasons already stated, the peaks
and lulls are not counted. The other 21 points are tabulated
in a diagram called an ABab table, of which an example is
Fig. 6.4 below.
Perfect chevrons are composed of Aa and Bb points only;
therefore, to assign a number to the prevalence of chevrons
in a storm, one computes the excess of the points Aa + Bb
over the points Ab + Ba (symbolized Xs for "'excess:) and
then normalizes Xs by dividing by the total number (t.n.) of
data points in the ABab table:
X
X s Aa + Bb -Ab - Ba
sn t.n. Aa + Bb +Ab + Bb
For Fig. 6.4, Xsn 19/21 = .905. A B
a 10 0
b 1 10
FIGURE 6.4. ABab table
for showers of the
fictitious Fig. 6.3.
storm.
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For a storm of perfect chevrons,
Xsn 1.00; for a storm of
perfect reverse chevrons (all Ab A B
and Ba points) Xsn = -1.00. a 16 21
Actual storms of more than a few b 16 18
dozen points seldom have an Xsn
whose absolute value is greater FIGURE 6.5. ABab table
for the showers of
than 0.5. Storm U is a typical Storm U.
storm whose ABab table is shown
in Fig. 6.5 at the right. For Storm U, X - .115.
The computation of Xsn values is the principal method
used in Section 6.2 to measure the chevron effect in the
showers of storms.
Section 6.3 will deal with the chevron effect as mani-
fested in whole storms. Measuring the chevron effect in a
storm without considering the individual showers essentially
measures the degree to which the gradual march of logZ-logR
points is towards the upper left corner of Z-R diagrams.
The storm concepts of Above (A), Below (B), after (a), and
before (b) are analogous to the shower concepts if a point
corresponding to the shower peak is selected. Storms are
defined to consist of only one such peak, called a storm
peak; since there is only one peak, the concept of lulls is
unnecessary in a storm.
The point selected as the storm peak is generally the
max(logR) for that storm, unless that point is within two
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data points of either the beginning or ending of the storm
(i.e., neither a '"beginning shower peak nor an "ending
shower peak!' may be a storm peak), in which case the shower
peak vwith the next highest rainfall rate becomes the storm
peak. Thus stated, points are described as before or after
the storm peak, and as Above or Below the storm-line, a line
through the storm peak and parallel to the storm Z-indepen-
dent regression line. The definitions of Above and Below
are analogous to those for showers in Eq. (6.2) if dpk is
interpreted as being the d. of the storm peak.
1Eamples of storm peaks are point 15 in Fig. 6.3 and
point 16 in Fig. 6.2. iNote in Fig. 6.2 that point 1 may
have a greater rainfall rate than point 16, but point 1 is
ineligible for storm peak because it is too close to the
beginning of the storm.
Once the points of a storm are labelled Aa, Ab, Ba, or
Bb with respect to the storm peak, an ABab table is construc-
ted and X is computed. Fig.,
sn
6.6 at the left shows such a
A B storm ABab table for the storm
a 8 5 in Fig. 6.3. Note that although
b 3 11 the showers of the fictitious
storm form almost perfect chev-
FIGURE 6.6. Storm ABab rons, with a shower Xs - .905,
table for the fictitious
storm of Fig. 6.3 the storm Xsn equals 11/27 =
.407, a typical value.
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Another way to evaluate the chevron effect in a whole
storm is simply to divide it in half (by data points, not by
time). If there are an odd number of points, the storm
midpoint (e.g., point 15 in Fig. 6.2) is discarded; if there
are an even number of points, then none are discarded. The
first half of the data points are "before" points and the
second half are "after", The points are classified as Above
or Below around the Z-independent regression line itself,
rather than any line parallel to it through some other point.
Thus, the definition of Eq. (6.2) simplifies to
Above if d.O
Below if di <0 A B
not considered if d=O. a 12 2
The midpoint of the fictitious b 6 8
storm in Fig. 6.3 lies between
points 14 and 15. Fig. 6.7 FIGURE 6.7. Midpoint
ABab table for the
shows the ABab table for the fictitious storm of
Fig. 6.3.
fictitious storm about its
midpoint; around the midpoint,
X n - 12/28 n .429
In summary, the chevron effect is described mathemati-
cally in terms of the rainfall rate R (or logR) and the
distance function di.. Definitions and procedures are given
for one numerical evaluation of the chevron effect in showers
and two numerical evaluations of the chevron effect in whole
storms.
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6.2 The Chevron Effect in Showers
The shower peaks and lulls of all 22 storms were identi-
fied follovrwing the procedures outlined in Section 6.1; an
ABab table was set up for each storm; and the Xsn value was
computed. The Xsn values for the showers are tabulated on
the next page in Table 6.1.
The significance of the Xsn values in Table 6.1 is
evaluated using a single-tailed Binomial Test (slightly
different from the test explained in Appendix III). To
use this test, one observes that -1.00 < Xsn < +1.00,
and that if chevrons did not exist in any form, then positive
and negative values of Xsn should be equally likely. There
is a non-zero probability that Xsn O0, but if one simply
neglects any zero X 's, then
Prob(Xsn>O) n Prob(Xsn<0) -
With this, the probability of getting by chance 15 or more
positive Xsn's out of 22 storms is the same as the probability
of getting 15 or more heads by flipping an unbiased coin 22
times: 6.8%.
Using this Binomial Test, 15 positive Xsn's out of 22
storms (Table 6.1) is comfortably significant at the 10%
level. Examining only the 14 summer storms, one finds 10
positive X sn, whose Binomial Probability is 9.0%, also
significant at the 10% level. Of the 8 fall storms, only
5 have positive X sn's for a Binomial Probability of 36%,
not significant.
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TABLE 6.1. The chevron effect in showers. Definition of Xsnin Section 6.1, The colunns headed "chevron typesS
refer to the typology of Fig. 6.8: T = true chevrons,
R - reverse chevrons, I = incomplete chevrons, C = confused,
X n excess of true over reverse chevrons, or X = T - R.
X
sn
A .143
B .556
C -.500
D -. 366
E .130
F -.143
G 1.000
H -. 100
I .286
J .167
K .250
L .455
M .750
N .500
summer storms
chevron types
T R I C X
2 0 0 0 2
1 0 101
1 0 1 0 1
2 3 3 0 -1
6 1 2 0 5
2 1 0 0 1
1 0 1 0 1
2 3 0 0 -1
5 2 0 1 3
3 1
3 1
0 0 2
0 0 2
2 2 0 0 O
2 0 0 0 2
1 0 0 0 1
totals.... 33 14 8 1 19
10 positive Xsn's
4 negative Xsn s
fall storms
X
sn
0 +.684
P -.135
chevron types
T R I C X
2 3 0 0 -1
7 3 0 2
Q +.032 14 6 0 1
R -. 333
S +.167
T -1.000
0 1 1 0 -1
2 3 1 0 -1
0 1 0 0 -1
U +.115 11 3 0 1 8
V +.161 8 4 1 1 4
totals..... 44 24 3 5 20
5 positive Xsn's
3 negative Xsn's
----------------------------
Totals for All 22 Storms
T R I C X
77 38 11 6 39
15 positive Xsn's
7 negative Xsn's
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The method of detecting shower chevrons just described
is objective, but it was found to be too restrictive in that
the concepts of Above and Below were defined around lines
parallel to the Z-independent regression line. A chevron,
like 1. or 3. in Fig. 6.8 (on page 129) may exist in which
the points before the shower peak have relatively higher
logZ values than the points after, yet a line parallel to
the regression line may not detect the fact: both chevrons
1. and 2, are said to contain only Ba and Bb points although
1. is a true chevron and 2. is a reverse chevron; similarly
true chevron 3. and reverse chevron 4. both consist entirely
of Aa and Ab points.
To devise an objective, mathematical scheme to detect
such unorthodox chevrons as 1., 3., and 5. in Fig. 6.8
would involve definitions probably more complicated than
justified by the results to be gained. Therefore, a sub-
jective geometrical typology scheme was devised, as illus-
trated in Fig. 6.8. True chevrons (T) have a well-defined
vertex which also is (or is very nearly) the rainfall rate
peak for the chevron shower; the points from lull to vertex
to lull curve approximately counterclockwise. Chevrons that
look exactly like true chevrons but go backwards (clockwise)
are called reverse chevrons (R). Both true and reverse chev-
rons may include one instance where the lines joining conse-
cutive data points cross (eg., 5. and 6. in Fig. 6.8). Any
more than one such crossing defines a confused chevron (C).
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FIGURE 6.8. Subjective chevron typology. The four
categories of chevrons are True (T) Reverse (R),
Incomplete (I), and Confused (C). he numbered chevrons
are mentioned in the text. The diagonal lines are
Z-independent regression lines.
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If a storm begins or ends with a shower peak, then an
incomplete chevron (I) may be involved.
The logZ-logR points were plotted for each storm with
great care to join consecutive points with lines similar
to those in Figs. 6.3 or 6.8. Each chevron or fragment
was classified as either T, i, I, or C after Fig. 6.8, and
the results were tabulated in Table 6.1, Table 6.1 also
gives 'X", the excess of true chevrons over reverse chevrons
in a single storm. The true chevrons outnumbered the reverse
chevrons about two to one in both summer and fall storms.
In fall storms, one can now see that the negative X n's in
Storms R and T derive from only one reverse chevron apiece,
whereas the positive Xsn's of Storms Q, U, and V represent
an average of 11 true and 4 reverse chevrons per storm.
The distribution of positive and negative X's is similar
to that of the X sn's: there are only four storms in which
X and Xsn do not have the same sign. In fall storms there
are four each positive and negative X's, quite unsignificant,
but notice that the four negatives are all -I's while the
four positives average to +6. However, in summer storms,
there are only two negative X's out of 14, a Binomial
Probability of 0.65%.
One can state with some certainty that "true" chevrons
are a prevalent aspect of all storms, especially summer storms
and the longer fall storms. During the majority of so-called
chevron showers, the shower begins with a larger proportion
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of large raindrops than is typical of the storm as a whole,
an effect which may in some cases be explained by gravity or
wind-shear sorting (see HARDY and DIhGLE (1962)).
6.3 The Chevron Effect in Whole Storms
The prevalence of the storm chevron effect was evaluated
by first classifying each point in a storm as Aa, Ab, Ba, or
Bb, either around the storm peak and storm-line, or around
the midpoint and regression line, following the procedures
outlined in Section 6.1. From ABab tables for each storm,
the Xsn's were computed and tabulated in Table 6.2 on the
page following.
The test about each storm's midpoint yielded non-signi-
ficant results. In summer storms, there were so many zeroes
that although only 3 storms had Xsn<0, the results of 6
positive X sn's out of 9 were not significant with a Binomial
Probability of 25%. In the fall storms, there were actually
fewer positive than negative Xsn's.
However, the storm peak Xsn's show the same trends as
Snobserved in shower XsnIs. The summer storms had 12 positive
storm X sn's out of 14 (Binomial Probability 0.65%), which
lends significance too to the total for all storms (15
positives out of 22, Binomial Probability 6.8%), this in
spite of the reverse trend shown by the fall storms where
only 3 positives out of 8 indicate a Binomial Probability of
86% that there is no storm chevron effect in fall storms.
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TABLE 6.2. The chevron effect in whole storms.
X is defined in Section 6.1.
sn
summer storms
stormpeak
sn
A .091
B .167
midpoint
sn
0
.333
C -.429 -.750
D .885 -.115
E .487 .350
F .231 -.143
G .429
H .200
I .046
J .200
K -.167
L .300
4M .500
N .333
0
0
.046
.200
0
.300
0
.333
fall storms
storm-o
0
eak midpoint
X
sn sn
517 .333
P -. 314 -. 647
Q .261
.246
R -. 250 -. 500
S -. 405 -. 211
T -1.000 
-.833
U -.055 .239
V .156 -. 018
Summary of positive
negative X sn's.
Category
Stormpeak:
Summer
Fall
All 22
Midpoint:
Summer
Fall
All 22
and
Positive Negative
12 2
3 5
15 7
6 3
3 5
9 8
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One fall storm that shows positive results in nearly
every test for chevrons is Storm 0. It was mentioned
during the discussion of the season-location variable and
height-of-the-freezing-level variable, that one could call
Storm 0 a summer storm, in which case, the prevalence of
chevrons in summer storms only becomes more significant,
to the loss of the fall storms. Further, lest one assume
that chevrons (whether the shower chevrons or the storm
chevron effect) are associated only with convective showers,
a glance at Fig. 1.43 will reveal that Storm 0 is as
continuous as light rain ever is.
The chevron effect in storms consists of a gradual
drift of the data points from the lower right portion of
the Z-R diagram towards the upper left corner. Meteorologi-
cally, this implies a higher ratio of large drops to small
drops at the outset of a storm, with the ratio gradually
diminishing during the course of the storm. Although the
X measurements failed to indicate such behavior in fall
sn
storms in general, the investigations of the shifting
Z-independent regression line in Section 5.1 (see page
102) indicate that the storm chevron effect may still
prevail in many fall storms, as illustrated in Fig. 5.3
by Storms *i,, U, and V. But whatever its source, the
tendency for the ratio of large drops to small drops to
decrease gradually during a storm has been shor to be
highly significant in summer storms and possibly present in
134
fall storms.
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7. Analysis of some Independent Data
The 22 original storms studied thus far comprise
approximately one-half of the drop-size distribution data
collected by 1MIT researchers during 1969-1971. The other
half of the data was reserved for use as independent data.
No study was made of the independent data until all the
results of the analysis of the original 22 storms had been
formulated.
Table 7.1 on page 136 lists some characteristics of
the 14 independent data storms. These storms contain almost
as many minutes of data as the original 22 storms, and the
14 storms are reharkably similar in terms of number of data
points and total rainfall to the original 22 storms. However,
866 data points in only 14 storms averages to 62 points per
storm, about 60% higher than that of the original 22 storms.
Similarly, the independent data storms average more rainfall
and sampling duration per storm than do the original data
storms. Glancing at the precipitation subtypes in Table 7.1,
one finds only one of the showery subtype, compared with eight
showery-subtype storms among the original data.
Another aspect to be considered is this: in the original
data, only one storm (Storm 0) was considerably shorter than
the actual rainfall duration: in Storm 0 the disdrometer
samples do not include either the first six hours of actual
rain or the last six hours. In the independent data, similar
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TABLE 7.1. Description of the independent data rainstorms.
The 1969 storms were sampled at MIT; the 1971 storms were
sampled at Sudbury, "Iass. The column headings are:
Date (of storm); Time (of beginning and ending, EST);
Dur. (sampling duration in minutes); n (number of data points);
TRF (Total Rainfall for storm) i BID (number of breaks in data);
Precip. (precipitation subtype); storm names at margins.
Date Time Dur. n TRF BID Precip.
*A 8-9 Sep 69
*B 9 Sep 69
*C 14 Nov 69
*D 20 Nov 69
*E 8 Dec 69
*F 8-9 Dec 69
*G 29 Apr 71
*H 31 May 71
*I 3 Jun 71
*J 3 Jun 71
*K 8 Jun 71
*L 21 Jun 71
*M 27 Aug 71
*N 28 Aug 71
for comparison,
totals from the
1520-0157 637
0903-1452 349
0737-1301 324
0308-0818 300
0519-1718 719
1851-0054 362
0848-1112 144
1448-1614 085
0250-0438 108
1618-1636 018
1639-1742 063
1828-1933 065
0852-1701 489
0651-0850 119
totals: 3782
22
original data storms.... 3945
065 18
132 22
055 1.0 1
096 13
076 #6.3 7
030 1.0 5
038 4
075 8
048 5
050 3
094 5
016 #6.7 0
070 28
021 9
866 129
846 130
1 mixed
0 isolated
mixed
O isolated
mixed
mixed
0 continuous
0 isolated
O showery
0 thundery
0 thundery
thundery
0 mixed
0 mixed
#Secad digit of rainfall given to show that total rainfall
may be dichotomized with a median value of 6.5 mm
*I
*M
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incompleteness of data is encountered in five storms. Storm
*GIs duration is less than 3 hours, yet it rained all day at
Boston. Between Storms *A and *B there is a gap of more than
seven hours during which the rain did not stop at Boston's
Logan Airport, just 4 miles from the disdrometer site. Be-
tween Storms *14 and *N there was rain or drizzle for almost
13 hours. Thus, not only is an incompleteness of data evi-
dent, but it would seem that Storms *A and *B, and Storms
*M and *N should be a total of two storms, not four.
Not obvious from Table 7.1 is the fact that there are
several synoptic types among the independent data not present
in the original 22 storms as listed in Table 2.3. Storms
*B and *N were the remains of tropical storms (Gerda of 1969
and Doria of 1971 respectively) whereas the widespread rain
in advance of the same two tropical storms (interacting with
extratropical fronts) fell during Storms *A and *M. In a
very different temperature regime, rain fell over Sudbury and
Boston in Storms *E and *F while other stations in southern
New England observed snow or freezing rain.
The season-location variable differed a little between
the original data sample and the new sample. The first six
storms of the independent data are late summer and fall storms
sampled in 1969 at MIT; the other eight storms are spring and
summer 1971 storms sampled at Sudbury.
Table 7.2 on page 139 lists some storm statistics of
the independent data: the extrema of logR and 10gR and the
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Z-independent regression line statistics. 1Note that although
min(logR)<O for every storm, still the three thunderstorms
had rainfall rates high enough that their max(logR)>2. A
cursory glance down the Az's and bz's of the independent
data storms reveals one very atypical storm (*G) which has
a clearly anomalous b z of 2.085. This storm consisted of
hours of continuous light rain varying between about 1 and
2 mm/hr.
Table 7.3 lists those statistics deemed useful or
descriptive in Table 3.6. For the useful and descriptive
statistics, Table 7.3 gives the ensemble means, standard
deviations, and noise levels from the independent data sample,
as well as the means and noise levels from the original data
ensemble for comparison purposes. The independent data
ensemble statistics are generally less noisy than the
original data ensemble statistics with only two exceptions:
both b and S are noisier in the independent data.Z rz
The actual ensemble means of the independent data are
generally quite close to those of the original 22 storms.
A very good value of rz for all New England rainstorms
seems to be 0.96, and 0.04 is also a good value for the
ensenble mean 9z-@r. Also, the T5 and logZ are only
insignificantly smaller in the independent data than in the
22 original storms.
The one significantly different ensemble mean is 7,z
The independent data A was compared with that of the original
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TABLE 7.2. Some storm statistics for the independent data:
logR extrema and means, and regression statistics.
min max
(logR) logR (lo R) A b
*A -1.131 0.373 1.810 2.159 1.489 *A
*B -1.102 0.853 1.357 2.067 1.656 *B
*C -0.788 0.614 1.380 2.182 1.531 *C
*D -0.957 0.642 1.121 2.261 1.562 *D
*E -1.678 -0.073 0.798 2.219 1.714 *E
*F -0.939 -0.098 0.829 1.761 1.245 *F
*G -0.097 0.195 0.460 2.016 2.085 *G
*H -0.057 0.830 1.319 2.320 1.375 *H
*I -0.985 0.528 1.694 2.428 1.289 *I
*J -0.023 1.417 2.644 2.084 1.592 *J
*K -0.265 1.234 2.242 2.300 1.505 *K
*L -0.192 1.236 2.077 2.415 1.388 *L
*M -0.903 0.542 1.716 2.243 1.405 *M
*N -0.131 0.622 1.649 2.258 1.268 *N
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TABLE 7.3. Ensemble statistics for the independent data:
ensemble means, standard deviations, and noise levels. Last
two columns repeat data from the original 22 storms as listed
in Table 3.6: this is repeated here for comparison purposes.
Statistic
rrz
bZ
logZ
Srz
Ensemble
.L.e an
0.957
2.194
1.507
3.144
0.467
0.662
0.127
Ensemble
Std.Dev.
0.0204
0.167
0.212
0.744
0.162
0.234
0.0482
0.0412 0.0188
61.86
0.639
30.83
Noise
Level
46. 9
13.1
7.13
4.23
2.89
2.83
2,64
2.19
2.01
From original
22 storms
1nsemrible ioise
i-ean Level
0.959
2.353
1.437
3.295
0.447
0.609
0.109
0.0397
38.45
0.442 1.45
36.1
9.54
7.49
4.03
2.57
2.59
2.98
1 .47
1.03
0.669 1.23
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22 storms, using the Student's t Test. The t-score was
2.057, indicating a significant difference at the 2-% level.
The mean regression line slope b is higher in the inde-
pendent data than in the original data, but not significantly
so.
All three of the standard deviations, Sr' and S
are noticeably higher among the independent data storms,
implying greater variance of logZ and logR and greater scatter
of the points about their regression lines.
The precipitation subtype stratification shownm in Table
7.4, page 142 is similar in outline to that presented for
the original data, but differs strikingly in detail. As in
the original data, mixed and continuous storms have rather
low Az's, whereas showery and isolated storms have high Az's;
but the independent data thundershowers have Az's much lower
in comparison to the other subtypes than in the original data.
In fact, all of the independent data storms seem to have
lower Az's than the original data. The three-way stratifi-
cation of Table 7,4 produces the same downward trend in AZ's
from thundery to continuous (2.288, 2.190, and 2.016) as in
the original data (2.652, 2.338, 2.029), but the Az's are
noticeably lower.
Table 7.4 shows that the precipitation subtype correla-
tion with bz in the independent data is, if anything, more
erratic than in the original data. An average of the indepen-
dent data b 1.507 and the original data Ez = 1.437 gives
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TABLE 7.4. Regression statistics of the independent data
vs. precipitation types, similar to Table 3.10, except that
individual YA 's and b 's are given in Table 7.3.Z Z
subtype-> THUNIDERY
number of
storms--- 3
mean Az 2.288
mean bz 1.495
3 categories:
mean AZ 2.288
mean bz 1.495
2 categories:
mean Az
mean b
z
S ea
SHOiERY
1
2.428
MIXED
6
2.137
ISOLATED CCNTIWUOUS
2.316
1.289 1.442 1.531 2.085
- --- -- I -- -- -- - - - - -- -- -
2.190
1.453
- - - - - - - - - - - - -
2.309
1.*443
.119
2.016
2.016
2.085
2.148
1.533
. 147
rz
mean Szr .174 .204
----- ~---------------------------------------
Z-R relationships
for 3 categories
Z = 194R1 " 5 0  Z - 154R1 " 4 5  Z = 04R2 0 9
-------------------- ------------------------- ------
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1,47, a value that is recommended for general use in New
England Z-R relationships in view of the erratic variability
of bz from storm to storm and from precipitation type to type.
Table 7.4 shows that two precipitation subtypes contain
only one storm apiece, and two more contain only three. In
such categories where there are very few storms, a single
storm behaving very abnormally can strongly influence the
group averages. Most of the independent data storms in the
middle three subtypes behave as expected from the original
data (although with low Az's). But in the continuous subtype,
the only storm is the same Storm *G already noted for its
anomalously high bz.  Thus the independent data Z-R relation-
ship for continuous rain
Z 104R209
has a highly suspect exponent, although its coefficient is
in line with the original data formula.
In the thundery subtype, both the original data and the
new data contain three thunderstorms. In the original data,
one storm (Storm I) had an extremely high Az, and in the
independent data, one (Storm *J) has an extremely low Az ;
the other four thunderstorms have Az's between 2.3 and 2.5.
it would seem from this small sarple of only a half dozen
New England thunderstorms that the Az's may range over ten
decibels (from about 2.1 to 3.1), but a useful mean value
would appear to be Az 2.4.
Finally from Table 7.4, one notices a result of the
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original analysis that is strongly supported by the indepen-
dent data analysis: the standard errors of estimate Srz and
Szr are both significantly larger in showery storms than in
nonshowery storms. The significance level is about 10%, but
since the behavior of the standard error is the same in both
data samples, the significance is considerably enhanced.
A result of the original analysis which is not signifi-
cant in the independent data is the relationship of total
rainfall to Az . In the independent data storms, storms with
greater than the median (6.5 mm) total rainfall have an Az
of 2.246 compared with those storms with less than 6.5 mm
total rainfall whose mean Az is 2.142. This is the same trend
as in the original data, but where the difference was signi-
ficant at the 1% level in the original data, the difference
here is only significant at the 30% level in the Student's t
Test.
Table 7.5 on the next page gives the details of a
conclusion from the original data even more significant
statistically in the independent data: the persistence of
di . The independent data has very many long runs of points
continuously on one side of the regression line, and some
of these runs would be incredibly unlikely if the points
were assumed to be independent. The 53-point run in Storm
*B suggests the possibility of a fourth-order Markov pro-
cess (each logZ-logR point influenced by the four preceding
points). Again, as in the original analysis, the runs do
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TABLE 7.5. Persistency probability in independent data storms.
This table is similar to Table 5.3.
The storm names are *A, *B, etc.; n - number of data points
in storm; r - length of longest run (or some other runs);
P1 is the lower bound and P2 is the upper bound for the
probability that the runs of points would occur by chance,
given that the points are independent, and each run assumed
to be the longest one in the storm. Negative r indicates
a negative run. Note that only four runs in this table have
an upper bound probability (P2) greater than 5%.
Longest runs
n r P1
*A 65 -13 .0488%
P2
.659%
Other long runs
n r P1
*A 65
*B 132
P2
11 .195% 2.74%
65 11 .195% 2.74%
*C 55 -20 .00038% .00353% *B 132 -29
*D 96 19 .00076% .0151%'
76 16 .oo610%
30 6 6.25%
*G 38 -10 .391%
75 -16 .00610%
*I 48 10 .391%
*J 50 8 1.56%
.0946%
40. 6%
2.93%
.0931%
3.91 %
17.2%
*K 94 27 .000003% .000051%,
*L 16 4 25%
*M 70 -11 .195%
*N 21 -6 6.25%
87.5%
2.98%
.0000007%
.0000196%
*B 132 -17 .003% .089%
*c 55 18 .0015% .015%
*C 55 11 .195% 2.25%
*D 96 -11 .195% 4.25%
*D 96 14 .024% .513%
*E 76 -13 .049% .794%
*E 76 -12 .098% 1.61%
*H 75 -14 .024% .385%
*H 75 12 .098% 1.59%
26.6% *H 75
53 <10-12% <10-11 /
11 .195% 3.22%
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not show any apparent systematic occurrence. Rather, the
runs occurred under very different conditions: from a
53-point run during the remnants of Tropical Storm Gerda
(Storm *B), and a 27-point run during a brief thunderstorm
(Storm *K), to a 16-point run during temperatures near
freezing (Storm *E), all these runs less than .01% likely.
Although no further insight has been gained into the cause
of runs of points, the case for persistence of di is made
stronger than ever by the independent data.
Since the 14 storms considered in this section have Az's
which are significantly smaller than the original data storms
A 's, it is not surprising that in Table 7.6 the lines compu-
ted for the original data predict the rainfall rate in the
independent data so poorly. The best general line overall
was the nonshowery mean line
Z a 191R 1 " 4 4
which is fairly close to the ensemble mean line for the inde-
rpndent data
Z = 156R1 . 5 1  (7.1)
a line which is not used in Table 7.6. The Austin-Geotis
and M1arshall-Gordon lines both did fairly well since the
Austin-Geotis line has an exponent (1.5) similar to Eq. (7.1)
and the Marshall-Gordon line has a coefficient (200) also
similar to that of (7.1). The 3-category stratification did
so much worse than the 2-category almost entirely because of
the low A 's among the independent data thunderstorms.z
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TABLE 7.6. Scatter of the independent data points around
various regression lines. This table is very similar to
Table 3.12. See Table 3.12 and the accompanying text on
pages 80-81 for description of the regression lines used
below. NOTE: The Z-independent regression lines (A.1.
below) were derived for the independent data storms, but
ALL OTHER lines were derived before examining the indepen-
dent data at all. There were no R-independent lines
analyzed for the independent data.
Type of line
Regression line Sr---
95% confidence limits
for estimating R (mm/hr)
from observed Z
A. Lines derived for each individual storm....
1. Z-independent S rz = .1272rZ 56%-I 77%
B. Specialized lines (not derived from the independent data)
1. 3 categories
2. 2 categories
Sr3-. 1922
Sr2. 158 1
42%-237%
49%-204%
C. General lines (derived on other data samples)
1. Nonshowery mean
2. Ensemble mean
3. Marshall-Gordon
4. Austin-Geotis
5. Showery mean
6. Continuous mean
7. Thundery mean
SrN"' 1570
SrE ' =1729
SrMG-- 18 2 2
SrAG=.1993
SrSH. 2012
SrCO - .2104
SrTH=.3270
49%-203%
46%-218%
43%-232%
41 %-245%
41%-247%
39%-258%
23%-436%
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In summary, a brief analysis was made of an independent
data sanmple equal in size (data points, minutes, total rain-
fall) to the original sample, All major findings were test-
ed, though not as exhaustively; also, no attempt to analyze
for chevrons was made since chevron analysis is almost entire-
ly a process done by hand. The analysis of the independent
data supported the findings of the original analysis in the
following cases:
(1) The numerical values of the ensemble mean statistics
were similar in almost all cases, and the noise levels of
the ensemble statistics were also similar.
(2) Showery storms tend to have larger standard errors
of estimate than do nonshowery storms.
(3) Showery storms tend to have higher Az's than non-
showery storms.
(4) Storms vwith more than average total rainfall tend
to have higher Az's than storms with less than average total
rainfall; moreover, this average or median rainfall value is
6 mm/hr, quite close to the median of 7Z mm/hr found in the
original data sample.
(5) The method of stratification of storms into 3
precipitation types---a general type, a low-AZ type, and
a high-A z type---was found to be the same in the independent
data, that is, thunderstorms had noticeably higher than ave-
rage Az's and continuous had lower than average Az's.
(6) Occasionally strong persistence of di is noted,
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supporting the contention that consecutive logZ-logR
points are not independent.
Analysis of the independent data produced important
differences in conclusion in the following cases:
(7) A slightly different ensemble b z and a significantly
different ensemble A were found.
(8) Although the stratification method of trichotomizing
the storms by precipitation type (point (5) above) was simi-
lar in outline to that of the original 22 storms, it was
not nearly as statistically significant in the independent
data, and the numerical values in the Z-R relationships
(point (7) above) were quite different.
Analysis of the independent data, especially considera-
tion of how the 14-storm data sample differed from the 22-
storm data sample in synoptic types, precipitation types,
and lengths of storms, pointed out that either one or both
of the data samples is unrepresentative of New England storms
in general. This reveals the danger in assuming a data sam-
ple is large enough to obtain useful results. The special-
ized Z-R relationships derived from the first data sample
performed poorly when applied to the independent data.
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8. Summary of Conclusions and Suggestions for Further Study
A statistical analysis was performed on 22 Massachusetts
rainstorms comprising about 4000 minutes of dropsize data
from a continuously measuring Joss disdrometer. All the
following conclusions were derived initially from the original
data sample of 22 storms, but later, most of the results were
verified or modified by examination of 14 more rainstorms
of an independent data sample similar in size and other
characteristics to the original data. Results corroborated
by the independent data sample will be so noted below very
briefly; Section 7 contains the details of the results of
the independent data analysis.
Some terms used below have specific meanings in refer-
ence to a statistical significance level. "Tends" means,
not significant at the 10% level; "significant" implies the
10% confidence level, and "very significant" means the 5%
level. Other confidence levels will be spelled out.
A. Results of Whole-Storms Analysis
(1) Showery storms tend to have larger standard errors
of estimate (Srz' Szr) than nonshowery storms. The tendency
is duplicated in the independent data. Considering both data
samples together, this result becomes significant. The
meteorological implication is that the physical processes
producing rain in showery storms are more varied than in
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nonshowery storms, producing a wider variety of raindrop
size distributions in showers.
(2) In agreement with many previous investigators from
IMAI (1960) to AUSTIN and GEOTIS (1971), it was found that
showery storms tend to have higher Z-independent regression
line intercepts (Az ) than do nonshowery storms. This effect
is significant with the R-independent regression line inter-
cepts (Ar), and the independent data show the same effect.
Contrary to many previous findings (e.g., STOUT and MUELLER
(1968)), however, the regression line slopes br and bz did
not vary systematically with precipitation type. If the
slope of the line is assumed to be constant (or randomly
varying around a constant mean slope), then this conclusion
implies that the ratio of large drops to small drops in
showery storms is higher than in nonshowery storms.
(3) Storms with more than average total rainfall
(i.e., more than 6 or 7 mm total) have higher Az's than
storms with less than average total rainfall. This con-
clusion was extremely significant (1% level) in the original
data; the independent data supported the conclusion, but
much less significantly. This conclusion states that
storms with a larger ratio of large drops to small drops
than average also are storms which yield more total rainfall
than average.
(4) Summer storms tend to have higher Az's than fall
storms. In view of the predominance of showery storms during
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the summer and nonshowery storms during the fall, this
effect is believed to be a side effect of the relationship
of AZ to the precipitation type.
(5) With five categories of freezing level heights,
there were too few storms in the original data sample to
support or refute the hypothesis of CATANEO and VERCELLINO
(1972) that freezing level height is inversely related to Az.
More study of fall storms or nonshowery storms might produce
significant results.
(6) From statistical considerations of the regression
line intercept AZ, it was found that storms could be sub-
divided into as many as five significantly different precipi-
tation types. The five precipitation types were different
from each other more significantly than the two-category
classification of showery vs. nonshowery. A three-way
classification of thundery vs. general or typical storms
vs. continuous rain was also found more significant than
the two-way classification.
(7) The three-way classification of storms just
mentioned into thundery, general, and continuous was
found to produce small improvements in the accuracy with
which rainfall rate can be estimated from radar. This
stratification is also considered useful because the two
non-general categories are easily distinguished on radar.
(8) The numbers used for the three Z-R relationships
mentioned in (7) above did not prove to be the best values
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for use with the independent data. The Z-R relationships
derived from the original storms were, for thundery rain,
general rain, and continuous rain respectively:
Z = 45 0 R1' 4 4 ; Z = 225R 1" 4 4 ; Z = 110R 4 4 .
The independent data yielded significantly different Z-R
relationships for the same three categories:
Z = 194R.50 ; Z = 15 4 R 15 ; Z = 104
The difference in Z-R relationships suggests that either one
or both of the data samples is unrepresentative of New England
rainstorms in general. This points up the danger of assuming
that a data sample is large enough to obtain useful results
from it.
B. Results of Analysis of the Details within Storms
(9) Portions of storms tend to have smaller variation
in bz (the regression line slope) and very significantly
at the 0.1% level less variation in Az (the regression line
intercept) than do whole storms. This suggests that it is
more useful to examine storms as entities than trying to
obtain Z-R relationships from parts of storms.
(10) the logZ-logR data points are distributed nearly
normally around the regression line; that is, the perpendicu-
lar distances to the points, symbolized di for the ith point,
fits closely a normal distribution with mean (U) of zero and
standard deviation (Sd ) the same as the standard deviation of
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d., with two qualifications: first, there is a clumping
effect that slowly disappears with larger data samples
and cannot, at any rate, be predicted, so it does not detract
from using the normal distribution; and second, there are
observed to be many more points beyond a distance of 3 Sd
from the regression line on either side than are predicted
by the normal law. The points beyond 3Sd make up only about
1% of the logZ-logR data points, and thus they do not affect
the use of the normal distribution within 3Sd either side of
the Z-independent regression line.
(11) The logZ-logR values of the data points are not
completely independent of one another. The significance
of this conclusion in individual storms runs as high as
the 10-6% confidence level in the original data and 10- 11%
confidence level in the independent data. One meteorologi-
cal implication of this finding is that the Z-R relationship
does not vary as rapidly or as erratically with time as it
might. No systematic cause could be found for specific
highly significant groups or '"runs" of consecutive data
points all above (or all below) the regression line, runs
of points that generated this conclusion. Further study
may reveal some meaningful causes of specific long runs
of points.
(12) There is an effect in individual showers of a
storm for the radar reflectivity factor Z to be relatively
higher at a given rainfall rate before the peak rainfall rate
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of the shower, than at the same rainfall rate after the
shower peak. This effect was evaluated in two ways based
on the geometrical appearance of showers on a Z-R diagram
as inverted V's or "chevrons". One method of analysis showed
a tendency for this so-called shower chevron effect to pre-
vail in summer showers; the other method revealed that the
shower chevron effect was apparent in most storms.
(13) There is an effect in whole storms for higher Z
values in the early part of the storm compared to the Z
values at the same rainfall rate in the latter part of the
storm. By analogy with the shower chevron effect, this is
called the storm chevron effect. The storm chevron effect
was found to be extremely significant at the 1% confidence
level in summer storms, but not at all significant in fall
storms.
C. Some Numerical Results
(14) The following numerical results are based on a
balanced consideration of all 36 storms in both the original
data sample and the independent data sample. They are offered
as good general values of their respective statistics for
New England rainfall.
a. correlation coefficient rrz 0.96
b. standard deviation Sr 0.45
c. standard deviation Sz 0.12
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d. smallest possible standard error of estimate
of logR, based on each storm's own Z-independent
regression line, Srz 0.12
e. from (d.) above, the narrowest possible 95%
confidence limits for estimating rainfall rate R
from the radar reflectivity factor Z 4l4%-230%
f. angle between storm Z-independent and R-independent
regression lines 9z- r 0.04 radians or 2i0
(15) The following Z-R relationships are also based
on a balanced consideration of all 36 storms. Note the
similarity of the first two relationships to the AUSTIN
and GEOTIS (1971) general relationship Z n 250R 1.5 for
New England rainfall.
for thundershowers Z = 270R 1*47
for general storms Z = 190R1 " 4 7
for continuous rain Z m 105R 1 4 7
D. Final Comments
This thesis has revealed some interesting relationships
(e.g., precipitation type vs. standard error of estimate) and
some curious ones (regression line intercept vs. total rain-
fall of a storm), but, in the context of New England raindrop
size distributions measured by a Joss disdrometer, the impor-
tant conclusions are these:
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The individual samples or data points are not inde-
pendent of each other. They are, however, distributed very
nearly normally about their regression lines.
The Z-R relationship varies more between storms than
within storms. When it varies within storms, it does so
gradually, varying along certain preferred modes.
The variability of the Z-R relationship within storms
presents a lower limit to the accuracy within which rainfall
rate can be predicted by the radar reflectivity factor. Use
of a general Z-R relationship presents an operational upper
limit to the accuracy; that is, one should use no stratifi-
cation scheme that does not improve upon the use of a general
formula for all storms. The various stratification methods
derived by this thesis produce only small improvements over
using a general formula for all storms. However, whenever
a stratification scheme is devised that is easy for the radar
operator to use, that is meteorologically meaningful, that
is statistically significant, and which separates important
or anomalous storms from typical rainstorms, then this scheme
should be used if it improves the estimation of rainfall rate
at all.
The matter of the geographical variability of the Z-R
relationship (not attacked by this thesis whose data were
confined to eastern Massachusetts) remains to be solved. It
is hoped that the solution need not necessarily lie in
measuring 5000 to 10000 minutes of rain at 100 mile inter-
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vals throughout the world. For the present, the best method
to be followed by radar meteorologists at sites where no Z-R
relationships have ever been measured experimentally is this:
to use general Z-R relationships derived at other locations
climatologically similar to the unmeasured site, and perhaps
to use some specialized Z-R relationships derived elsewhere
for atypical precipitation types (e.g., thundershowers,
hurricane rain, drizzle, snow, etc.). There appears to be
more significant difference between the Z-R relationships
of thundershowers and general rain at the same location
(eastern Massachusetts, for example) than between general
Z-R relationships of some very distant locations.
For the future, a greater understanding should be sought
of how and why certain storms yield certain Z-R relationships.
VWhen this is completely understood, then experimental deter-
minations of Z-R relationships need not be made nearly so
frequently. Specialized Z-R relationships for particular
geographical locations may then be accurately synthesized
from measurements and relationships derived elsewhere.
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Appendix I. Detailed Discussions of the Individual Storms
This appendix includes for each of the 22 storms studied
in this thesis a synoptic situation chart, a chart of rainfall
rate vs. time, and a Z-R diagram.
The synoptic charts are all standard OOOOZ or 1200Z
surface synoptic analyses by National Weather Service (NVS).
On these charts, the standard symbols are used for pressure
centers, isobars, and fronts, except that here a broken-line
front means a dissipating front. A broken line without pips
(----m ---i) is a trough, and dots and dashes (- -*o---)
indicate squall lines. The isobars are drawn at 4mb inter-
vals, with the initial "91" or "10" dropped in labelling.
The precipitation areas on the synoptic charts need
careful interpretation. Precipitation areas, symbolized
by cross-hatching within scalloped lines, merely duplicate
the precipitation areas drawnm by NWS on their weekly series
of 0700 EST synoptic maps, i.e., any area precipitating at
0700 EST is cross-hatched. But NWS does not shade in such
precipitation areas on their O000 facsimile surface synoptic
analyses, the source of the 1900 EST charts in this appendix.
Therefore, on the 1900 EST charts, the cross-hatching covers
any station reporting any form of precipitation, showery or
continuous, solid or liquid. ,Where the precipitation is
obviously an isolated shower, a rosette is dravwn around the
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station, as in Fig. 1.19, away from the cold front. However,
any area where every station is reporting precipitation,
showery or not, is covered by crosshatching. This can be
misleading if not correctly interpreted. In Fig. 1 .4, for
example, the impression is given of widespread continuous
precipitation when in fact nearly every coastal station was
experiencing a shower or thundershower. Also, in all the
synoptic charts, the extension of precipitation areas over
the Atlantic Ocean is partially a matter of conjecture, except
where rosettes (as in Fig. 1.19) indicate ship reports.
The rainfall rate vs. time charts give some idea of the
character and intensity of the rain, as well as the storm
duration and sampling duration. Each sample from the Joss
disdrometer assigns a value of R, the rainfall rate, to a
finite period of time (the sampling duration) of 5 seconds
to nearly 17 minutes in length. Therefore, the R's are
plotted against time as plateaus, assuming an unvarying R
during the sampling period. Beginnings and endings of the
storms (and breaks in data) are indicated by abruptly ending
vertical lines, as in Fig. 1.2 at about 1535 and 1620 EST.
Each rainfall rate vs. time chart also indicates the
time spans of the longest runs of points continuously on
one side of the-regression line (see Section 5.2 for a full
discussion of runs of points). A "+" sign indicates positive
runs wherein all points lie above and to the left of the
regression line, and a "-" sign indicates negative runs
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wherein all the points lie below or to the right of the
regression line. See Fig. 1.57 for two runs in a row, the
first a positive run, the second a negative run.
The rainfall rate vs. time charts for Storms D, E, I,
P, Q, U, and V also show the division of these storms into
the substorms discussed in Section 5.1. The substorms are
delineated by dashed vertical lines (e.g., Fig. I.11), and
in every case except Storm U, the substorms add up to form
the whole storm.
The Z-R diagrams show for each storm a plot of the
radar reflectivity factor Z vs. rainfall rate R on a loga-
rithmic scale, along with the Z-independent regression lines
computed in Section 3.2.
All the charts, synoptic, rainfall rate vs. time, and
Z-R diagrams, have a further feature. Each type of chart
is drawnm on the same scale for all storms, with only the
areas covered by the charts, or the coordinate axes, slightly
shifted in some cases. Thus, comparing Fig. 1.4 with 1.45
shows considerable difference in the intensities of the
cyclones off the New England coast in Storms B and P; com-
paring Fig. 1.14 with Fig. 1.52 shows that Storm E has
much heavier and more showery rain than Storm R; comparing
Figs. 1.44 and 1.56 shows how much smaller a range of values
Storm 0 covers than Storm S.
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The following discussions make use not only of the
figures of this appendix, but of two other sources of infor-
mation: radar pictures from MIT's WSR-66 weather radar;
and the hourly surface weather observations from Boston's
NWVS office at Logan International Airport, located 4 miles
east of the MIT disdrometer site and about 25 miles east of
the Sudbury site. The Boston weather observer reports
precipitation intensities in four levels. Here are the
levels as defined by NWS, but translated into the units
of R (mm/hr) and logR used in this thesis:
very light rain R<O.13mm/hr logR<-0.9
light rain 0. 13<R<2.5mm/hr -0.9<10gR<0.4
moderate rain 2,5 <R<7.6mm/hr 0.4<1ogR<0.88
heavy rain R! 7.6mm/hr logR > 0.88.
STORM A, 23 June 1969
The synoptic chart (Fig. I.1) shows that the showers
of Storm A are of the air mass type, possibly enhanced by
overruning of the warm front over Pennsylvania and Delaware.
Most of the precipitation depicted in Fig. I.1 is showery.
Fig. 1.2 shows a single shower reaching almost 40 mm/hr
intensity. In the last 20 minutes of the storm, the rain
was too light to adequately define any further cells that
might have passed over the disdrometer.
The weather observations from Logan Airport show rain-
showers from 1500 EST through 1800 EST, much longer than
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the disdrometer record of Storm A. At the 1600 EST obser-
vation, heavy rainshowers were noted at Logan Airport, about
10-15 minutes after the maximum rainfall rate for Storm A.
Thus, the heavy shower that produced Storm A at MIT probably
passed over Logan Airport a short time later. The other
lighter showers that passed over Logan Airport may have mis-
sed MIT.
The weather radar at MIT showed a line of showers,
aligned roughly north-northeast to south-southwest,
crossing over MIT about 1550 EST.
Every indication shows that Storm A was showery,
and in view of the heavy rain, possibly thundershowery.
Because of the high noise level at Logan Airport, the weather
observer there does not always hear thunder when it occurs.
STORM B, 12 July 1969
The synoptic chart (Fig. 1.4) shows a widespread
precipitation area associated with a wave on the front
south of Boston, and a weak trough extending north-northwest
from the wave into upper New York State. What the synoptic
chart does not show is that most of the coastal stations in
the rain area were reporting showers or thundershowers that
had developed only during the afternoon. MIT radar showed
showery cells developing an hour or two before noon.
Fig. 1.5 shows that Storm B began with the sudden
onset of heavy rain, followed by a lull of light rain,
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followed by another shower of heavy rain around 1500 EST.
The Boston weather observer reported heavy rainshowers at
1400 EST, followed by two thundershowers before 1600 EST.
It is well to recall here that the NWS defines thunderstorms
almost solely upon the hearing of thunder. Logan Airport
reported two thunderstorms, but it rained without stopping
during the entire period. The times of the thunderstorms
correspond to the two peaks in Fig. 1.5. Storm B was
classified as a thundershower.
STORM C, 13 July 1969
Fig. 1.7 shows the synoptic situation for Storm C;
Fig. 1.7 follows Fig. 1.4 by just 12 hours. In that time,
the wave on the front has become an occlusion. This time,
on the morning of 13 July, all the stations in the cross-
hatched area were observing continuous rain, except Nantucket
which reported a thundershower and fog. There were no radar
pictures available for Storm C from the MIT radar.
Fig. 1.8 shows one very short 3-minute period of moder-
ate rain, probably a very small cell passing over the disdro-
meter (or a larger cell just missing it). Other than that,
Storm C was mainly light rain. Note that the rain after
0600 EST consists of exactly one data point, However, the
break in data here of only 50 minutes permitted that single
point to be included with the other seven points of Storm C
(see definition of "stormV on page 26). In Fig. 1.9, that
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single point is the one immediately below where the regres-
sion line intercepts the logZ axis; that point seems to fit
in well with the others.
The Boston weather observer noted light drizzle at
0300 EST, becoming light rain by 0500 EST, and ending by
0650 EST. During the period , there were north-northeast
winds at 10 to 15 knots, and sky conditions of overcast
ceilings around 400-600 feet. All this points to Storm C
being a typical case of summer continuous precipitation, all
but the three minutes of moderate rain on Fig. 1.8. In view
of those three minutes, Storm C is classified as "isolated",
i.e., continuous rain with an isolated shower.
STORM D, 13 July 1969
Fig. I,10 shows the synoptic situation for 1900 EST,
13 July, just 12 hours later than the synoptic chart for
Storm C. The low pressure center once more has many showers
in it as it continues to move to the northeast. This is
again (as in Storm B) probably due to the greater afternoon
development of showers. Unfortunately, there was still no
radar coverage available during the time spanned by Storm D.
Fig. I.11 at once shows that Storm D lasted much longer
than the previous three storms---more than seven hours, in
fact---with a single ten-minute break in data near 1620 EST,
During most of the period, the rain fluctuated rather gradu-
ally between light and moderate rain, but there were two short
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periods of heavy rain, around 1310 EST and 1730 EST.
During this time, the Boston weather observer recorded
north to northeast winds, 10 to 15 knots with occasional
gusts to 25 knots. The sky conditions had improved since
morning (Storm C), to ceilings of 800-1600 feet, a layer of
clouds which frequently scattered out revealing a higher
(1500-2500 feet above the surface) overcast cloud layer.
The precipitation type observed was rainshowers from 1000
to 1300 EST, then continuous light rain until 2200 EST.
Obviously, the shower of 11 mm/hr at 1730 in Fig. I.11
either did not pass over Logan Airport, or was not noticed
there. For the purpose of stratification, Storm D is
classified as "mixed", i.e., mixed continuous and showery
rain.
STORM E, 29 July 1969
Fig. 1.13 shows a strong southerly flow pushing warm,
moist air from the western Atlantic Ocean as far north as
Quebec. The rain area in southern New England is mainly
showery, but there is continuous rain reported near the
warm front in southern Canada. The MIT radar showed strongly
cellular echoes on the range-height indicator, and a squall
line southwest of Boston at 0910 EST on the plan-position
indicator.
Fig. 1.14 leaves no doubt that Storm E is strongly cel-
lular. There are three clear-cut showers or "small mesoscale
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precipitation areas." The Boston weather observer corro-
borates the approximate time of the showers, but never
reported more than light rain.
Fig. 1.15 shows two points very much on the low side
of the regression line, the points labelled "a" and "b".
Point "a" is the first point of the shower labelled E2 in Fig.
1.14. Point "b" is the first point of the shower labelled E3
in Fig. I.14. The first point of the shower labelled El in
Fig. 1.14 does not stand out in Fig. 1.15, but is labelled
"c" for comparison.
Storm E is classified showery.
STOIr F, 30 July 1969.
This is the first of three storms that occurred during
the daylight hours of 30 July 1969.
Fig. 1.16 shows showery precipitation all along a cold
front the southern portion of which is dissipating. The MIT
radar showed an ill-defined line of showers on the plan-posi-
tion indicator. The rainfall trace in Fig. 1.17 matches the
radar picture well: it appears that a mesoscale precipitation
area, possibly vwith three cells, moved over the disdrometer.
The Boston weather observer observed rain showers at 0900
EST. Fig. 1.18 emphasizes the narrow range of rainfall rates
during Storm F. The storm is best classified as showery.
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STORM G, 30 July 1969
Storm G followed Storm F by only four hours. The synop-
tic situation (Fig. 1.19) features an approaching cold front,
but MIT radar indicates that Storm G was a strong squall line,
probably in advance of the cold front. The Boston weather
observer reported heavy rainshowers at a time corresponding
closely to the peahk of rainfall rate in Fig. 1.20. There was
even a pronounced veering of the wind from south to west-
northwest after the squall line passed, but this was not the
front, because a few hours after Storm G, the winds returned
to southwesterly through Storm H. Storm G is classified as
showery.
STOPE H, 30 July, 1969
The third storm of the day passed over MIT 5T hours
after Storm G. Fig. 1.19 is still the applicable surface
analysis, but Storm H is still not yet the cold frontal
passage. The winds were south to southwest before and
during the storm, and did not veer into the northwest
until eight hours after Storm H had ended.
Fig. 1.22 shows an extended period of rain so heavy
that the disdrometer samples came very close together: 14
consecutive samples of 10 seconds' or less duration. It is
not surprising, considering the peak rainfall rate of 249
mm/hr, that the Boston weather observer noted a thunderstorm
during the same period of time.
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In Fig. 1.23, the two points furthest from the regres-
sion line are the first point of Storm H (point "a") and
the last point of the storm (point "b").
Storm H is classified as a thundershower.
STORM I, 2 August 1969
Considering both Figs. 1.24 and 1.25, Storm I seems to
be a nocturnal or early-morning shower. The Boston weather
reports listed rainshowers early in the morning with a thun-
dershower from 0420 to 0445 EST, approximately the section
marked 12 in Fig. 1.25, and a second thundershower 0601-0625
EST. At the time of the peak rainfall rate of 158 mm/hr at
MIT, Logan Airport reported only light rainshowers.
MIT had no radar ccverage of Storm I. The point labelled
"a" in Fig. 1.26, furthest from the regression line, is also
the first point of Storm I.
Storm I is classified as a thundershower.
STORM J, 4 August 1969
The rain area in southern New England in Fig. 1.27
includes both showers and continuous rain. The MIT radar
showed amorphous, widespread areas of rain, but. with some
very intense cells imbedded in the rain areas. Most of
the cells were located north of the stationary front. The
Boston weather observations for this date were missing. In
Fig. 1.28, the rain is clearly quite steady but for one
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intense shower near 0620 EST. Storm J is thus classified
as "isolated".
STORI K, 5 August 1969
A quasistationary front with a wave over Portland, Maine,
is the main feature of the synoptic chart, Fig. 1.30. There
was no radar coverage, but the Boston weather observer repor-
ted rain showers, light to moderate in intensity, and strong
south-southwesterly winds up to 18 knots gusting to 25 knots.
Fig. 1.31 also shows definite showeriness, with rainfall rates
up to 172 mm/hr. Quite possibly there was thunder nearby,
but in the absence of reports of thunder, this storm was
classified as showery,
STORM L, 8-9 August 1969
There were neither radar coverage nor surface weather
observations available on this date, but Fig. 1.34 clearly
shows showery rain. This showery rain is not associated with
the cold front in Fig. i.33, since the front did not pass over
the Boston area until two days later, There were many showers
in advance of the front both before and after the time of the
synoptic chart in Fig. 1.33. Based on individual surface
observations of stations other than Boston, and based on
Fig. I.34, this storm is classified as showery.
STORM 14, 10 August 1969
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Fig. 1.36, 36 hours after Fig. 1.33, shows that the
front bearing down on New England during Storm L has slowed
down and formed a wave over central Massachusetts. In the
multilobed rain area around the low in Fig. 1.36, the rain
was continuous in the northwest quadrant from the low center,
but showery in the other three quadrants. Radar coverage
was not available for Storm M. The Boston surface weather
observations showed rainshowers up to moderate intensity,
but Nantucket reported a thundershower during the time of
Storm 1. Fig. 1.37 shows the rain was occasionally heavy
and mainly in two showers. In absence of thunder at Logan
Airport, however, this storm was classified ony as showery.
STORM N, 10 August 1969
This storm follows the previous storm by 6 - hours.
The difference between the synoptic situations in Figs.
1.36 and 1.39, however, is startling. During Storm N, the
cold front became reorganized and passed Boston. Storm N
may well have been the frontal passage. The 1500 EST Boston
weather observation contained the remark (decoded):
"brief heavy rainshower, began 1435, ended 1450."
This matches Fig. 1.40 exactly, down to within three
minutes of the time. Storm N is classified as showery.
STORM 0, 15 September 1970
The stationary front in Fig. 1.42, the slow changes in
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rainfall rate in Fig. 1,43, and the closely clustering
points in Fig. I.44 all point to steady, continuous rain.
The Boston weather observations corroborate this. All that
was observed all day was rain, drizzle, and fog, under ragged
ceilings. There was no radar coverage for this date. Storm
O is classified as continuous rain, the small intensity
variations in Fig. 1.43 not being considered sudden enough
or extensive enough to be called showers.
Storm 0 has one peculiarity that sets it apart from the
other 21 storms: an instrumental peculiarity. The disdrome-
ter was just being set up at Sudbury around this time. It
had been raining over most of eastern M1assachusetts five to
six hours before the first disdrometer sample, and it con-
tinued to rain for six or seven hours after the last disdro-
meter record. Thus, when considering Fig. 1.43, one should
imagine that Storm 0 is only a segment out of a storm rossi-
bly more than 12 hours long. This discrepancy in storm
duration applies only to Storm 0.
STORI P, 2-3 November 1970
Fig. 1.45 shows an intense cyclone south of Nova Scotia.
Storm P occurred while this low passed from south of Long
Island to southeast of Cape Cod. Radar coverage was not
available, but the Boston weather observer noted rain, driz-
zle, and fog during the first half of Storm P, then only rain
and fog. The winds were from the northeast to north, as
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high as 24 knots gusting to 35 knots, during the period.
Fig. 1.46 shows that the rainfall rate during Storm P
varied only gradually from light to moderate, and occasionally
just barely heavy rain. There was one brief period of heavy
rain near 2225 EST that looks like an imbedded cell, thus
Storm P was classified as "isolated .,
STORM Q, 4-5 November 1970
Fig. 1.48 shows an extensive area of mixed continuous
and showery rain about four hours before its arrival in
Massachusetts as Storm Q. The MIT radar showed very tenuous
rain echoes during this period, so that if there were imbedded
showers in the general rain pattern, the showers themselves
must have been rather small.
Fig. 1.49 shows generally gradual changes in rain inten-
sity, but the rain often became heavy. The Boston weather
observer reported light to moderate rain. However, based on
a few sudden heavy rains around 0000, 0120, 0200, and 0400
EST in Fig. 1I49, Storm Q is also classified as mixed contin-
uous and showery.
STORM R, 5 November 1970
Storm R began eighty minutes after the end of Storm Q.
Fig. 1,51 shows the occlusion and rain area after the end
of Storm Q and during Storm R. The MIT radar showed extremely
tenuous and amorphous rain echoes during Storm R, indicating
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a lightness of rain corroborated by Fig. 1.52. Notice the
similarity between Fig. 1.52 and the last few hours of Storm
Q in the lower diagram on Fig. 1.49. However, Fig, 1.52
shows no showers of the intensity seen around 0400 EST in
Storm Q., The Boston weather observer reported a light rain
shower at 0800 EST, a time during which Fig. 1.52 reflects
only very light precipitation. The detail is lost with such
long sampling times, but showers of less than 1 rm/hr inten-
sity are rather poor showers anyway, so Storm R was classi-
fied as continuous.
STORM S, 11 November 1970
Storm S was a series of early morning showers which
occurred before the synoptic chart on Fig. 1.54. The radar
pictures from Storm S were of poor quality, mainly out of
focus, but the plan-position indicator seemed to show showers
imbedded in general precipitation echoes. All morning at
Logan Airport, the observer reported intermittent light
rain showers, occasionally very light. This is exactly what
Fig. 1.55 shows, making Storm S mixed continuous and showery.
The continuous portions are the times of light rain or very
light rain around 0340 and 0620 EST.
STORM T, 11 November 1970
Storm T occurred only a few hours after Storm S, so the
remarks for Storm S on the synoptic situation and radar cover-
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age apply equally well to Storm T. Fig. 1.57 shows precipi-
tation so light as to lose some detail, but the impression
is one of a mesoscale area of light continuous rain with one
or two imbedded showers. The Boston weather observer reported
light rain around 0905-1010 EST then very light rain showers
1045-1115 EST. More revealing are the cloud types observed
at the 1000 EST observation: nimbostratus and stratocumulus,
a combination often indicative of continuous rain which occa-
sionally becomes showery. Storm T is classified as "mixed",
although a case could be made for calling it "isolated".
STORIP U, 13-14 November 1972
Fig. 1.59 shows a cyclone south of Cape Cod during
Storm U. The cold front near Albany did not pass over Boston
during Storm U. During the entire storm, the winds were
northeast to north as high as 20 knots gusting to 27 knots;
a typical nor'easter. The Boston weather observer noted
ragged ceilings, fog during the whole period, drizzle most
of the time, rain varying from light to heavy, and a single
rain shower at 1700 EST. This single shower is seen as the
very first points in Fig. 1.60, although nowhere in Fig.
1.60 does the rainfall rate exceed 5 mm/hr. Actually, the
peak near 2225 EST looks more like a shower on Fig. 1.60.
Since the figure shows only one possible shower, and the
Boston weather observed reported only one, Storm U appears to
be best classified as continuous with an isolated shower.
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The excellent radar coverage of Storm U corroborates this.
Most of New England was generally covered by widespread
continuous rain, with occasionally a small shower cell
located somewhere in southern New England. (See Fig. 5.4,
page 113, which shows no cells, however.)
STORM V, 15 November 1970
Not a single station in the cross-hatched area of Fig.
1.62 reported showery rain: all reported continuous rain
associated with the extensive low pressure system centered
southwest of New England. The radar at MIT was not in
operation during this period, but the Boston NWS office was,
and the weather observer there noted drizzle, light to moder-
ate continuous rain, strong northeast winds, and ragged
ceilings. All this and Fig. 1.63 also point up the preva-
lence of continuous rain during Storm V. However, one or
two peaks in the rainfall rate between 1100 and 1200 EST on
Fig. 1.63 seem suspiciously like showers. Based on this,
Storm V is classified as continuous, but with an isolated
shower.
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FIGUIE I1.1. Storm A: Synoptic Chart for
1900 EST, 23 June 1969, 2 hours 40 minutes
after the end of Storm A.
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FIGURE 1.2. Painfall Pate R vs. Time,
Storm A, 23 June 1969
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FIGURE I.3. Z-R Diagram,
Z in mm/m 3 ;
Storm A, 23 June 1969.
R in mm/hr
Regression line: Z x 217R 1 47
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FIGURE 1.4. Storm B: Synoptic Chart for
1900 EST, 12 July 1969, 3 hours 40 minutes
after the end of Storm B.
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FIGURE I,5. Rainfall
Storm B,
Rate R vs. Time,
12 July 1969
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FIGURE 1.6. Z-R Diagram, Storm B, 12 July 1969.
Z in mm6/m3; R in mm/hr
Regression line: Z a 259R1 64
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FIGURE 1.7. Storm C: Synoptic Chart for
0700 EST, 13 July 1969, 41 minutes after
the end of Storm C.
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FIGURE 1.8. Rainfall
Storm C,
Rate R vs. Time,
13 July 1969
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FIGURE 1.9. Z-R Diagram, Storm C, 13 July 1969,
Zin mmb/m3; R in mm/hr
Regression line: R . 299R " 5 8
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FIGURE I.10. Storm D: Synoptic Chart for
1900 EST, 13 July 1969, 1 hour 13 minutes
after the end of Storm D.
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FIGURE I.11,
Substorms Dl,
Section 5.1.
Rainfall Rate R vs. Time,
Storm D, 13 July 1969
D2, and D3 are discussed in
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FIGURE 1.12. Z-R Diagram, Storm D, 13 July 1969,
Z in mm /m3; R in mmm/hr
Regression line: Z a 214R1I 59
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FIGURE I.13, Storm E: Synoptic Chart for
0700 EST, 29 July 1969, which is during the
early part of Storm E.
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FIGURE 1.14. Rainfall Rate R vs. Time,
Storm E, 29 July 1969
Substorms El, E2, and E3 are discussed in
Section 5.1.
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FIGURE 1.15. Z-R Diagram, Storm E, 29 July 1969.
Z in mm /m3; R in mm/hr
Regression line: Z a 277R1 3 1
Points a, b, and c discussed on page 167.
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FIGURE 1.16. Storm F: Synoptic Chart for
0700 EST, 30 July 1969 1 hour 12 minutes
before the beginning o Storm F.
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FIGURE 1.17. Rainfall Rate R vs. Time,
Storm F, 30 July 1969
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FIGURE I.18, Z-R Diamram, Storm F, 30 July 1969.
Z in mm /m; R in mm/hr
Regression line: Z w 322R1 " 4 4
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FIGURE 1,19. Storms G and H Synoptic
Chart for 1900 EST, 30 July 1969, which
is between the two storms: 5 hours after
the end of Storm G and 37 minutes before
the beginning of Storm H.
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FIGURE 1.20. Rainfall
Storm G,
Rate R vs. Time,
30 July 1969
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FIGURE 1.21, Z-R Diagram, Storm G, 30 July
Z in m6/m; R in mm/hr
Regression line: Z a 76R1 " 9 1
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FIGURE 1.22. Rainfall Rate R vs. Time,
Storm 1, 30 July 1969
(Synoptic chart for Storm H is Figure 1.19.)
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FIGURE 1.23. Z-R Diagram, Sto
Z in mm6 /m 3 ; R
Regression line:
rm
in
H, 30 July 1969.
mm/hr
Z = 1144RL.02
The two points a and b are discussed on page 169.
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FIGURE 1.24. Storm I: Synoptic Chart for
0700 EST, 2 August 1969 1 hour 37 minutes
after the end of Storm 1.
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FIGURE 1.25. Rainfall Rate R vs. Time,
Storm 1, 2 August 1969
Substorms II , 2, and 13 are discussed in'
Section 5.1.
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FIGURE 1.26. Z-R Diagram, Storm I, 2 August 1969.
Z in mm6 /m3; R in mm/hr
Regression line: Z 304R1 *3 8
Point "a"' discussed on page 169.,
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FIGURE I127. Storm J: Synoptic Chart for
0700 ESTi 4 August 1969, during the latter
part of Storm J.
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FIGURE 1.28. Rainfall Rate R vs. Time,
Storm J, 4 August 1969
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FIGURE 1.29. Z-R Diagram, Storm J, 4 August 1969,
Z in mm6/m3; R in mm/hr
Regression line: Z . 269R 1"32
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FIGURE 1.30. Storm K: Synoptic Chart for
0700 EST, 5 August 1969 1 hour 49 minutes
after the end of Storm k.
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FIGURE I.31. Rainfall Rate R vs. Time,
Storm K, 5 August 1969
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FIGURE 1.32, Z-R Diagram, Storm K, 5 August 1969.
Z in mm6/m3; R in mm/hr
Regression line: Z w 352R1"2 1
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FIGURE I.33. Storm L: Synoptic Chart for
1900 EST, 8 August 1969, 4 hours 39 minutes
before the beginning of Storm L.
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FIGURE I314, Rainfall
Storm L,
Rate R vs.
8-9 August
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FIGURE 1.35. Z-R Diagram, Storm L, 8-9 August 1969.
Z in mm6/m3; R in mm/hr
Regression line: Z a 350R1*4 9
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FIGURE 1.36. Storm M: Synoptic Chart for
0700 EST, 10 August 1969, near the middle
of Storm M.
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FIGURE 1.37. Rainfall Rate R vs.
Storm M, 10 August
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FIGURE 1.38. Z-R Diagram,
Z in mm6/m3;
Storm M, 10 August 1969.
R in mm/hr
Regression line: Z P 147R *
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FIGURE 1,39. Storm N: Synoptic Chart for
1900 EST, 10 August 1969, 4 hours 8 minutes
after the end of Storm N.
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FIGURE 1.40, Rainfall Rate R vs. Time,
Storm N, 10 August 1969
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FIGURE I.41, Z-R Diagram, Storm N, 10 August 1969.
Z in mm6/m3; R in mm/hr
Regression line: Z . 205R1 9 4
FIGURE I.42. Storm 0: Synoptic Chart for
0700 EST, 15 September 1970. At this time
general.rain was already falling in much
of New England, but the disdrometer samples
for Storm 0 did not begin until 3 hours
20 minutes after the synoptic chart time.
See discussion of Storm 0 in the text of
this appendix.
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FIGURE 1,.43 Rainfall Rate R vs. Time,
Storm 0, 15 September 1970
The beinning and ending of the disdrometer
samples are indicated by dashed lines above
to indicate that the simples represent only
approximately 10% of the duration of the
actual storm. See the text of this appen-
dix for details.
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FIGURE I.44, Z-R Diagram, Storm 0, 15 September 1970.
Z in mm6 /m3; R in mm/hr
Regression line: Z . 7 8 R
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FIGURE 1.45. Storm P: Synoptic Chart for
0700 EST, 3 November 1970, 6 hours 23 min-
utes after the end of Storm P.
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FIGURE 1.46. Rainfall Rate R vs. Time,
Storm P, 2-3 November 1970
Substorms P1 , P2 and P3 are discussed in
Section 5.1. Note that there is a 20 minute
time overlap between the top chart and bottom
chart.
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FIGURE 1,47. Z-R Diagram, Storm P, 2-3 November 1970.
Z in mm6/m3; R in mm/hr
Regression line: Z P 360R1 "4 5
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FIGURE I.48. Storm Q: Synoptic chart for
1900 EST, 4 November 1970, 3 hours 54
minutes.before beginning of Storm Q.
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FIGURE 1.49. Rainfall Rate R vs. Time,
Storm Q, 4-5 November 1970
Substorms Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 are discussed in
Section 5.1. Note that Substorm Q4 includes
all of the lower chart. Note also that there
is a 40 minute time overlap between the two
charts above.
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FIGURE 1.50. Z-R Diagram,
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Storm Q, 4-5 November 1970.
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Regression line: Z w 201R I1 6 3
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FIGURE 1.51. Storm R: Synoptic Chart for
0700 EST, 5 November 1970, near the middle
of Storm R.
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FIGURE 1.52. Rainfall
Storm R,
Rate R vs.
5 November
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FIGURE 1.53. Z-R Diagram, Storm R, 5 November 1970.
Z in m6/m3; R in mm/hr
Regression line: Z a 147R1 3 8
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FIGURE I.54: Storms S and T: Synoptic
Chart for 0700 EST, 11 November 1970,
between the two storms: 26 minutes after
the end of Storm S and 42 minutes before
beginning of Storm T.
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FIGURE 1.55. Rainfall Rate R vs. Time,
Storm S, 11 November 1970
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FIGURE 1.56. Z-R Diagram, Storm S, 11 November 1970.
Z in m6 / 3 ; R in mm/hr
Regression line: Z . 112R1 . 2 2
Point "a" is discussed on page 95.
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FIGURE 1.57. Rainfall Rate R vs. Time
Storm T, 11 November 1976
(Synoptic chart for Storm T is Figure 1.54.)
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FIGURE 1.58. Z-R Diagram, Storm T, 11 November 1970,
Z in mm/m3; R in mm/hr
Regression line: Z w 140R 1"12
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FIGURE 1.59. Storm U: Synoptic Chart for
1900 EST, 13 November 1970, during the
early portion of Storm U.
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FIGURE 1.60. Rainfall Rate R vs. Time,
Storm U, 13-14 November 1970
Substorms U1, U2, and U3 are discussed in Section
5.1. Note that Substorm U does not include the
first five points. Note further that there is
no time overlap between the two charts above,
and that a negative run of points begins with
the last point on the upper chart and continues
to the lower chart.
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FIGURE 1.61. Z-R Diagram, Storm U, 15-14 November 1970.
Z in mm /m3; R in mm/hr
Regression line: Z a 261R 1*49
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FIGURE 1.62. Storm V: Synoptic Chart for
0700 EST, 15 November 1970, near the middle
of Storm V.
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FIGURE 1.63. Rainfall Rate R vs. Time,
Storm V, 15 November 1970
Substorms VI, V2 and V3 are discussed in Section
5.1. Substorm V3 includes all of the lowest
chart above,
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FIGURE I,64. Z-R Diagram,
Z in mm6 /m 3 :
Storm V, 15 November 1970.
R in mm/hr
Regression line: Z a 198R1 4 3
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Appendix II. Glossary of Symbols and Statistical Formulae
This appendix is not arranged alphabetically as that
would separate such closely related symbols as i and n,
R and Z. The arrangement is from the simplest concepts to
the more complicated, approximately in the order of the
presentation of the text of the thesis. Symbols listed only
apply to the text of the thesis; symbols used only in
Appendices III, IV, and V are not listed here.
n..........the number of data points in a storm; e.g., for
Storm Q, n = 139.
i..........index referring to the ith point of a storm
j..........index used in this appendix to refer to the jth
storm; for Storm A, j 1; for Storm E, j n 5, etc.
22........in the forrule below, the total number of storms
R..........rainfall rate in mm/hr; Ri is the rainfall rate
at the ith data point
Z..........radar reflectivity factor in mm6/m 2
logR.......logl0(R), the basic data of this thesis along with
logZ.......log 10(Z)
logR ....... mean logR for the storm; logR = - logR
n1
logZ.......mean logZ for the storm
R..........logarithmic mean of R; R = antilog(logR)
Z..........logarithmic mean of Z; see 7
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max(logR)..maximum logR value over one storm; note that
max(logR) " log(max(R))
max(logZ)..maximum logZ value over one storm
min(logR)..minimum logR value in one storm
min(logZ)..minimum logZ value in one storm
range....range of values over one storm, e1g.,
range(logR) - max(logR) - min(logR)
(r),(z)....subscripts which refer in this thesis not to R
and Z, but to logR and logZ respectively
covrz ...... Covariance(logR,logZ);
1 n
ov rz 1 (logRi - 1o g)(logZ - igZ)COVrz n 1
rrz........Correlation coefficient(logR,logZ);
COVrz
rrz M S S (Sr, Sz  defined below)
r z
A..........the coefficient in the Z-R relationship
Z - ARb; also, A is the antilogarithm of the
logZ-intercept of the regression line
logZ = logA + b logR
b,.........the exponent in the Z-R relationship
Z = ARb; also, b is the slope of the regression
line logZ n logA + b logR
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A note on
regression
lines......The line logZ = Ar + b rlogR is called the
R-independent regression line because in its
derivation logR was considered the independent
variable; the R-independent line minimizes the
variance of logZ; the subscript (r) denotes the
R-independent line.
Similarly, logZ = AZ + b logR is called the
Z-independent regression line, and it minimizes
the variance of logR
Ar,Az......intercepts of the R-independent and Z-independent
regression lines respectively. Note that Ar / A
and Az / A; rather (depending which variable is
independent) either Ar logA or Az = logA; thus
Ar and Az are the logarithms of the coefficients
in the Z-R relationship
br,b......the slopes of the R-independent and Z-independent
regression lines respectively. Note that (depen-
ding on which variable is independent) either
b = b or bZ a b; so br and bz are also differ-
ent values for the exponent in the Z-R relationship
derivation of the regression statistics Ar , Az , br , bz
covrz S2  Ar = -bog
b 2 b " z
r Sr ov rz z " loZ -bzlogR
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r, z,..... mathemat ically,
b r tanr and
r r
b z = tan9 z , such that
both 9r and 9z are in
the limits of the
first quadrant, i.e.,
S< < and the
same for 9z" On the
logZ-logR plane, the FIGURE II.1. The
angle is measured in angle G z The line
diagonal above is
radians clockwise from the Z-independent
regression line.
the logR axis to the
regression line corres-
ponding to the subscript (9z is measured from the
Z-independent regression line, for example, as in
Fig. II.1 above.
z-9 r......this single statistic is self-defining: it is
the difference in the angles of the R-independent
and Z-independent lines of the same storm, that
is, it is the angle between the two storm regres-
sion lines
A -A .....this single statistic is the difference in the
r z
intercepts of the two regression lines for the
same storm, that is, it is the distance along
the logZ axis between the intercepts of the Z-
and R-independent lines. Notice that the order
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of A -A is opposite from the order of
r z
Qz -r ; this is because each statistic is defined
in the form most likely to yield a positive value
S..........signals that this is a standard deviation, but S
is never used alone, but always with a subscript
or in function form (e.g., S(Az)); the capital S
is used in preference to the more conventional
small s because of all the subscripts that will
be added to S
Sr........ the standard deviation of logR
Sr  /(logR) 2 -(r1 o) 2
Sz.........the standard deviation of logZ, defined as Sr is,
substituting logZ for logR in the formula.
Srz ........ the standard error of estimate of logR, given logZ
about the Z-independent regression line. The
first subscript refers to the variable (logR),
the second subscript tells what line that varia-
ble is scattered around: Srz is the scatter
of logZ-logR points in the logR direction
(vertically on a Z-R diagram) about the regres-
sion line. 2  /b 2
rz r z /bZ
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Szr.......the standard error of logZ, given logR,
about the R-independent regression line,
or the scatter of points in the logZ (horizontal
on Z-R diagrams) direction about the regression
line. Note that Szr is not measured around the
same regression line as Srz.
Srr,.......the standard error of estimate of logR, given
logZ, around the R-independent regression line
derivation of S
Szr 2 (S rbr)2
disti--....a symbol defined for use in the formulas
of pages 246-247 only. Let bz_
- 
and Az
- 
be
the slope and intercept of any regression line
not derived specifically for a certain storm, e.g.,
the Marshall-Gordon line Z w 200R 1 "6 in which
b z _ " bzMG " 1.6 and Az_- = A MG = 2.301
(2.301 v log(200). Then disti_
- 
is the distance
in the logR direction from the given regression
line to the ith point:
dist log (logZ - A )disti_
-  
logRi b (10Z--Z -
S ,,....the standard error of estimate of logR using
the regression line in
question: S Edist 2
r-- 1 --
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Given the above definitions of dist
- 
and S thei------
follovrwing are standard errors of estimate of logR used
in Section 3.5 around the various regression lines listed
below.
Sr-- Regression line
SrEEnsemble Mean line Z e 22 5 R1I 4 4
SrAG*.....Austin-Geotis line Z = 250R 1"5
SrMG . ...... Marshall-Gordon line Z m 200R1 6
SrSH.....SHIHowery mean line Z = 267R
1 4 4
SrNS..*,,..NonShowery mean line Z = 191R 1 " 4 4
SrTH..*****THundery mean line Z 450R 1 44
SrCO.......COntinuous mean line Z = 11OR 1" 4 4
Sr2 **.......comuted around two lines: the showery storms
around the SHowery mean line, the nonshowery
storms around the NonShowery mean line
Sr3 ........ computed around three lines: thundery storms
around the THundery mean line, continuous rain
around the COntinuous mean line, and using the
Ensemble Mean line for all other storms
S()........ensemble standard deviation of any statistic;
for example, S(A z ) is the standard deviation of
A among all storms:
S(AZ z z
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( . ).....ensemble mean of a statistic: a statistic
averaged over all (22) storms, for example:
22 22
22
Notice that TA is not the same number as would
be obtained by computing a regression line for
all 846 data points, nor is logR the average logR
obtained by adding up 846 logR's and dividing
by 846
d ......... the distance of the ith logZ-logR point from the
Z independent regression line, measured perpen-
dicularly:
di " A cos9z + logRi.sin9 z - logZ.cos9 z
d..........the storm mean of di ; by subsituting logR and
logZ and b ztan9 z into the formula for di,
one obtains that d O.
Sd.........the standard deviation of di, and therefore
the perpendicular scatter of points about
the Z-independent regression line
d J* -2 d since = O0Sd * -
r........the number of data points.lin a run of points
of which all the points are either above
or all below the regression line
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Aa, Ab, Bb, Ba....are not really statistics but abbreviations
for categories of points in chevrons; see Section
6.1 for the definitions of Aa, etc.
Using Aa, Ab, Bb, and Ba for the number of points in each
category, then....
Xsn .. a measure of the prevalence of chevrons in a
storm, defined
Aa + Bb - Ab - Ba
sn Aa + Bb + Ab + Ba
X..........another measure of the prevalence of chevrons;
X a the number of true chevrons minus the number
of reverse chevrons, all for one storm.
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Appendix III. The Binomial Test and the Student's t Test
This appendix gives the details of the statistical
methods used in Section 3.4. Topics discussed in this
appendix are: the Binomial Test; the Student's t Test;
the Estimated Student's t Test; the Estimated Student's
t Test for the summer-fall dichotomy.
The Binomial Test. The sample points for this test are
twenty-two-digit numbers containing exactly 11 1's and 11 O's.
Two of these numbers are compared digit by digit. If the i t h
digit of each number is the same, it is called a match (M);
if the ith digits are different, it is called a mismatch (N).
In this way, a string of 22 M's and N's is generated. Example
0001100110101111011000
1100001110101111000001
NN1TNN MMMMIMMllv;a4NNvMN
in which the string of M's and N's contains 8 N's and 14 M's.
Since there are an equal number of O's and 1's in each
22-digit number, then for each digit in the number, the
empirical probability is:
Prob(O) m Prob(1) i .
Thus, if all the numbers were uncorrelated with each other,
the probabilities of respective digits matching or mismatch-
ing would be: Prob(M) n Prob(N) a .
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The probability that each string of M's and N's is really
the result of two uncorrelated strings of O's and 1's can
then be computed according to the Binomial Probability Law.
There is no a priori reason to assume that a relation-
ship will be a direct one or an inverse relationship, so a
two-tailed probability is used, First, one notices that:
Prob(2 M's & 20 N's) = Prob(20 M's & 2 N's).
Then, note that M and N are always even numbers that must
add up to 22. In that case, the minimum min(M,N)<10.
In terms of the minimum of matches and mismatches,
Prob(min(M,N) = 2) 1
Prob(2 M's & 20 N's) + Prob(20M's & 2 N's).
The normal approximation to the Binomial Law is quite
accurate where the number of digits is 22. In Table III.1,
then, the exact Binomial Probability is given only for
min(M,N) O; for all other values of min(M,N), the normal
approximation is used (mean n 11.0, standard deviation
2.345).
TABLE III.1, Binomial Test Probabilities
x " 10 8 6 4 2 0
Prob(min(M,N)=x) a 61% 30.3% 7.7% 1.0% .06% .00005%
Prob(min(M,N)<x) . 100% 39% 8.76% 1.06% .06% .00005%
Note: due to round-off errors, the first line does not add up
to 100%. The numbers in the second line are those quoted in
the text.
IYI-UII -~~ ~II~LY-~-I--LY~..-_Ld L.i. XII_~L~
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The results of comparing the 22-digit numbers repre-
senting the 22 storms dichotomized according to Table 3.7
are presented below in Table 111.2. A 10% confidence level
was required before testing with the Student's t Test, so
in general only those relationships with 6 or less matches
or 6 or less mismatches (approximately 9% probability) were
selected for further testing.
TABLE III,2. Results of comparing dichotomized statistics...
min(1M,N) for the 132 relationships considered. The abbrevia-
tions in the indeoendent variable column are:
Ind. Var. or Stat. - independcnt variable or statistic;
precip. r precipitation type; wind = wind direction; n - sam-
ple size; dur. = storm duration; TRF = total rainfall;
r(logR) " range(logR); r(logZ)n range(logZ). x in the table=10
statistics compared -- >
Ind. Var.
or Stat. CD <
0 $4 P4 N k. N 0 F4 N P N
) $4 U C I /1 CD __ < 4 a
precip. x 8 8 x 6 x 8 6 6 8 x x
wind x x 8 x 8 x x 8 8 8 x x
n x x 8 x x 8 6 x x x 8 8
dur. 8 8 x 8 x 8 8 8 x 8 x x
TRF x x 8 x 8 8 x x 8 6 8 x
max(logR) 8 8 6 8 8 8 8 x 8 x 8 8
max(logZ) x x 8 x 6 x x 8 6 8 x x
r(logR) 4 x 2 4 8 6 x x x x x 8
r(logZ) 4 8 4 4 x 8 x 8 x x: x x
logR x x x x x x x 8 6 8 6 8
logZ x x x x 8 x x 8 4 6 8 x
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The Student's t Test. The Student's t Test is a standard
statistical test of the significance of the difference of two
means, both from populations assumed to be normally or nearly
normally distributed. This t-value represents the probability
(tatulated in many books) that the sample means are not sig-
nificantly different, that is, that the two samples (whose
means are being tested) come from one population with the
same population mean. The t-value for a given confidence
level depends upon the number of degrees of freedom (d.f.),
a number equal to the number of sample points minus the
number of categories: for a dichotomization of 22 storms,
d.f. = 20. The limiting values of the Student's t Test
for d.f. 20 are given below in Table 11II3.
TABLE III3. Student's t Test probabilities for d.f. - 20.
Find the largest t-value in this table NOT exceeding the
computed t-value. The corresponding percent is the proba-
bility that the two samples of 11 storms each do not differ
significantly but should be considered members of one 22-
storm sample. Thus, the smaller the percent, the more
significant is the difference in means and the more sig-
nificant is the relationship that generated the means.
t m 3.850 2.845 2.528 2.086 1.725 1.325 0.687
level 01% 1% 2% 5% 10% 20% 50%
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The most general formula for computing the t-value
compares two different statistics, X and Y, whose sample
variances are different in general (S2 S2) and the differ-
x y
ence of whose sample means (Y - T)is to be evaluated.
- T) ld.f.
t ~ 1 (III.1)
N i SN + NS
x y xx y y
where Nx is the X-sample size and N is the Y-sample size
and d.f. (degrees of freedom) = N +N -2.
x y
When the statistics beihg compared have the same sample
sizes Nx i Ny, then Eq. (III.1) simplifies considerably. In
the use made of the Student's t Test for relationships among
dichotomized statistics, let X and X1 be statistics corres-
ponding to the O's or 1's in Table 3.7; o and X1 are the
mean values of the dichotomized statistics (7o might be the0
mean Az for nonshowery storms and 71 might be the mean Az for
showery storms, for example); No and N1 are the sample sizes
of Xo and X1 (in this case, No 0  N1 r 11); and So and S1 are
the standard deviations of the statistic within the group of
11 O-storms or 11 1-storms, respectively, thus:
t 7- 1 2 ),I+ 411(f (72) -0 1 0
o 1 01 1
(III.2)
t r (C -X)/Sst where Sst E (S +s)/10
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Throughout this appendix, the subscripts (o) and (1 )refer
to statistics dichotomized into two groups of 11, but the
method of dichotomization (by precipitation type, by logR,
by total rainfall, etc.) is not specified.
Estimated Student's t Test. The Student's t Test
consists of dividing the difference in means (X - Y, or
X - X1) by some function of the variances. Where Nx 9 Ny,
this is a complicated function. If Nx  14 and N 8,
for exaple, then the function might be
Sxy 8(1./x O. 0• (111.3)
But in the case of N = N1 = 11, the function simplifies
to
Sst " + 2)/10 (111,4)
Usually, the most time-consuming portion of computing a
Student's t by hand is in computing the variances needed
to evaluate (III.3) or (III4) above, If a way to get a
good estimate of Sst quickly could be found, then a lot of
time could be saved. The following method does just that:
it estimates S st quickly, and the use of the estimated Sst
in a Student's t Test like (111.2) above constitutes the
Estimated Student's t Test.
This method is not a general method. It probably will
not work well with extremely noisy statistics. However, it
works well with the statistics in Table 3.7; in particular,
~eri-Pirrrr~~
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it works well with 32 different relationships, including
all of those listed in Table 3.8.
Suppose for simplicity of symbology that the relation
dealt with is Az vs. precipitation type. One may compute
a mean nonshowery Az (o), a mean showery Az (X), the respec-
tive variances of Az in the nonshowery and showery cases
(2o and $2), and the ensemble standard deviation S(A z ). For
statistics with relatively low noise levels, the range of
values Sst may take on is relatively limited. In fact, there
is a relatively harrow range to the useful ratio
S(A ) / Sst*
This range was derived empirically from 32 comparisons
(using not only S(A z ), but S(br) , S(S r ) , and S(Srz), etc.).
It was found that effectively, for the statistics of Table
3.7 in a dichotomy of 11 and 11:
2.237 < Ensemble Std. Dev. < 3.810 (111.5)
Sst
with a mean value of the ratio of 2.620.
In symbols, Sst always equals its definition (111.4),
but since the subscripts (o) and (1) refer to any dichotomy
in Table 3.7, then Sst in general takes on different values
for each dichotomy. However, the ensemble standard deviation
can be computed once and for all ( S(A z ) z 0.247) and effec-
tively Sst > S(Az)/3.81, so a practical minimum value for
Sst for any dichotomy of Az values is 0.247/3.81 = 0.065.
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Since Sst is in the denominator in (III.2) above, then
minimizing Sst maximizes t thereby exaggerating the sig-
nificance of the difference in means. In practice, any
t-values obtained using the estimated test which approach
2.0 (near the 5% confidence level, that is) may then be
recomputed using the long method Student's t Test, while
those relationships whose t<<2.0 with the estimated method
will never be significant at the 5% level in the long method
Student's t Test.
Estimated Student's t Test for the summer-fall dichotomy.
It was noted rhetorically above that for Nx = 14 and NY 8,
the function of variances corresponding to Sst is (111.3).
In fact, in the summer fall dichotomy, if the subscripts
(s) and (f)refer to summer and fall respectively, then
Ns  14 an Nf n 8, thus, the function of variances by
which the difference in means (Xs - X ) is to be divided is
Ss = 1.4S + 0.8S )/10.183.. or
Ssf (1.375S2 + o.786S2)/10 (111.6)
An effort has been made to make Ssf look like Sst'
Let us suppose again that AZ is the statistic under
consideration so that Xs is the summer mean Az, etc. Then
the points used to compute S- S2 and S2 + are the same
points but dichotomized differently. Since, as pointed out
above, + S2 under the precipitation type dichotomy need0 1
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not equal S2 + S2 under the logZ dichotomy, then there is
no reason to expect S2 +2 S 2 + S2 and even less reason
o 1 s f
to expect S32 + S2 1.375 S2 + 0.786 s? However, for the
statistics of Table 3.7, S + s2 is close enough to
1.375S2 + 0.7 8 6 S2 that one can approximate Ssf Ss
Thus, in the summer-fall dichotomy, instead of computing
the summer and fall variances for each statistic, the smallest
computed value of Sst was used where available, or else
S( )/3.81 was used to estimate St Ssf. This method
completely lacks rigor, but those relationships whose t-values
are much less than 2.0 using this method are very unlikely
to score a t-2.0 in the long-method Student's t Test. If
the t-value is close to or exceeds 2.0, then the test is
recomputed the long-method. Table 3.9 shows that only two
comparisons scored t ) 2.0, and both were redundant statis-
tics, leading one to examine the relationship of Az vs.
season-location, whose "practical maximum t" as computed
using Ssf v Sst and (111.5) above was 1.862. When the long
method Student's t Test was made on the same relationship,
a true t r 1.851 was found, demonstrating the usefulness
of the Estimated Student's t Test.
_II___YYYI___~~~__b__lJ___~L
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Appendix IV. Details of the Chi-Scuared Test
The Chi-Squared Test is a standard statistical test
for the goodness of fit of observed data to some hypo-
thetical distibution called the "null hypothesis"' and
symbolized HO0 The null hypothesis may be the uniform
distribution, the Poisson distribution, etc. The H0 used
in Section 4.2 and this appendix is the normal or Gaussian
distribution.
Setting up the Chi-Squared Test is best demonstrated
by a simple example, like Storm K. Storm K has 25 points.
One must divide up these points into categories. There may
be any number of points in a category, but each category
should have at least 5 points, if possible. Further, the
calculations are made easier if as many categories as
possible have the same number of points. One can divide
Storm K up into 5-5-5-5-5, or into 6-6-7-6, or into 8-9-8.
The first division has the bare minimum of points in each
category. The second division is asymmetric; symmetry is
not required, but is desirable. The third division has
sufficient points in each category and is symmetric, The
third division is selected. Notice that nothing has been
said about the actual di values or Sd; the only thing knon
about Storm K so far is that it has 25 data points.
Symmetry is desirable, so the requirement is made that
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the center category of Storm K, the 9-point category, be
centered about the mean. These 9 points represent 36% of
Storm K's data points. This is where the null hypothesis,
HI the normal distribution, comes in. One asks, how far
(how many standard deviations) on each side of the mean must
one go so that the area around the mean contains exactly 36%
of the points? The answer is, between -. 4678 standard devia-
tions and +.4678 standard deviations one can expect 36% of
the points. With Storm K, H0 is now complete since there
are only three categories. If there should be 9 points
between -.4678 std. dev. and +.4678 std. dev., then there
must be 8 points to the positive side of +.4678 std. dev.
and 8 points to the negative side of -.4678 std. dev. In
an abbreviated form, this may be written:
Ho: (8) -.4678 (9) +.4678 (8)
where the numbers in parantheses are how many points should
fall within those limits and the numbers between are the
limits or thresholds in std, dev. Note that in HO:
1. The thresholds are in std. dev.;
2. The numbers on the ends are. left off because they
are assumed to be plus and minus infinity.
One now assumes that Sd is the real standard deviation
of the population, and not merely a sample standard deviation
computed for only 25 points. For Storm K, Sd a .0789.
The thresholds change from ±.4678 std. dev. to ±.0369 logZ-
logR units. This is one reason why symmetry is desirable:
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the two thresholds are identical except for sign. The
observed limits now become:
Hi: ( ) -.0369 ( ) +.0369 ( )
where HI stands for the observed distribution. To fill in
the blanks in the observed distribution H1 , one looks next
at the di values for each point in Storm K, and sorts them
into the three categories designated in HI. The result of
that sorting is:
H : (10) -.0369 (6) +.0369 (9),
where the thresholds, recall, are now in logZ-logR units.
All that remains is to compute the Chi-Squared value,
symbolized X2 . Designating the number in each category of
H0 as 01, 02, or 03; and designating the observed numbers
in each category as 11, I2, and I3, with the categories
numbered left to right, the Chi-Squared value is:
X2 =(01 1) 2  (02- 2)2 (O3 I3)2 (8-10)2 )2+ +. :3o ++
01 02 03 8 9
(continued) (8-_2 _ + + 1.625
8 9
The number of degrees of freedom (d.f.) is equal to the
number of categories (not the number of data points) minus
one. Here, d.f. = 2. One consults a table of Chi-Squared
values and finds that for X2 a 1.625 and d.'f. n 2, there
is about a 40% chance that the d. points of Storm K come
from a population whose true distribution is normal, with
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mean d-O and standard deviation Sd2.0789.
(H0 )
For each storm tested in Section 4.2, the null hypothesis
is given below with the thresholds in std. dev., and the
observed distribution (H 1 )
logZ-logR units.
is given vrwith the thresholds in
The Chi-Squared values themselves are in
Table 4.2 in the text.
Storm K
(8)HO :
H :
-. 4678 (9) +.4678 (8)
(10) -. 0369 (6) +.0369 (9)
Storm 0
(6) -. 5260
(5) -.0oi99
(6) -. 2533 (6) +.2533 (6) +.5260 (6)
(3) -.0096 (9) +.0096 (4) +.0199 (9)
Storm H
(6) -. 8650 (6) -. 2863 (7) +.2863 (6) +.8650 (6)
H1: (3) -. 1135 (4) -. 0375 (13)
Storm S
HO : (7) -. 9000 (7) -.3360 (10)
H 1: (6) -.0857 (4) -.0320 (16)
Storm E
H o00 (8) -. 5260 (8) -. 2533
+.0375
+.3360
+.0320
(9)
(7)
+.1135
+.9000
(2)
(7)
(9) +.0857 (3)
(8) +.2533 (8) +.5260 (8)
H 1 : (8) -. 0611 (5) -. 0295 (7) +.0295
Storm I
(9) -. 5260
H1: (13)-.0509
(9) -.2533 (9) +.2533 (9) +.5260 (9)
(6) -.0245 (8) +.0245 (6) +.0509 (12)
H 0
:
H I
(9) +.0611 (11)
HO:
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On the next two pages, the thresholds for each storm are
in the first and fourth columns with the hypothestical
distribution in the second column and the observed distri-
bution in the third column.
Storm D
Ho
7 8
-1.1167--------
7 7
-. 6303 --------
7 8
-,.2632-------
11 12
+.2632 --------
7 5
+.6303 --------
7 5
+1.1167---------
7 8
+ O ---.-----
Storm U
Ho
-(D
-1. 1720
-. 6745
-. 3045
0
+ .3045
+.6745
+1.1720
11
12
12
----
12
12
----
11
11
13
10
----
8
12----
12
- ---
12
m----
16
10
H 1
-OD
-. 0969
-.0547
-. 0228
+.0228
+.0547
+ .0969
+ OD
-. 0978
-. 0563
-. 0245
0
+.0245
+.0563
+.0978
Storm Q
H 0
-1.4612
-1.0631
-. 7865
-.5599
-. 3590
-. 1720
+.1720
+.3590
+.5599
+.7865
+1.0631
+1.4612
+ OD
10
10
10
10
10
10
1910
10
----- m101010
10
I0-
----
----
8
7
16
10
I-O-
7
13
----
23
12
10
5
12
3
13
----
H1
-0D
-. 1590
-. 1157
-.0856
-,0609
-. 0390
-. 0187
+.0187
+.0390
+.0609
+.o856
+.1157
+.1590
+ O
_ ___ I __ __
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See previous pages for explanation.
Storm V
H
o
- a
-1.340
-. 9147
-. 6119
-. 3575
-. 1250
+.1250
+.3575
+.6119
+.9147
+1.340
+ 00
10 5
10 15
10 13
10 10
-- --- --
10 9
11 13
10 9
10 5
10 17
10 7
10 8
-------- rr
H1
- D
-. 1520
-. 1038
-. 0694
-. 0406
-. 0142
+,0142
+.0406
+.0694
+.1038
+.1520
+ 00
Storm P
H
O
- OD
-1.19o
-. 7274
-. 3854
-. 0838
+.0838
+.3854
+.7274
+1.190
+ 00
12 12
12 15
12 7
12 16
7 3
--12 11----
12 15
-12 12
12 12
12 12
-------- ~
H1
- cOD
-. 0627
-. 0383
-. 0203
-. 0044
+.0044
+.0203
+.0383
+o.0627
+ aD
-~ii--i--rr -r *r---ll---l---- ~-iil r^-i ~
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Appendix V. Estimating Probability of the Persistency of di
The probability that in a storm of 100 points there
is a run of 20 consecutive points above the regression line,
but no more than 20 points in a row are ever on the same
side of the regression line is analogous to flipping a
coin 100 times and obtaining 20 heads in a row, but no
more than 20 heads or tails in a row. Assuming the likeli-
hood of a point landing above the regression line is the
same as the probability it will land below the regression
line, with a zero probability of landing on the line is
the same as saying the coin is unbiased and there is a
zero probability the coin will land on its edge. (Empiri-
cally, Prob(point above the regression line) = .511, but
it will be assumed Prob(point above) = Prob(point below) - i).
The probability described above is symbolized
P(Rr; n) and is found to lie between two bounds:
n-r-1
2m +3 - 2 2 + (m+4)2m
n < P(Rr;n) < m-O
n _2
where r is the length of the longest run, n is the length
of the storm or string of coin flippings, and m = n-r-1,
The R in the formula means "the length of the longest run
is'.' For example, P(Rm20; 100) is the probability that the
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longest run in a storm of 100 points is 20 points long;
and P(R_20; 100) is the probability that the longest run
in a storm of 100 points is at least 20 points long. This
latter probability, from the formula above, is seen to
be bounded by
79
282 2 2 + (m+4 )2m100 P(R-20; 100) < m-O
2 100 2100
or .000003815 < P(R-20; 100) < .00007820.
One may ask where these upper and lower bounds come
from. They were derived for two special cases of a longest
run of length r in a storm of length n. The problem with
getting the exact probability is that there are so many
special cases. The longer n gets, the more special cases
there are. The lower bound probability was derived for
the case where the longest run of points above the regres-
sion line (for example) begins with the first point above
the regression line. Obviously this underestimates the
true probability since the longest run of points above the
line does not need to begin with the first point above the
line. Notice, that in cases of large n (or really, of
large m), the lower bound probability has a concise asymptotic
value of 2 2-r For example, in the example above of
(282 - 2)/2100 the lone 2 may be neglected to leave
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282/2100 " 28 n 2 2-r
The upper bound probability on the other hand counts
all strings of length n vrwith a longest run of r. The
problem with the upper bound is that if there are more than
one run of length r in the same string, that string will be
counted more than once in arriving at the formula for the
probability. For example, a string of +'s and -'s like the
following: +++++ ...+++++ +++++ -... +++++ ..... This
is a case where (R-5; 40), but there are eight "longest"
runs of 5 points each. In computing the upper bound proba-
bility, such a string is counted eight times.
Therefore, whereas getting the exact probability is
very difficult, finding the probability bounds are rather
easy. The lower bound has an easy asymptotic value. The
upper bound is difficult to add by hand, but a desk calcu-
lator or a computer make it easy. In addition, there is
an asymptotic value of the upper bound: (m+3)/2r . Thus,
with large values of n, r, and m, the upper and lower
bounds can be easily estimated accurately enough to deter-
mine in most cases if the run of points is likely to occur
by chance. In summary, the asymptotic values are:
2 2-r < P(R>r; n)< 2 -m m2 (2 2-r)
S 2r  4
the last term on the right showing that the ratio of the
upper bound to the lower bound is approximately (m+3)/4.
__Lq____~k LL__j___ _ p ~I~i-I Y Lt~-
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-2
a 0 20 30 O 5b
FIGURE V.1. Uppor bound probability of a longest
run of length r in a string of n points. The
values along the top edge and alo g the diagonal
within the figure aro k-values where
P(Rr;n) < 2-n(2 + Y, ('+4)2) 10 k
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